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Abstract
Due to its conceptual simplicity and its remarkable mathematical prop­
erties, semi-geostrophic theory has been much used for the analysis of 
large-scale atmospheric dynamics since its introduction by Hoskins [41] in 
the mid-seventies. Despite its limited accuracy, its ability to tolerate con­
tact discontinuities within the fluid makes it a useful and elegant model 
for the study of subsynoptic phenomenon such as fronts and jets. In their 
attem pt to flnd a suitable candidate for a model whose accuracy improves 
over semi-geostrophic theory while retaining its essential features, McIn­
tyre & Roulstone [59] discovered the existence of a hyper-Kahler struc­
ture for a class of Hamiltonian balanced models. In this thesis, in the 
context of shallow-water dynamics, we recall the formulation of /-plane 
semi-geostrophic theory and the derivation of McIntyre &; Roulstone bal­
anced models firstly using a Hamiltonian framework and secondly using a 
multisymplectic framework. Introducing the notion of contact manifold, 
we propose a classification of contact transformations and a characterisa­
tion of contact transformations in terms of generating functions. We then 
introduce the theory of Monge-Ampère operators introduced by Lycha- 
gin [54] to study the geometric properties of the Monge-Ampère equation 
relating the potential vorticity to the geopotential for balanced models. 
Using this formalism we give a systematic derivation of hyper-Kahler and 
hyper-para-Kahler structures associated with symplectic nondegenerate 
Monge-Ampère equations and we use these structures to extend some 
of the properties of semi-geostrophic theory to McIntyre Sz Roulstone’s 
balanced models. We discuss the application of the theory of Monge- 
Ampère operators to the divergence equation for shallow-water model. 
Finally we present semi-geostrophic theory in three dimensions, and we 
show how the theory of Monge-Ampère operators in associates a real 
generalised Calabi-Yau structure to this model.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Despite the complexity of the motion we observe in the atmosphere, on a synoptic 
scale 1 0 0 0  km) atmospheric motion can be described by conceptually simple 
models of fluid dynamics in which we assume adiabatic conditions and hydrostatic 
balance. Most weather systems develop in a shallow layer of 10 to 20 km height, the 
troposphere, and evolve over tracks extending to thousands of kilometres. The strong 
stratification of the atmosphere allows us to identify the troposphere as a ’thin shell’, 
whose thickness is small compared to the radius of the Earth. The rotating shallow- 
water model, which describes the behaviour of a single layer of incompressible fluid 
with a free surface under gravity over a rotating bed, is frequently used in geophysical 
fluid dynamics as an approximation for the dynamics of the atmosphere. The ratio 
of the acceleration in the fluid to the Coriolis parameter, which represents the effect 
of the E arth’s rotation, is known as the Rossby number e. When this ratio is small, 
a further approximation is to filter out the fast motions, driven by inertia gravity 
waves, and to retain the slow motion determined by a balance condition between 
pressure gradient and the Coriolis force, the resulting models are referred to as 
balanced models.
The /-plane semi-geostrophic model obtained from the geostrophic momentum 
approximation introduced by Hoskins in the mid-seventies, [41], is an example of 
such a model. The Coriolis parameter /  is treated as a constant representing a 
mid-latitude value for the effect of the E arth’s rotation. The geostrophic momen­
tum approximation, first considered by Eliassen [31] and used by Fjortoft [33], con­
sists in replacing the true acceleration by the derivative following a particle of the 
geostrophic wind. This approximation is formally correct only to leading order in the 
Rossby number e. Despite its limited accuracy, the geostrophic momentum approx­
imation reveals remarkable mathematical properties such as Hamiltonian structure.
Legendre duality and contact structure, and its ability to represent contact disconti­
nuities within the fluid enables it to describe subsynoptic phenomena such as fronts 
and jets. Those properties manifest themselves through a coordinate transforma­
tion from physical coordinates to the so-called geostrophic coordinates introduced 
by Eliassen [32], which according to Hoskins and Bretherton, [42], “helps with the so­
lution of an otherwise hopelessly difficult nonlinear problem”. W ith the help of this 
coordinate transformation, Benamou & Brenier [6 ] proved the existence of global 
solutions of the semi-geostrophic equations using the formalism of optimal trans­
portation. The contact structure, explicitly identified by Blumen [7] for the first 
time, and the Legendre duality, identified by Chynoweth & Sewell [16,17,18], to­
gether with the interpretation of the existence of the coordinate transformation as a 
condition to define stable geostrophic energy states proposed by Cullen et al., [25], 
have inspired the construction of finite-element numerical models, [18,25].
Several approaches have been considered to generalise semi-geostrophic theory; 
some of them account for the variation of the Coriolis parameter, others aim to 
achieve greater accuracy in the sense of an asymptotic expansion in Rossby number 
of the velocity field or of the potential vorticity. In [23] Cullen et al. used the ideas 
of optimal transportation to generalise semi-geostrophic theory to the sphere with 
a variable Coriolis parameter, and it was proved by Delahaies in [29] that this gen­
eralisation retains a contact structure. A systematic derivation of balanced models 
was developed by Salmon in [74,75,77] within the framework of Hamilton’s prin­
ciple. The idea is to define a constraint, corresponding to the balance condition 
describing the slow dynamics, and to incorporate this into the Lagrangian defining 
the parent model, which is the shallow-water model for our purpose. A variational 
principle is used to obtain the dynamical equations. The accuracy of the result­
ing balanced model is judged against the parent dynamics, the latter considered 
as exact. Considering a class of balance conditions including Salmon’s Li-dynamics 
and semi-geostrophic theory, McIntyre & Roulstone, [59], derived a class of balanced 
models, a member of which, called the \/3-model, improves the accuracy to one order 
in e over semi-geostrophic theory. McIntyre & Roulstone models share with semi- 
geostrophic theory the property tha t an elliptic Monge-Ampère equation relates the 
constraint to the materially conserved potential vorticity. furtherm ore they proved 
tha t a set of complex canonical coordinates {X, Y) ,  generalising Hoskins’ geostrophic 
coordinates, arises naturally and, as in semi-geostrophic theory, allows for the refor­
mulation of the potential vorticity in terms of the Jacobian of the transformation 
from physical coordinates to complex canonical coordinates. This Jacobian form of
the potential vorticity is a consequence of the invariance of the symplectic structure 
inherited from the infinite-dimensional parent phase space. This connection be­
tween potential vorticity and symplecticity was made explicit by Bridges et al  [12] 
for shallow-water and semi-geostrophic models within a multisymplectic framework: 
the conservation of potential vorticity was shown to result from the conservation 
law for symplecticity which arises naturally in the multisymplectic formulation of 
Lagrangian fiuid dynamics.
The complex canonical coordinates discovered by McIntyre & Roulstone in [58, 
59] open new areas for the study of the mathematical properties of balanced models 
for, 1 ) although the Hamiltonian formulation of balanced models guaranteed the 
existence of canonical coordinates, except for semi-geostrophic theory, no simple 
analytical form were known before, and 2) their complex nature brings new geo­
metrical structures into the picture. Roubtsov and Roulstone [67,68] proved that 
this coordinate system possesses a special Lagrangian and special Kahler structure. 
They also proved tha t the transformation {x, y) i-  ^ {X, Ÿ) is part of an explicitly 
invertible contact transformation (æ, y, (p, dy(p) ^  [X, Ÿ ,  # , d x ^ :  <9ÿê), where Ô 
is a complex holomorphic potential in terms of which the balanced models could be 
formulated. In [59], McIntyre & Roulstone showed how the two 2-forms Re(dXAdy) 
and Im(d% AdY) — the first one reflecting the symplectic structure associated with 
the potential vorticity and the second one reflecting the canonical symplectic struc­
ture on generated by the canonical contact structure on J^R^, both having
clear counterparts in semi-geostrophic theory— form part of a hyper-Kahler triple 
on T*R^. The remaining part of the triple is the 2-form \ /2{àX  A d% +  dK A dF), 
it is nonexistant for semi-geostrophic theory since Hoskins’ coordinates X  and Y  
are real, its role in the context of balanced models had not hitherto been identified. 
Considered altogether, these 2-forms suggest that the study of hyper-Kahler mani­
folds may offer insights into the geometry of McIntyre & Roulstone balanced models 
and semi-geostrophic theory.
The main objective of this thesis is to carry out further the work initiated by 
McIntyre & Roulstone [59,58], and Roulstone & Roubtsov [67,68] concerning the ge­
ometries associated with the complex canonical coordinates. In particular we have 
been able to resolve a number of issues that remained open questions in [5 9 , 6 8 ]. 
Starting with a comprehensive account of contact transformations, complex geome­
try and the theory of Monge-Ampère equations , and their role in geophysical fiuid 
dynamics, we introduce a general notation and framework that enables us to derive 
new results. Our formalism is more general than tha t discussed in [58,59,67,68],
and give new insights into some open questions posed in [59]. The plan of the thesis 
is as follows. In chapter 2 we review some two-dimensional Hamiltonian models 
for geophysical fluid dynamics built from the shallow-water model. The /-plane 
semi-geostrophic theory is reviewed and the geostrophic coordinate transformation 
is introduced together with its Legendre structure. We recall how McIntyre & 
Roulstone’s balanced models are obtained from Hamilton’s principle by inserting 
a balance condition into the Lagrangian defining the unbalanced parent dynamics. 
We describe the complex canonical coordinates and the associated Jacobian expres­
sion for the elliptic Monge-Ampère equation relating the potential vorticity to the 
geopotential, and we present the \/3-model introduced by McIntyre & Roulstone. 
Then we consider the multisymplectic formulation of the Hamiltonian models pre­
sented in the preceding sections. This stand-alone section presents a multisymplectic 
generalisation of semi-geostrophic theory, a new alternative derivation of Salmon’s 
I/i-dynamics and McIntyre & Roulstone’s models. At the end of this chapter we dis­
cuss the properties tha t make the \/3-model a genuine extension of semi-geostrophic 
theory and we recall some open questions addressed in [59].
Chapter 3 describes the mathematical background for the study of the complex 
coordinates and the Monge-Ampère equations. We set out here the definitions and 
notation which will guide our analysis throughout the rest of the thesis. After in­
troducing basic definitions of contact geometry, we propose a new classification of 
contact transformations in terms of a defect, J 6  N, and we show how to characterise 
any defect (5 contact transformation in terms of 5 -M generating functions. The de­
tails are given in Appendix B. This classification extends the classification of contact 
transformation on presented in [52]. After giving a short introduction to Kahler 
and para-Kahler geometry, the remainder of this chapter is devoted to the presen­
tation of the theory of Monge-Ampère operators developed by Kushner, Lychagin 
and Roubtsov in [52]. We chose to present this section with detail, starting from 
the general construction, then restricting ourselves to the study of two-dimensional 
Monge-Ampère equations, finally considering symplectic Monge-Ampère equation 
in We then use this formalism to revisit the McIntyre & Roulstone and Roul­
stone & Roubtsov’s approach to balanced models by considering the Monge-Ampère 
equation relating the potential vorticity to the geopotential as the object of primary 
interest. This contrasts with the approach of McIntyre & Roulstone and Roulstone 
& Roubtsov in which the coordinate transformations themselves were of primary 
interest. We see how Kahler structures can be associated to this Monge-Ampère
equation, this formalism allows us to reinterpret the McIntyre & Roulstone’s coor­
dinates and to clearly identify the role of the 2-form (i/2)(dX  AdX +  dY AdF) as the 
Kahler form associated to the complex structure induced by the complex coordinate 
system {X ,Y ) .
Chapter 4 starts with a brief introduction to hyper-Kahler geometry. We then 
review how the hyper-Kahler structure arises in the approach of McIntyre Sz Roul­
stone. In order to extend the hyper-Kahler structure to semi-geostrophic theory we 
introduce a class of linear complex coordinate system (%2 , on T*M^, including 
McIntyre Sz Roulstone coordinates. We analyse the hyper-Kahler structure induced 
by this class of coordinate systems and we see how it applies to the study of McIntyre 
Sz Roulstone balanced models and semi-geostrophic theory. We set the framework for 
building a Legendre structure from a linear complex coordinate system, this allows 
us to build a genuine extension of semi-geostrophic Legendre duality for McIntyre Sz 
Roulstone models by considering a new set of complex coordinates (A3 , Y^), related 
to by the hyper-Kahler structure. The transformation (x,y)  ( A 3 , is
then shown to be part of an explicitly invertible contact transformation. Moreover 
the Legendre structure proposed by Roulstone Sz Roubtsov in [6 8 ] is shown to fit 
into this general formulation. The following section presents a broader approach 
on the existence of a family of (para-)Kahler structures and (para-)hyper-Kahler 
structures associated with any nondegenerate symplectic Monge-Ampère equation 
in two variables. Finally in the last section we propose a summary of the chapter 
and then we enter more deeply into hyper-Kahler geometry. Inspired by Hitchin et 
a/.’s seminal paper [40] and unpublished notes by Roulstone & Roubtsov, we de­
scribe some tools tha t may well be of crucial interest in the study of the geometries 
and dynamics of McIntyre Sz Roulstone balanced models.
Whereas the preceding chapters focus on the Monge-Ampère equation relating 
the potential vorticity to the geopotential for various balanced models, in chapter 
5 we are interested with the application of Monge-Ampère theory to the divergence 
equation. Introducing the Helmholtz decomposition of the velocity field in terms of 
rotational and divergent parts, we recall the Charney balance equation and the so- 
called ellipticity condition for the atmosphere. We review Petterssen’s realisability 
condition for shallow-water model and, using Monge-Ampère theory, we relate this 
condition to the existence of an almost-complex or almost-para-complex structure 
when the Helmholtz’s decomposition is applied.
Although the shallow-water framework provides an elegant and useful vehicle 
for studying large-scale atmospheric dynamics, the recourse to three-dimensional
models is crucial to obtain a better understanding of the processes involved. There­
fore Chapter 6 starts with an introduction to the three-dimensional semi-geostrophic 
models introduced by Hoskins [41], we then recall its contact and Legendre structure. 
The second section presents briefly the theory of symplectic Monge-Ampère opera­
tors in M .^ Finally in the last section we illustrate the concepts introduced in the 
preceding section by considering the symplectic Monge-Ampère equation relating 
the potential vorticity to the geopotential in geostrophic coordinates.
Finally Chapter 7 concludes this thesis by reviewing what has been achieved and 
by pointing out directions for further research.
Chapter 2 
Models for geophysical fluid 
dynamics in two dimensions
The shallow-water model, hereafter also referred to as the parent model, is used as 
a paradigm to describe large scale atmospheric motion. Various approximations are 
considered, their accuracy are judged against an asymptotic expansion in Rossby 
number of the potential vorticity field of the parent model. Following McIntyre & 
Roulstone [59], we review the /-plane semi-geostrophic theory together with the 
useful and elegant properties associated with the geostrophic coordinate transfor­
mation, and we recall the systematic derivation of balanced models proposed in [59]. 
Then, inspired by the work of Bridges et al  [1 2 ], we propose an alternative deriva­
tion of these balanced models and a generalisation of semi-geostrophic theory using 
a multisymplectic approach. Finally we discuss what properties remain to be found 
for the \/3-model to be a genuine extension of semi-geostrophic theory.
2.1 Semi-geostrophic theory
2.1.1 Shallow-water dynam ics
The parent model, against which the accuracy of all other models will be judged, 
is the shallow-water model. The motion of a shallow layer of inviscid fiuid over a 
rotating bed can be idealised by the momentum equations
Ù + / k  X X -f pV ?7 =  0, (2.1)
where u  =  (w, v) E x  =  {x, y) G denote the velocities and positions of the
fiuid particles, and k is the unit vertical vector. The positions x  are functions of the
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Lagrangian mass coordinates, or particle labels, a and 6 , and the time t:
X =  x{a,b,t), y = y{a,b,t),
where Lagrangian mass coordinates are chosen so that a = x{a, b, 0 ), b — y{a, b, 0 ). 
The superposed dot denotes the time derivative following a particle, tha t is with a 
and b held fixed. The constant g represents the acceleration due to gravity, r]{x,y,t) 
is the height, or mass distribution, where we assume no bottom  topography. The 
effect of the E arth ’s rotation is represented by the Coriolis parameter / .  Unless 
explicitly stated we assume that:
th^^orioli^param eterjM ^cm ^^
The incompressibility hypothesis requires 77 to satisfy the relation
dm  =  ?7odad& =  rj{x, y, t)dxdy,
where dm  represents the mass element and 770 =  T){x , y, 0) =  constant. If we further 
assume that 770 =  1 , then the height field 77 is given by
=  2^ .2 )
By taking the time derivative, following a particle, of equation (2 .2 ), we recover the
continuity equation in its usual form
?7 +  77V • X =  0 . (2.3)
The momentum equations (2 .1 ) together with the continuity equation (2 .3 ) are re­
ferred to as the shallow-water model.
From (2 .1 ) and (2.3) we can show that the potential vorticity, Q, defined by
dv du (2.4)
is conserved. Given suitable boundary conditions, the total energy
f  1 1^ (2.5)
where D is a physical domain of fiuid, is also conserved following a fiuid parcels. 
Throughout this thesis we follow McIntyre & Roulstone [59]: we choose D =  
with evanescent boundary conditions at infinity.
2.1 Sem i-geostrophic theory
2.1.2 Sem i-geostrophic approxim ation
Synoptic features in the atmosphere are associated with the typical scales
- 4% lOms , L Fa 1 0 0 0  km , /  pa 10  s
where U represents the velocity, L  is the horizontal length, and /  is a mid-latitude 
constant approximation of the Coriolis parameter 2 Q sin A dependent on the latitude 
A. The Rossby number defined by
e = 1 ^ 1  . .  Ul /u | f L ’
is therefore of order e =  10~^. Under this condition, as described in [41], the 
velocity vector (u, v) is approximately equal to the geostrophic momentum gf~^'Vr) 
in magnitude and direction. The semi-geostrophic approximation for shallow-water 
fiow consists in replacing the true acceleration by the derivative following the motion 
of the geostrophic wind in the horizontal momentum equations; tha t is
ùg +  / k  X X +  gVr} = 0,
where the geostrophic wind Ug =  ("Ug,Ug) is defined by
_  d(f>
(2 .6)
(2.7)
with (p denoting the geopotential (p = This approximation filters out inertia
gravity waves. The momentum equations (2 .6 ) together with the continuity equation 
(2.3) form a system called the semi-geostrophic system, hereafter equally referred to 
as semi-geostrophy or semi-geostrophic theory. A conserved quantity for this system 
is the energy r 1 I
^sg = (2 .8 )
The most im portant conserved quantity we will be interested with in this thesis is 
the potential vorticity, Qsg{x,y), given by
Q ia(ug,wg)J T  —---------- Ô----hOX dy f  d{x,y)
Using (2.7) the potential vorticity can then be written as
(2.9)
0 ^ 0  d^(p d' (^pd' (^p /  0 ^^ \
dx"  ^ dy"^  dx"  ^dy"^  \  dxdy ) (2.10)
2.1 Sem i-geostrophic theory
This equation is a Monge-Ampère equation for (p given Ogg and suitable boundary 
conditions. At this stage it is enough to say tha t a Monge-Ampère equation for 
is a nonlinear second order differential equation such th a t the nonlinearity is 
of determinant type; tha t is, the non-linearity is given by the determinant of the 
Hessian matrix of a function linear in (p. The general form of a Monge-Ampère 
equation in two variables is given by
A
where A, B, C, D  and E  are given functions of re, y, (p, d ^ /d x ,  d<pjdy. Monge- 
Ampère equations are classified as elliptic, hyperbolic or parabolic depending on 
whether the discriminant A C —D E  — B'^ is strictly positive, strictly negative or zero. 
Following Courant & Hilbert [2 1 ], solving equation (2 .1 1 ) on a bounded domain with 
imposed values of (p on the boundary is a well posed problem only if the equation is 
elliptic. In particular, we see tha t the Monge-Ampère equation (2.10) is elliptic for 
Ogg > 0. We will carry out a more detailed approach of Monge-Ampère equations 
and the associated geometric structures in the following chapters.
2.1.3 G eostrophic coordinates
Hoskins [41] discovered tha t the solution to semi-geostrophy was facilitated by the 
coordinate transformation
 ^= + Ê  ^= ^  +
These coordinates are often referred to as geostrophic coordinates because, inserting 
(2 .1 2 ) into (2 .6 ), we have
X  = Ug , Ÿ  = Vg\ (2.13)
that is: the motion in these coordinates is exactly geostrophic. The potential vor­
ticity can then be expressed in the form
which helps in showing tha t Qg^  is a conserved quantity; indeed, recalling that 
(p = gf~'^r]y we have
“  Dt  V "  d{,x, y ) ) - ^ D i  j  ’
10
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since D /D t ,  da and 0  ^ commute we can write 
and finally using (2.13) and (2.12)
Qsp =
d i X , Y )  d { X ,Ÿ )  
d{x,y) d{x,y)
9{ug, y -  f  \ ) _ _ ^ d { x Y f  \ , V g )
d{x, y) d{x,y) =  fr)
- 1 du^ dVj
dx dy
and since the geostrophic wind is nondivergent we obtain Qgo =  0  as required.
Legendre structure
Let T(a:, y, t) and IR(A, Y, t) be the functions defined by
7{x ,y , t )  =  H x , y , t )  + ^{x'^ + y'‘), 
Oi{X,Y,t) = x X  + y Y - T .
(2.15)
(2.16)
The transformation (x,y)  i-> (A, Y) is a Legendre transformation, for using (2.15), 
(2.16) and (2 .1 2 ) we have
0 T __ 0 T 03^ 0 0 ^
9 7  =  ^ '  9 ÿ  =  ^' (2.17)
Following Hoskins we define the Bernoulli potential $ , a function of A, Y,t, given 
by
$ ( x ,r ,4 )  =  - K  +  h x 2  +  r^). (2.18)
Using (2.17) and (2.12) we see that
0 $  d(p 04> d(j)
â Ÿ  0 Ï  ’ W ^ ~ d ^ ' (2.19)
This property is referred to by Roulstone & Sewell [73] as the g r a d i e n t  t r a n s f o r m a ­
t i o n  p r o p e r t y  of the geostrophic coordinate transformation. The two Legendre dual 
functions T and Ck provide us with two more expressions for the potential vorticity;
Qgp =  - ^ H e s S æ y T  , ——  — ^ H e s s x y C k ,fcp '■‘sg 9
where Hess^yT denotes the determinant of the Hessian matrix of T with respect to 
X and y ,  and similarly Hes8%y[k denotes the determinant of the Hessian matrix of
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!k with respect to X  and Y.  Finally using (2.15) and (2.16), the reciprocal of Qgg 
can be expressed as
sg 2 \ d X j  2 \ d Y j HessX Y
2N2$  -  - (2.20)
This structure is particularly helpful for solution strategy. Note first that from the 
tranformation {x,y, t)  i—> {X ,Y ,T ) ,  where T  = t, we can write
A  _  ^dx dx d X  dx d Y  ’
A  -  ^  ^dy dy d X  ^  dy ~dY ’
0  0 A  0  0 Y 0  0
dt ~  dt d X ' ^  d t d Y ' ^  d T '
Then we get
D _ d  ^ . d  d 
D i ' - ' d t ^ ^ d i ^ ^ d i
d f d X  . d X  , d X \  d
D
d Y  , d Y  . d Y \  d
D T
The geostrophic coordinates allow us to write the semi-geostrophic system (2.6) in 
the Hamiltonian form
and we have
D X  _  0 $
D T  ~  ^ d Y
D  1
D X  ^  0 0  
D T  0 A ’
D T Q =  0 .
(2 .21)
(2 .22)
sg
As stated in [59] the evolution of semi-geostrophic equations can be thus simulated by 
time stepping (2 .2 2 ), solving (2 .2 0 ) for 0 , using (2 .2 1 ) to get the advected velocity, 
then re-advecting and so on. Using (2.12), the particle locations and the mass 
configuration can be deduced at any time t.
Contact structure
Writing the Bernoulli potential in the form
+ d(pdy (2.23)
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and considering as independent variables we haveox oy
00 00
dx  V  dx
- % ( y  + ^ )  (2.24)dy \  d y j
d(f) dcf)=  d ^ _ _ d x - - d 2,,
showing tha t the transformation
J V  -F J 1R 2
preserves the standard contact structure on J^R^ and thus defines a contact trans­
formation. This property of the geostrophic coordinate transformation was made 
explicit for the first time by Blumen [7]. The terminology will be described in section
3.1 within the framework of modern differential geometry, and contact transforma­
tions will be studied in detail in section 3.2.
2.2 Hamiltonian balanced models
The geostrophic momentum approximation, which results in some remarkable trans­
formation properties, consists of replacing the time derivative following a particle of 
the true velocity by the time derivative following a particle of the geostrophic ve­
locity. It turns out tha t this procedure preserves two im portant conservation laws: 
conservation of potential vorticity and conservation of total energy, but unless such 
approximations to the shallow-water equations are made with care, this may not 
be the case in general. To derive more accurate models, while retaining a Hamilto­
nian structure and the important conservations laws, it will prove useful to recourse 
to a variational formulation of the dynamics using Hamilton’s principle. In this 
framework conserved quantities are related to symmetries of the Lagrangian, and 
by ensuring tha t the approximations do not break the symmetries we can guarantee 
that the resulting model will produce consistent conservation laws. This procedure 
wifi be applied in the following development. The first section is devoted to the in­
troduction of the Hamiltonian structure of shallow-water model and the geostrophic 
approximation, referred to as Li-dynamics, both developed by Salmon [74,75,77] in
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the mid-eighties. Section 2.2.2, 2.2.3, 2.2.4 and 2.2.5 concern the approach followed 
by McIntyre &: Roulstone to derive more accurate balanced models. Firstly, the 
derivation of the models is presented. Secondly, we see how semi-geostrophy can be 
fitted into this framework. Thirdly, we concentrate on a particular model which, 
due to its property of being formally the most accurate within the class of models 
derived by McIntyre & Roulstone, will be the focus of our interest throughout this 
thesis. Finally we see how canonical coordinates help in formulating the dynamics 
and the im portant quantities in an elegant way.
2.2.1 Li-dynam ics
Following Salmon [74,75], we consider a variational formulation of the shallow-water 
model. The shallow-water equations (2 .1 ), with /  constant, can be derived from 
Hamilton’s principle by considering stationary points of the functional
L (x ,u )  =  y  ^ u - l - i / k x x ^  - x d m - y "  i u ^ - b  y d m ,  (2.25)
with respect to variations (^ x and 6u satisfying the standard fixed endpoint condition, 
where, as before, we consider T) =  R^, with evanescent boundary conditions at 
infinity. Unless explicitly stated, all the integrations are performed over the domain 
D, then from now on we will omit to refer to the domain of integration D in the 
notation. Variations Sx. provide the horizontal momentum equations (2 .1), and 
variations (5u lead to u  — x. The first integral on the right hand side of (2.25) 
refiects the symplectic structure of the model, we denote it by W, the second integral 
is the Hamiltonian, we denote it by fif. By Noether’s theorem, symmetries of the 
Lagrangian (2.25) can be directly related to conserved quantities of the dynamical 
system: as shown in [74], time invariance relates to conservation of total energy £ 
defined by (2.5), particle relabelling symmetry relates to conservation of potential 
vorticity Q defined by (2.4).
As described previously, the typical scales of interest in the study of large- 
scale atmospheric motion allow us to approximate the momentum vector u  by the 
geostrophic momentum Ug. The subtle strategy tha t led to the formulation of the 
semi-geostrophic equations described in the previous section consisted in replacing 
Ù by ùg in the equations of motion for shallow-water model. The variational formu­
lation of shallow-water model outlined above provides us with another strategy to 
invoke this approximation. The so-called Li-dynamics is obtained by applying the 
method pioneered by Salmon [74,75,77], which consists of replacing u  by Ug directly
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in the Lagrangian (2.25). In the context of shallow-water theory this technique is 
equivalent to introducing Lagrange multipliers to apply the constraint u  =  Ug in 
the Lagrangian (2.25), the latter method will be used in the next section within the 
framework of multisymplectic geometry. The equations of motion for Li-dynamics, 
obtained by considering stationary points of the functional (2.25) with u  replaced 
by Ug, were derived by Salmon [74]; they are given by
ùg -f- / k  X X -f  gVr] +  - ~ V  [?7^ k ■ V  x  u^g] 4- u  • VUag =  0, (2.26)
where Uag is the ageostrophic velocity defined by x  =  Ug 4- Uag, and we recall
that /  is constant. Replacing u  by Ug in (2.25) does not break the two important
symmetries of the Lagrangian (2.25): time invariance provides conservation of the 
total geostrophic energy
^ 3 ^  j  2^g +  ^  (2.27)
and particle relabelling symmetry leads to conservation of geostrophic potential 
vorticity
i f  09 f i l l . (2.28)dx dy
2.2.2 M cIntyre &: R oulstone balanced m odels
In [58,59], McIntyre Sz Roulstone proposed to apply Salmon’s technique of inserting 
a balance condition into the Lagrangian (2.25) to systematically derive what we will 
refer to as balanced models. They considered the constraint velocity^ Uc defined by
Uc =  Ug 4- o;k X /~^Ug ■ VUg, o; G M. (2.29)
The evolution equations are obtained by considering stationary points of the func­
tional Lc, in which u^ replaces u  in certain terms, for example
Lc =  y* (uc  4- ^ / k  X x^ • x d m  -  J  ^u^ 4- y  dm. (2.30)
Note that for a  =  0  in (2.29), the constraint velocity is exactly geostrophic then the 
balanced model corresponds to Li-dynamics. All these models inherit the Hamil­
tonian structure of the parent model, for instance the first integral on the right 
hand side refiects the symplectic structure, we denote this functional by % ,  the 
second integral defines the Hamiltonian, denoted by fife- Our purpose here is not
^The subscript c in the notation is here to remind us that Uc defines the constraint velocity 
field.
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to derive the equations of motion for balanced models since complete details of the 
derivation can be found in [82], moreover for the general constraint velocity (2.29), 
when expressed in Eulerian variables, these equations are very difficult to study 
analytically.
As previously, replacing u  by Uc does not break the two important symmetries 
of the Lagrangian (2.25): time invariance of (2.30) provides conservation of the total 
energy
£c =  -u ^  4- ^  dm, (2.31)
and particle relabelling symmetry leads to conservation of potential vorticity
dvc duc 
J +  ------dx dy (2.32)
which using (2.29) can be written as
7)_ 09/._ 9.rv d(ni.^ 7)_'1 (2.33)dug 2ad{ug,Vg)dx dy f  d{x,y)
2.2.3 Sem i-geostrophic theory and doubly-split m odels
As first pointed out explicitly in [72], equation (2 .1 0 ) defining the potential vorticity 
in semi-geostrophic theory can be written as
Q,. =  ^  ( /  +  ÿ  -  . (2.34)
where Uc denotes the constraint velocity field
Uc =  Ug -  i k  X /~^Ug • Vugj (2.35)
that is, semi-geostrophic potential vorticity corresponds to the potential vorticity for 
the balanced model defined by Ug with a = —1 / 2 . However, the semi-geostrophic 
system (2 .6 ) does not belong to the class of balanced models derived above. Indeed, 
as described in [59], applying the constraint u  =  Uc to the parent dynamics leads us 
to consider two distinct velocity fields; the constraint velocity Uc which enters the 
definition of potential vorticity and total energy, and the particle velocity x  used to 
advect mass and potential vorticity. For this reason the class of balanced models 
derived above are referred to as singly-split models. On the other hand, we saw 
in section 2 .1 .2  tha t semi-geostrophic theory is in some sense doubly-split. Indeed 
three distinct velocity fields govern the dynamics: the constraint velocity Uc given 
by (2.35) which enters the definition of the potential vorticity (2.34), the geostrophic
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velocity which enters the definition of the total energy (2 .8 ), and finally the particle 
velocity x  used to advect mass and potential vorticity. In the Hamiltonian models 
constructed from the shallow-water model using Salmon’s method, the conservation 
of potential vorticity appears as a consequence of the symplectic structure, reflected 
by Wc, independently of the choice of the Hamiltonian !Kc which defines the total 
energy. This suggests we can derive a class of doubly-split balanced models by 
considering two constraint velocities: Uc defining the functional Wc, and ug defining 
the Hamiltonian IKg. The equations of motion are then obtained by considering 
stationary points of the functional
and from the discussion above the system conserves the potential vorticity Qc and 
the total energy £g- It was shown in [58,82] tha t the doubly-split model produced 
by considering the two constraint velocities and Ug given by
Uc =  Ug -  i k  X /~^Ug • Vug , Ug =  Ug, (2.36)
is equivalent to semi-geostrophic theory defined by the system (2.6). However within 
the set of constraint velocities Ug, ug of the form (2.29) with different values of the 
parameter o:, the choice (2.36) seems to be the only choice tha t both reduces the 
complexity of the evolution equations and is relevant for geophysical applications.
2.2.4 v^3-model
A value of the parameter a  in (2.29) is of particular interest. As described in [80], 
decomposing the velocity field in terms of geostrophic and ageostrophic components 
and applying standard scaling, the divergence equation for shallow water equations 
(2 .1 ) can be written as
^ dx  dy f  d{x,y)
where (" denotes the absolute vorticity, defined by C =  /  +  V x u. On the other 
hand from (2.33), we see tha t the absolute constraint vorticity Cc associated with 
constraint velocity field Ug, i.e. Cc =  /  +  V x Uc, is given by
C =  f  I 2 a ^('Ug,^g)
dx dy f  d(x ,y)
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therefore, for the value a  =  1, we see that coincides with the first terms of the 
asymptotic expansion of Therefore the balanced model derived with the constraint 
velocity
Uc =  Ug +  k  X / “ ^Ug • Vug,
appears to be asymptotically the most accurate model within the class of models 
derived from the general constraint (2.29). For reasons to appear in the next section 
this model is referred to as the -\/Z-model.
2.2.5 Canonical coordinates
A coordinate transformation x  »-> X, X  =  (X, Y) is said to be canonical, and thus 
defines canonical coordinates^ if
J  ^ X x^ • 5x dm  =  y (k X X) - 6X dm  +  (2.37)
where !B is some scalar-valued mass configuration functional. The Hamiltonian 
balanced model defined by (2.30) is in noncanonical form, but as shown in [58], 
canonical coordinates exist for the class of constraint Uc defined by (2.29). As a 
consequence of (2.37), the equations of motion take the simple form
A  =  -r—  , Y  =' a j f  '
The potential vorticity takes the form of the Jacobian
then the material conservation of Qc together with (2.38) implies that
a x  a ÿ  ^ 
d x ^ W - ^ -
As a consequence there must exist a streamfunction %(X, Y, t) such that
For Uc given by (2.29) McIntyre & Roulstone also found tha t the formula
X  =  X +  — ick X V(^ (2.40)
provides canonical coordinates for their balanced models providing c =  V2o; +  1 and 
i =  \A-1. Indeed, as shown in [59], the coordinate transformation x  X  satisfies
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(2.37) when we take ‘B = f  igf~'^r]din. From (2.37) we see tha t (2.40) relates 
only to the symplectic structure Wc and has no connection with the Hamiltonian, 
therefore formula (2.40) holds for doubly-split models as well. For a  =  —1/2, which 
as described previously corresponds to semi-geostrophy, we see th a t c =  0 and the 
formula (2.40) reduces to
X  =  X V0,
then we recover the real Hoskins’ geostrophic coordinates. For O' =  1 we have c =  \/3 
— this is the reason why McIntyre h  Roulstone named this model the \/3-model — 
and for Oi =  0 we have c =  1, then for the \/3-model and Li-dynamics McIntyre & 
Roulstone’s coordinates are complex.
Some properties of McIntyre & Roulstone’s balanced models, namely the coordi­
nate transformation x  X  and the Monge-Ampère equation relating the potential 
vorticity to the geopotential in its various forms (e.g. equations (2.33) and (2.38)), 
will be discussed at the end of this chapter. Before that, in the next section, we 
review the balanced models considered previously within the framework of multi­
symplectic geometry. The Shallow-water model and semi-geostrophy have already 
been recast into this formalism in [12]. In this setting, potential vorticity conser­
vation and energy conservation arise as consequences of a structural conservation 
law. We will formulate Li-dynamics and McIntyre & Roulstone’s balanced models 
as multisymplectic systems, and discuss the structural conservation law in each case.
2.3 M ultisymplectic formulation
In this section we are interested in generalizing semi-geostrophic theory and writ­
ing McIntyre & Roulstone balanced models using a multisymplectic formulation 
as developed by Bridges [10,12,13]. Most Hamiltonian partial differential equa­
tions can be written in a multisymplectic form including shallow-water equations, 
semi-geostrophic equations and many other models not limited to geophysical fluid 
dynamics, various examples together with rigorous mathematical descriptions can 
be found in [10,12,13,45,55].
In this section, to make use of Einstein summation convention we use the fol­
lowing customary notation: the spatial coordinates x  and y  are denoted by x^ and
respectively, the particle labels a and h are denoted by w}  and finally the 
derivative of a function F  with respect to the coordinate is denoted by Fq,, or 
dm°F, similarly the derivative with respect to t  is denoted by F^ t or dtF,
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On the reference space a multisymplectic system can be written in
canonical form as
W (z) z ,4 +  K^(z) z,i -b K^(z) z ,2 =  VzSm(z) (2.41)
where W (z), K^(z) and K^(z) are n x n skew-symmetric matrices, z G R” represents
the dynamical variables plus additional variables, Sm : M” —^ M is a given smooth
function, and Vz denotes the gradient with respect to z. As explained in [45], the 
functions W (z), K^(z) and K^(z) are usually required to satisfy the condition that 
the 2-forms u>, Ki and «2  defined by
uj = (l/2 )W ij(z)dY  A dz^ , Ka — (l/2)Kg(z)dz'^ A dz^, (2.42)
O'= 1,2, are closed. This guarantees that there exists vector valued functions W(z) 
and K“ (z), locally defined, such that
LJ = d(Wi(z)dz^), K,a = d(Kf (z)dY),
from which the skew-symmetric matrices W (z), K^(z) and K^(z) are recovered by 
the formulae
"  dz> dzi ' dz> dzi ’
Thus whereas Hamiltonian formalism introduces a single symplectic operator asso­
ciated with time together with a Hamiltonian functional on an infinite dimensional 
phase space, we see tha t multisymplecticity puts time and space on an equal foot­
ing delivering a symplectic operator for each variable and a scalar valued function 
Sm on a finite dimensional phase space. This is achieved by applying a Legendre 
transformation not only to time but also to spatial variables. The dimension n  de­
pends on the nature of the problem, the additional variables are used to decrease 
the order of differentiation to the first order, at most, in order to obtain a system 
of first order partial differential equations. As we will see n — 12 for shallow-water 
model and semi-geostrophy, n  =  14 for Li-dynamics and n  =  30 for the \/3-model. 
In [11], Bridges showed that the system (2.41) satisfies the conservation law for 
symplecticity, or structural conservation law
T l^a,a — 0.
Pulling back the structural conservation law to the reference space (m“ , t) leads to 
the three conservation laws
(W ÿ(z) -b (Kg-(z) =  0, (2.43)
( W « ( z ) 4 4 ) ^ , +  ( K 5 ( z ) 4 4 ) , ^  =  0, (2.44)
( W « ( z ) 4 4 ) ^ + ( K g ( z ) 4 4 ) ^  =  0. (2.45)
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In [45], Hydon derived the 1-form quasi-conservation law
=  d ~  Sm(z)) •
When pulled-back to reference space the 1-form quasi conservation law provides us 
with the three conservation laws
[Wi4 -  (Wi4 + Kfz% -  Sm(z))],, +  (Kf4),i + (K?4) 2 =  0, (2.46)
+  [Ki<, -  (Wi4 +  K?z% -  Sa^(z))] j  ^=  0, (2.47)
(WiA),, + (44),1 + [44 - (w«4 + 4 4  - Sm(z))] ,2 = 0, (2.48)
from which the conservations laws (2.43)-(2.45) can be recovered by cross differen­
tiation. To facilitate the reformulation of the various models we are interested with 
as multisymplectic systems, let us consider a variational formulation of the multi­
symplectic system (2.41). As stated in [45], the system (2.41) is the Euler-Lagrange 
equation for the variational problem
6 J  L(z, z^ ^^ ) dm = 0,
where z( )^ denotes the set of first derivatives of z, and the Lagrangian density 
I/(z, z(^)) is given by
L(z, z(^ >) =  -  Sm (z). (2.49)
In section 2.3.1 we propose a multisymplectic generalisation of semi-geostrophic 
theory, and we derive the conservation of potential vorticity and energy using the 
conservation law for symplecticity. In section 2.3.2 we present a multisymplectifica- 
tion of Li-dynamics and McIntyre & Roulstone models, and, for Li-dynamics, we 
derive the conservation law for potential vorticity and energy from the conservation 
law for symplecticity. In the remainder of this section we present the multisymplec- 
tification of shallow-water model.
Let us rewrite the Lagrangian (2.25) with our customary notation, we have
L =  / L(x, u)dm,I'D
where the Lagrangian density L  is given by
L =  j  +  ("u^ )^  +  9V] • (2.50)
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Looking at shallow-water equations (2.1) and recalling tha t incompressibility re­
quires that
in our customary notation, together with the relation
£ ) - ”( 4  ".?)&:)•
we see tha t the system obtained from a variational principle with the Lagrangian 
density L  cannot produce a multisymplectic system for it involves derivatives of 
order two with respect to and To decrease the order of differentiation by 
one, let us introduce some new variables x^, % =  1, 2, a; =  1, 2, which satisfy x^ =  xj^, 
together with a function of x^, denoted by r ,  such that
r  =  xjxg — x \x l  ~  77“ ".
Now if we insert these new elements in the Lagrangian density (2.50) together with 
Lagrange multipliers w f  corresponding to the constraints x^ =  x^ ^^ , we obtain a new 
Lagrangian density L m s  given by
L m s  =
where e(r) denotes the internal energy defined by
, (2.52)
e(r) =  A  =  (2.53)2r 2
Then taking the Euler-Lagrange equations corresponding to variations 5x\ ôu^, 
6x^, with standard fixed endpoint conditions, the governing equations are
^l,a -  0 , (2,54)
=  0 , (2.55)
X^ (2.56)
x" - (2.57)
(2.58)
0 (2.59)
The multisymplectic structure emerges when we reorganize this system of first order 
partial differential equations as
Wz^t +  K “z,a =  V zSm , (2.60)
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where
z =  (x \  w l,w f,  1Ü2, wl, xj, X2 , Xj, X2),
W  is the 12 X 12 skew-symmetric matrix given by
W =  ( 0(4x8)^
^0(8x4) 0 ( 8 x 8 ) /
where W  is defined by
W  =
/ 0 / - 1  0 \
- /  0 0 - 1
1 0  0 0
V 0 1 0 0 /
K “ , a; =  1, 2, are the skew-symmetric matrices defined by
(  0 (4x4) 0 (4 x 4 )\
K " — I —{N ^Y  0 (4x4 ) 0 (4x4 ) I  )
\  0(4x4) 0(4x4) 0(4x4)/
with
=
/ - I 0 0 0\ /o -1 0 0 \0 0 -1 0 , = 0 0 0 -10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0V o 0 0 0/ Vo 0 0 0 /
and finally the function Sm is given by
Sm (z) =  4- e(r) -f
Using equations (2.58) and (2.59) together with (2.51) we see tha t
w 1 ,0 ;
then from the definition of the internal energy e(r) we get
(2.61)
(2.62)
(2.63)
Inserting these expressions in (2.54) and (2.55) leads to the horizontal momen­
tum  equations (2.1), which shows tha t the system (2.54)-(2.59) is equivalent to the 
shallow-water model.
Equation (2.60) gives rise to the structural conservation law
ixJ^t T ^a,a ~  0,
where to and are defined by equation (2.42). Pulling-back this 2-form to the 
full reference space (m^, m^, t) provides conservation laws for potential vorticity and
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label space derivatives of the total energy conservation law. We do not insist on 
these derivations at this stage, complete details concerning shallow-water model can 
be found in [12,45]. Moreover the techniques developed to study the conservation 
laws will be used in the following generalisation of semi-geostrophic theory, and in 
the following section with the derivation of Li-dynamics and balanced models.
2.3.1 G eneralisation of sem i-geostrophic theory
Semi-geostrophic theory can be written in a multisymplectic form, see [12]. In 
this section, we derive a class of multisymplectic systems to which belongs semi- 
geostrophic theory, and from which we can extend semi-geostrophic theory in order, 
for example, to include variations of the Coriolis parameter. We use this class of sys­
tems to illustrate how the multisymplectic formalism ties together the conservation 
of potential vorticity and the conservation of total energy in a single conservation 
law for symplecticity. This class of systems, built with the structure induced by 
geostrophic coordinates for semi-geostrophic theory in mind, will be shown to have 
contact properties.
Let us consider the Lagrangian density L  given by
L = A B + w r x \ - +  e(r) -b w^x (2.64)
where A  and B  are two functions depending on and e(r) is the internal
energy defined in the previous section by equation (2.53). We want to derive the 
Euler-Lagrange equations corresponding to variations 5wf and with
standard fixed endpoint conditions. For (5x^  we have
ÔL
ôx^ dx^
dA
dx^
and we see that 
ÔL
6x^
dB
dx^
dA
x ^ -b
dx^ x ^ -b
dB
dx"^
dA
dx^
æ"-b
6x^
d B
x^ +
du^
dA
û^-b
du^ û^-b
dB  
dv? 
dA .
u
:Udv? j  dx^
dB — w l,a
d { A B )
d(x^,x^)'" ' d (x^ ,u^)^  ' d(x^,u^) l,a =  0 .
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From the calculations above we deduce the Euler-Lagrange equations corresponding 
to variations 5vî^ 5wf  and
-  « Î -  -  »■
9{A ,B ) , d { A B )  d{A ,B ) ^
d { u \x ^ )  d{u\u'^) ’
a:,a =
(2.65)
(2 .66)
(2.67)
(2 .68)
(2.69)
(2.70)
We exhibit the multisymplectic structure of the above system by writing it in the 
form
W z,t +  K “ z Q =  V zSm , (2.71)
where
z  =  { x ^ , x ^ , v } , u ^ , w l , w l , w l , w l , x l , x l , x l , x D ,
W  is the 12 x 12 skew-symmetric matrix given by
where W  is defined by
W  =
W
(  0
^  ^  k F  0 (4 x 8 )\
\  0 (8x4) 0 (8 x 8 ) /
a(A ,B ) d(A,B)  d{A,B)  \
d(x^,x^) d(x^,u^) d(x^,u^)d(A,B)  ^ d(A,B)  d(A,B)d(x ,^x^ ) " d(x^ ,u^ ) ô(x ,^u^ )d(A,B)  d(A,B)  d(A,B)d(u^ ,x )^ d(u^ ,x )^ d(u^ ,u^ )d(A,B)  d{A,B)  d{A,B) ' ^ \a(u2,a;i) a(u2,a;2) d{u^ ,u^ ) /
The skew-symmetric matrices K “ , a  =  1,2, and the scalar valued function Sm are 
the same as in the shallow-water case, respectively given by (2.61) and (2.62).
Just as in the shallow-water case, using (2.70) together with the definition of the 
internal energy (2.53) we see tha t
wl,a dr)dx^
dr)
<9x^ (2.72)
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Solving (2.65) and (2.66) for and x^ respectively, and inserting the resulting 
expressions in (2.67) and (2.68), together with (2.72), we get
U f d {A ,B )  \<9(x^,x^)
-1
-1
dr) d { A B )  dr) d { A B )  r,/_ y, - - ÔV -  9'dx^d{vf^x^) dx"  ^d{v}^x^) ^
dr) d{A ,B ) dr) d{A ,B )9TrT 0/-.9 “  9'dx^ d(u^,x^) dx^d{u^fX^)
(2.73)
(2.74)
Conservation laws
Using the techniques developed in [12], we now study the consequences of the struc­
tural conservation law for the system (2.65)-(2.70). The structural conservation law 
is given by
T l^a,a ~  Oj
where tu and the two 2-forms o: =  1,2, defined by (2.42), are given by
to — dA  A dB  , Ka = dw" A d x \
Let denote the pull-back from physical space to the full reference space (mi, m 2 , t), 
we have
d{x^, x^) 
a (A B )
dx^ A du-^  4- ^ 2  du^ A du^d{x^,u^) ' '  ' ' d{u^,u ‘^)
(xjgdm^g 4- x^dt) A (x^dm^ 4- x^dt)d(x^, x^)
4- {x]^dmp 4- x M t )  A ( u ^ d m ^  4- vPdt)
4- {u^pdmf3 4- v}dt) A ( u ^ d m ^  4- iYdt).
Except for a slight change of notation, the derivation of ^*/Cq is identical to the 
derivation performed in [12] for shallow water dynamics, then we have
=  { w i d t  4- w f p d m p )  A  ( x M t  4- x^^dm^g)
=  ( w ^ x ^  — w a i X ^ ^ ) d m p  A  d i  4- (w^'^x'g — w f 2 x 1 i ) d m i  A d m 2
Evaluating (\k*w, ^* k:q;) on the set of solutions of the system (2.65)-(2.70) we obtain
=  —  
+
d{A ,B ) d { A B )  d{x \u^)  d{A ,B ) d { u \ u y  4~ r^ / :----— 4- dmi A dm2(9(xi,x^) ^ (x \u^ ) ^(x^,x^) d(u^,u^) d{x^,x^)
o (u \ 1P)\d {x ^ ,x ^ )  d{x \vJ )  J ^ ' \d(u^,x3) 
— A dt 4- Qdmi A dm2
u dmg A dt
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where
d{A
d{x
B) d { u ' - y )
u^) d{x^, x^)
and
^*Ka = [{wfx^)^p -  dm/3 A dt +  -  W xî),2 ] dmi A dmg.
Using the following identities derived in [12]:
XaWj = ~re'{T)6ij , x ^w f = -re'{r)ôap, (2.75)
we finally get
=  Qdmi A dm 2 + -(uV ),/3 4- « 4 ) > “ -  < 4 . /3 dm/3 A dt
=  Qdmi A dm2 + - u V  — re '( r )  +  e(r)
,P
dmp A dt,
and
= [(w^x'),/3  +  Ja/3(re'(r)),f] dm^ +  [(^ai(re'(r)) ,2  -  <^a2('re'(r)),i] dmi A dmg.
Finally since the pull-back commutes with the differentiation with respect to t, m i, 
m 2 we get
0 =  ^*(w,t +  /ta,a) =  (^*W),( -f- {^*Kcx),a
— Qd?ni A dm2 + -u^u^ 4- e(r) [> 4- {u^wf),a 
^ J ,t
dm/3 A dt.
which split into a conservation law for the potential vorticity, Q, and two other 
conservation laws generating the conservation of the total energy, e.g. [12],
dtE = J  ^ (u , u) 4- e(r)dm  -  0,
provided tha t suitable boundary conditions are given.
E x am p le  2.3.1 f -p la n e  sem i-geostrophic theory
Let define A  and B  by
A  = x  ^+ Y  , B  = f x ‘^ - u ^ ,
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we have 9{A ,B )
d{A ,B )
=  /  
=  0
9{A ,B )
9{A ,B )
9{A ,B )
d{x^,u^)
d[A ,B )
= 0,
9(x^,u^) ’ d[x'^,v?) ’ d{u^,u‘) / ’
The system (2.65)-(2.70) reduces to f-plane semi-geostrophic system (2.6)
=  0,
u  —-----g dgf  dx^
and the potential vorticity is given by
f d x ^ '
Q = ~ V
dv? du^J +  TTT — +dx^ dx^ f  d{x^,x'^) j '
Note that the functions A  and B  can be interpreted as Hoskins ’ geostrophic coordi­
nates [41], although we need to rescale them as
1=  =  y B ,
and we have
g ^(x^jX^) gd{x^,x^)'
E x am p le  2.3.2 Variable f  sem i-geostrophic theory
Since the Coriolis parameter only varies in function of the latitude, represented in 
our idealisation by the variable x"^ , we consider the functions A  and B  defined by
,2
A  == X" + f(x^) B  = f i  f{z)d: u .
We have
, m a = - id{x^, x^) 
d { A B )  f ( x ^ )  2
9 { x ^ u ^ )  '  [ f { x ^ ) Ÿ  ’
Then the system (2.65)-(2.70) leads to
=  0,
=  - 1
d{A ,B )  
d{x'^,u^) 
d{A, B) _  1
d{u^,v?) y(x^)
- /(x ^ )x ^  +  - û ^ - 9
x^ — 2 - 2
[/(^^)]
X 2 _
dg 
dx^ 
dg 
dx^ 
vP'
f{x^)
y}
f{x^)
=  0, (2.76)
=  0, (2.77)
(2.78)
=  vP. (2.79)
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Therefore the constraint velocity is given by
=  , . X , I 9 d g \f d x ^  [f{x'^)Ÿ \ f { x ^ ) d x ^ J
and the potential vorticity is given by
vP = 9 dg f  dx^
Q = i  g
du^ du^ 1 d{u^,u^) f { x ^ )  du^+dx^ dx"^  f { x ‘^ )d{x^,x^) [ f(x ‘^ )Ÿdx'^ u
I.e.
+ ;dvP du  ^ 7 ; ^ )+dx^ dx^ d{x'^,x^)
For the variable Coriolis parameter f  we could use f{x^) = fo+fix^, then the system 
(2.76)-(2.79) provides a -plane semi-geostrophic model.
Contact structure
The contact structure of semi-geostrophic theory, described in section 2.1.3, is an 
important feature and any attem pt to generalise semi-geostrophy should carry such 
structure. Let us see if it is the case for the approach developed above. We seek for 
a potential 0(A , B, t) such tha t
. d'^
^ ^ ~ d B
Assuming tha t such a function ^  exists, equations (2.65)-(2.68) amount to
^
dx^ dA dx^ d B  ^ dx^ ’ 
dA d ^  dB  d ^  .
This leads to the following expression for ^
1 . .= gg-\-
and we have
/  1 . . d$ — y^dA — ^ d B  =  d l g g - \ -
f d A d ^  d B d ^ \ ^ i  
^77=  d(^7/) 4- u*dn* — p^^dx*  -  uMu* ox*
=  d{gn) -
d A d ^  d B d ^ \  , (
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Therefore the transformation
defines a strict contact transformation, we shall give a rigorous definition of this 
notion in the following chapter.
2.3.2 Constrained dynam ics and m ultisym plecticity
The purpose of this section is to derive a multisymplectic version of McIntyre & 
Roulstone balanced models. Recall tha t these models are built from shallow-water 
model by applying the constraint u  =  Uc to the Lagrangian defining shallow-water 
dynamics, where Uc is defined by
Uc =  Ug -b Q'k X  / “ ^Ug • VUg, a; G R. (2.80)
In section 2.3 we wrote a Lagrangian density L ms  allowing us to recast the shallow- 
water model into a multisymplectic form. We want to insert the constraint u  =  Uc 
into the Lagrangian L m s - We will see tha t in order to retain a multisymplectic 
structure we will have to introduce additional variables. Firstly, we start by consid­
ering Li-dynamics for which the constraint reduces to Uc == Ug. Secondly we derive 
the conservation law for multisymplecticity for Li-dynamics. Finally we derive a 
multisymplectic formulation of McIntyre & Roulstone with the general constraint 
u  =  Uc with Uc defined by (2.80).
L i-dynam ics
To recast Li-dynamics into a multisymplectic form we need to insert the constraint 
u  =  Ug, written in terms of the multisymplectic variables, into the Lagrangian 
density L m s  given by (2.52). For shallow-water model, equation (2.63) gives
«8 =  . f'g =  /"'•'"l.t,.
where wf  ^ is defined by
...a 9e{r)
d x i
Recall tha t in this setting, w f  are introduced as the Lagrange multipliers corre­
sponding to the constraints x|a =  x^, ce, z =  1,2. We want w f  to play the same 
role in the derivation of Li-dynamics, tha t is we want to keep them as a Lagrange
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multipliers and we do not want to involve them in the constraint u  =  Ug. Therefore 
we consider the functions e f , depending on the variables Xg only, and given by
de(r)e. — — dxi,
The constraint u  =  Ug can now be written as
v} =  - r 'e S , „  . (2.81)
and we see tha t it depends only on u \  x^ and the derivatives of the first order of x^. 
Inserting the constraint (2.81) in the Lagrangian density L m s  defining the parent 
dynamics, leads us to consider the Lagrangian density Li which can be written in 
the form
Li(z, z(^)) =  +  K“4  -  Sm (z), (2.82)
where
Z  =  ( x \  X ^  w \ ,  w l ,  W l ,  w l ,  x } ,  X ^ ,  X ^ ,  X g ) ,
the vector valued functions W, K", a  =  1, 2, are given by
W =  -  i / x ^  +  i / x \  0 , . . . ,  0^ ,
= / “ { f w f ,  f in f ,  0,0,0, 0 ,0 ,0 ,0 , 0,
\  O X l  o x {
5 4 " ' '  5 4 ' "  5 4  ^
and finally the function Sm is given by
Sm(z) =  +  e(r) +  wfxl  ^+  u V .
Considering variations ô x \  5u\ ôwf, 5vi and Jx^, with standard fixed endpoint 
conditions, the Euler-Lagrange equations amount to
f x ^
- f x ^
y -1  ^^2 „ . l
5xk
- -  “ “a =  0 , (2.83)
- -  “ 2.» =  0 , (2.84)
X^ =  , (2.85)
xP = , (2.86)
=  4 , (2.87)
=  , (2.88)
=  ' i p , (2.89)
(2.90)
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We leave in Appendix A .l the demonstration that this multisymplectic system is 
equivalent to the system (2.26) defining Li-dynamics.
C o n se rv a tio n  law  for sy m p lec tic ity
The structural conservation law for the multisymplectic system (2.83)-(2.90) is given 
by
T — 0,
where we recall that
a; =  ( l / 2 ) W ÿ ( z )  d Y  A  d 4  , =  ( l / 2 ) K ^ - ( z )  A  d z \
with
As for the shallow-water model, w is then given by
u)  =  f d x ^  A  d x^  +  du^ A d x^  +  du^ A  d x ^ .
The 2-forms Ka, ck =  1,2, are given by
«a =  dw f  A  dx* +  f~ ~ ^ ^ d x p  A du^ -  f~ '^-rr^dxi  A  d 4 .ax^ ^ ox*p ^
As before, let represent the pull back from physical space to the full reference 
space (?7ii,m2,^), then we get
0 =  ^*(Wi +  /^a,a)
=  Q ^dm ^ A  d m ^
+ Q u ^  +  e (r)^  - \ - { w fx '^ - f  ^ è f v ^ + f dm^ A dt,
(2.91)
,P
where Qg is the geostrophic potential vorticity defined by equation (2.28). We leave 
the derivation of equation (2.91) in Appendix A.2. The pull-back of the conservation 
law for multisymplecticity splits into three components
Qg =  0,
( i u “ +  e(T)) , +  {w fx '  -  ^ =  0 , ;9 =  1,2.
Therefore the conservation of potential vorticity is built in the dm^ Adm^ component 
of -f K,(x,cx)- The two other conservation laws are label-space derivatives of the
local energy conservation law
+  e (r)^  -b {wfx* -  r '^ z fv ^  -b =  0.
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It implies that, provided suitable boundary conditions are given, the total energy 
£g, defined by equation (2.27), is conserved.
M cIn ty re  R o u ls to n e ’s b a lan ced  m odels
To recast McIntyre & Roulstone models into a multisymplectic form we apply the 
same technique as for Li-dynamics, that is we apply the constraint u  — Uc to the 
Lagrangian density L m s - However, contrary to Li-dynamics we will need to intro­
duce additional variables for the constraint to fit into a multisymplectic structure. 
The constraint velocity Uc is given by
Uc =  Ug -b a / “ ^k X  Ug • Vug, (2.92)
with a G M, we choose to denote the parameter by a instead of a  since we reserve a  
for label index in this chapter. Expanding (2.92) and using (2.81) we obtain
—Up(  dvg dvg \" ^  ~  I
+  a / - i^g/ V «g»?(®l“s,l -  3:?«g,2) +  VgTli-xlUg^l +  x\Ug,2) J
. „f - 3  f  ^ . o , V ( ^ 2 4 . B I  -  4 4 . 3 2 )  -  < ^1 , 0 . 4 - 4 4 3 1  + 4 4 3 2 )  ' 
/  ®^l,a )  \ —^ 2,an{4pï,l3l ~ 4^2,3Ù +  l^,aV{—4^2,31 +  44,32),
then the constraint u  =  Uc can be written in components as
u  ^ =  - /  +  a /  ^44,32. (2-93)
4  =  f~'^4o. + af~^e.f,a'^~^44,3i-4~^<^i,aT^^44,32- (2.94)
Note that, for reasons to emerge soon, we replaced 77, defined in terms of by r “ ,^ 
defined in terms of The above expressions involve second order derivatives 
To obtain a multisymplectic system we need to introduce new variables in order to 
reduce the order of derivatives to first order at most. Recall th a t the functions ef 
are given by
9 4  '
We have
j
d 4
then by considering the set of eight new variables xj^, such tha t
(2.95)
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we can define the functions e^ , depending on and x^^, by the formula
e“ =  ^ 4ta  o  i  a a 'dxPa
We have
ia  1 ^  ia = r\ i  r\ k " era'"U.'y ' -  - ^nk-VfriUJn/u-t,,UOCo-UCO.. 5x i
then
e? =  - j - f ?  4‘«.7 Q_î Q„fr -aa-'fj.,'rdx idx^
Equations (2.93) and (2.94) can be written using the functions ef^ as
-  <’-f~^4o.r^^443,2> 
4  =  r '-e l^  + o/-®e? r -1443,1 -  o-f~^4.r~^44p,2.
(2.96)
(2.97)
(2.98)
and finally from (2.96) we obtain
y} = - f 9 4  . g „ i , „dx^ P t   ^ *“ 9x(9xJ
/ - i M  +9æ* /3 t  '  ”^ dx‘ dx^
A4 9æ'
X.
and
/ -4 e 4 ^  , '“dx‘d x 4 ^ ^
+
- i M ..
'' f r
9 ^ 4
5x^ /^ r  *“ 5x^5x^
x*’ 4 -— x*e“ — X- / ^ r  5x^
^ 6 2  f4 .2  -
We see that the order of the derivatives is reduced to order one and that, since we 
used instead of g, the expressions are linear in x^.^ and This guarantees
that the model, obtained by applying the constraints (2.95), (2.97) and (2.98) to the 
parent dynamics, can be written in a multisymplectic form. Indeed, let us consider 
the Lagrangian density
Lc(z, z(^)) =  4- -  Sm (z),
where z represents all the thirty variables
z =  (x\u\wf ,yl^p,v\xi ,xlp) ,  i =  l,2,  a,/? = 1,2,
(2.99)
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and the set of first order derivatives of z. The vector valued functions W and K“ , 
a  = 1, 2, are given by
Kjzfi =■!".• A  +
+ v ^ i ff  f - 1 ^ 4  , « 9^ 62y 5x^ /^ r   ^ *“ 5x(.5x^ X fX,l
+ ' “ 9 4  ' “ P t
y^2 - v ^  ( f  
W l /
dxi X
i9 e i  a , 9 X  „i-j- Xit:,-
l<%Gl a
5x^ p T   ^ *“ 5x^5x^ XM.2
y^T
Finally Sm (z) is given by
XÎ e,
1 ;
5xf
.1 '^ '^ 1 , „,2 ^+  v' P r Xi6, dxi X<r/S,2-
Sm (z) =  - u W  +  e(r) +  < x*„  +  Vagxl^g +
We have recast the Lagrangian Lc, defined by (2.30) and considered by McIntyre 
& Roulstone to derive balanced models, within the multisymplectic setting. This 
garantees tha t the Euler-Lagrange equation for the variational problem
5 J  Lc{z, z(^)) dm,
is equivalent to the system defining McIntyre & Roulstone’s balanced models. De­
riving these equations is beyond the scope of this thesis. As before, the structural 
conservation law is given by
CO^t T  /^ a,ci — 0, (2.100)
where to and Ka, a  =  1,2, are given by
w =  d (Widz*) , Ka =  d (K^dz*) .
Pulling back the conservation law (2.100) to the full reference space 
provides the conservation law for the potential vorticity given by (2.32), and the 
conservation laws for the label space derivatives of the conservation law for the total 
energy given by (2.31).
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Summary
In this section we have been interested in formulating the balanced models presented 
in the previous section as multisymplectic systems. After giving a brief introduc­
tion to multisymplectic systems, the structural conservation law and the 1-form 
quasi-conservation law, and presenting the shallow-water model as an illustration, 
we proposed a multisymplectic system which generalizes the system presented in [12] 
for semi-geostrophic theory. This generalisation enabled us to extend /-plane semi- 
geostrophic theory to variable Coriolis parameter, and we proved that this generali­
sation carries a contact structure. We then showed how Ti-dynamics and McIntyre 
& Roulstone’s models can be recast into multisymplectic systems. Potential vortic­
ity conservation is an essential feature of balanced models, and the multisymplectic 
framework led Hydon [45] to the surprising observation that, quoting from [45], 
“potential vorticity [built in the 2-form structural conservation law,] is a differen­
tial consequence of two more fundamental conservation laws” [emanating from the 
1-form quasi-conservation law]. These two fundamental conservation laws need yet 
to be understood in the context of balanced models.
2.4 Discussion
McIntyre & Roulstone’s approach was aimed at deriving a class of balanced models 
whose accuracy improves over semi-geostrophic theory while retaining its elegant and 
useful geometrical properties described in section 2.1.2 and 2.1.3. To this purpose 
the discovery of the \/3-model is encouraging for it shares with semi-geostrophic 
theory some im portant features and opens new areas of investigation. Before going 
any further in the analysis of this model and related issues, let us recall what those 
properties are and what remains to be found.
Firstly the set of complex canonical coordinates discovered by McIntyre & Roul­
stone generalizes Hoskins’ geostrophic coordinates: for a  =  —1/2 in (2.29), which 
corresponds to semi-geostrophic theory as described in section 2.2.3, we have c =  0 
and formula (2.40) reduces to the real geostrophic coordinates defined by Hoskins. 
For O' =  1; which produces the model of highest accuracy within the class of con­
straint (2.29), we have c =  \/3, and for o; =  0 we have c =  1, then for the \/3-model 
and I/i-dynamics, McIntyre & Roulstone’s coordinates are complex. We may ask 
the question: are complex coordinates the price we have to pay to achieve greater 
accuracy? If we restrict our attention to constraints of the form (2.29) the answer
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seems to be inevitably yes (e.g. [58,59,82]); however, if we allow the constraint ve­
locity field to include corrections the situation changes. Considering Salmon’s idea 
[e.g. [75]) tha t since the Lagrangian defining the balance model already introduces 
an error at some order, we are free to modify the Lagrangian by a term of the same 
order, Wunderer [82] defined a modified \/3-model, formally as accurate as the y/S- 
model, for which he found real canonical coordinates. In this thesis we are interested 
with the geometric structures associated with the complex coordinates.
Secondly, the potential vorticity Qc can be written using the Jacobian of the 
transformation x  i—^ X. Furthermore this expression is a Monge-Ampère equation 
relating Qc with the geopotential ÿ, which using (2.29) and (2.7) can be written as
5x^ dy^ ydx^  dy ‘^ \ d x d y ) (2 .101)
For reasons to emerge in section 3.4.5, it will prove useful to write the equation with 
the absolute constraint vorticity (c, given by
Cc := V X Uc =  ?7Qc,
rather than with the potential vorticity, and to use the parameter c =  y/2a 4-1, the 
equation then becomes
0 - y - / - ' < • )  P-.02)
This second order differential equation is elliptic if
l - ( l - c 2 ) ( l - / - ^ C c ) > 0 .  (2.103)
For the values of a  we are interested with, i.e. a = —1/2 ,0 ,1 , corresponding to 
semi-geostrophic theory, Li-dynamics and \/3-model respectively, c =  \ /2a  4-1 is in 
the range 0 ^  c ^  a/3; and the assumptions under which balanced models are valid 
are e small and
r ' C c - l 4 - 0 ( e ) .
Then for c =  0, the ellipticity criterion requires /~^Cc > 0, for c =  1, (2.103) is 
always satisfied, and finally, for c =  \/3, ellipticity requires / “ C^c <  3/2, thus un­
der the assumptions of validity for balanced models, equation (2.102) is an elliptic 
Monge-Amp ère equation. The study of Monge-Ampère equations is a major topic of
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this thesis. We will see how elliptic Monge-Amp ère equations can be naturally asso­
ciated with complex structures and we will give another interpretation of McIntyre 
& Roulstone’s coordinates in this context.
Thirdly, the conservation of potential vorticity together with the Jacobian for­
mula (2.38) implies the existence of a streamfunction % such tha t
% =  / k  X V%.
As we have seen for semi-geostrophic theory, % =  0  where 0  is defined by (2.18), and 
the map x  X  is part of an explicitly invertible contact transformation. For the 
\/3-model the potential % remains unknown and the coordinates are not likely to be 
part of a contact transformation as we shall see in section 4.1.4. However, building 
on the work of Roulstone & Roubtsov [68], we will show how to exploit the complex 
geometric framework to build an explicitly invertible contact transformation related 
to the coordinate system by to the geometric structures induced by the Monge- 
Ampère equation relating the absolute vorticity to the geopotential.
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Chapter 3 
Monge-Ampère theory
The previous chapter proposed an overview of some idealised models for the study 
of large-scale atmospheric and oceanic dynamics, namely semi-geostrophy and the 
balanced models described by McIntyre & Roulstone. These models are charac­
terised on one hand by the property that the conserved potential vorticity is related 
to the geopotential by an elliptic Monge-Amp ère equation, and on the other hand 
by the existence of a coordinate transformation (x,y) i-> {X, Y )  (which is part of an 
explicitly invertible contact transformation for semi-geostrophic theory) in terms of 
which the potential vorticity can be expressed as a Jacobian.
Now we give a more rigorous account on contact geometry and Monge-Ampère 
equations in order to carry out further investigations. A second order nonlinear 
partial differential equation on a manifold N  can be seen as a closed subset in the 
manifold of 2-jets P N .  In [54], Lychagin showed how for a subclass of second 
order nonlinear partial differential equations, namely Monge-Ampère equations, we 
can decrease the dimension and work in the contact manifold J^iV, moreover a 
further restriction to the subclass of symplectic Monge-Ampère equations allows us 
to replace the je t space H N  by the contangent bundle T*N. The present chapter 
aims at providing an introduction to this reduction process and applying the results 
to the study of the potential vorticity equation. In the first section we introduce 
the notion of contact manifold and illustrate the definitions with the presentation 
of the jet space H N ,  a broader description can be found in [1, 52]. The second 
section is devoted to a description of contact transformations, an example of which, 
as already mentioned, is given by the geostrophic coordinate transformation (2.12) 
together with the Bernoulli potential (2.18) and the gradient property (2.19). The 
third section proposes an account on complex and para-complex geometry. Finally, 
the fourth section describes the theory of Monge-Ampère operators developed by
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Kushner, Lychagin and Roubtsov in [52] and applies their formalism to the study 
of McIntyre & Roulstone’s models.
3.1 Contact geometry
Following Kushner et al. [52] we start by introducing basic definitions and properties 
of contact manifolds, then we consider an example, namely the manifold of 1-jets 
over which will be of importance for the study of Monge-Ampère equations. 
From now on we use the language of modern differential geometry as described in 
the standard textbooks [1,50].
3.1.1 C ontact structure
Let M  be a smooth (2n +  l)-dimensional manifold. A smooth field of hyperplanes 
0  C T M  is locally defined by the kernel of a 1-form 6 G tha t is 0m =  Ker
Vm G M .  The field of hyperplanes © defines a contact structure on M  if and only if
Ô A (d^)" f  0.
The couple (M, 6) is then called a contact manifold and 6 is called a contact form.
E x am p le  3.1.1 The canonical example is given by the manifold with coor­
dinates x i , . . . ,  Xyi, z , y i , . . .  ,yn, endowed with the standard contact form
n
0 = dz — ^  yidxi. (3.1)
i= l
At each point m  of the contact manifold (M, 9) the tangent space splits into the 
direct sum
TmM =  0m ©  Ker d^m, (3.2)
and the vector space (0m, d^m) is a symplectic vector space. A vector field % on M  
is a contact vector field if and only if
LyO := lydO -f- diyO — /?•
for some smooth function fiy G G°°(M), where L  denotes the Lie derivative. Using 
the splitting of the tangent bundle (3.2) we have that any vector field on M  can
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be decomposed as the sum of its horizontal part which defines a vector field 
on 0 , and its vertical part which defines a vector field on the 1-dimensional 
distribution Ker d0. The vector field x i  defined by
z%id^ =  0 , Zy-1^6 —  1 , (3 .3)
is called the Reeb field, and forms a basis of Ker d0. The Reeb field will play an 
important role in the following sections; for the moment we see from (3.3) that Xi is 
a contact vector field. Moreover, any contact vector field x  is uniquely determined 
by its vertical component or by a function, fy, called the contact Hamiltonian of % 
defined by
~  fx  ) *x*^  ^ “  Xi(/x)^ — ^/x  > ^x^ ~  Xiifx)^-
We denote by the contact vector field determined by the contact Hamiltonian 
fy. To simplify the notation, when no confusion is possible we will use the symbol 
ZfŒ instead of to denote the contraction of the form a  with the contact vector 
field X/, and L f a  instead of L y ^ a  to denote the Lie derivative of a  with respect to 
Xf -
3.1.2 Jet space, Cart an distribution
Let N  =  M” , the 1-jet of a smooth function ^  on TV at a point a E iV is the pair 
{((){a), d4>a) ■ The space of all 1-jets of real valued functions on N  is denoted by H N ,  
it is a vector bundle over N  of total dimension 2n -f 1, which can be identified as
H N  =  M X  T*N. (3.4)
Via this identification we define the Cartan form, 9 G as
9 = d(f) — p,
where we use the same symbol to denote a function (f G and the first projection 
(/) : H N  = M .xT * N  and where p denotes the universal 1-form^ on T*N. Tak­
ing ( x i , . . . ,  Xn) as local coordinates on N , (x i , . . . ,  x„ ,p i , . . .  ,p„) the corresponding
^The contact structure endows M with the structure of a principal bundle, where 9 is inter­
preted as a connection 1-form and the covariant derivative is denoted by dp. Although we will not 
use it in the present thesis, dp play an important role in Monge-Ampère theory, see [52]. Refer to 
Mrugula et al [60] for a presentation of contact geometry in terms of principal bundle.
^Let vr be the projection, re : T*N —* N. The universal 1 form p on T*N is defined by 
/?(û:) =  ^(d7r(o;)), for any a  G r^(T*AT).
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coordinates on T*N, and finally (a^i,. . . ,  • ,Pu) as coordinates on J^N,
the Cartan form is given by
9 = d ( j ) - y ^ p id x i .
i=l
We have
9 A  (d ^ )^  =  2 d ( j )  A  drci A . . .  A dæ „ A d p i  A . . .  A d p n  0 ,
therefore ^ is a contact form and its kernel defines a contact distribution on J^N  
called the Cartan distribution. The Reeb field is given by Xi = d/d(j).
3.2 Contact transformations
Given two contact manifolds (Mi, 9i) and (M2 , 02), a map T  : Mi ^  M2 is called a 
contact transformation if it preserves the contact structure, tha t is if we have:
TT'Os =  ffT4i, (3.5)
for a non vanishing function p r  G (3°°(Mi). If in addition /?x =  1 then T is 
called a strict contact transformation. For example, the geostrophic coordinates 
transformation (2.12), together with the Bernoulli potential (2.23) and the gradient 
property (2.19), define a strict contact transformation on the je t space J^M.^
T : J V  J V
{x, y, 0, p, q) (X, y, $ , P, Q) (3.6)
given by
% =  a; +  p , Y  = y-\-q, (3.7)
0  =  <^+| (p2+g2) ,  (3.8)
P  y Q = (!■ (3.9)
Indeed from (2.24) we see tha t
T*(d^ — P d X  — Q dy) = d(/) — pdx — qdy.
In [59], this contact transformation is presented as a ’contactification’ of a canonical 
transformation. For instance consider the restriction of T  on
: i^yVyPyQ) {X ,Y ,P ,Q ),  (3.10)
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where {X ,Y ,P ,Q )  are given by (3.7) and (3.9), we clearly have
(T|y*ig,2)*(dX A d P  +  d y  A dQ) = d x  A d p d -d y  A dg,
thus T|j,*j5j2 is a canonical transformation for it preserves the canonical symplectic 
structure on T*R^. Let S  be the function of the independent variables x , y , X , Y  
given by
S{x, y, X ,  Y )  =  — ~  ~  v Y y (3.11)
from (3.7) and (3.9) we see that
a p  c #  o s  n a s  ^
Thus knowing X ^ Y  and S  characterises entirely the transformation T|^,]^2; S  is 
referred to as a type S  generating function in [56]. Applying a contactification of 
by introducing the function
^  — (j) — Sj (3.12)
we recover the strict contact transformation (3.6). The contact transformation (3.6) 
is thus entirely characterised by (3.7), (3.11) and (3.12). However this contactifi­
cation of canonical transformations on allows to construct only strict contact 
transformations, tha t is for which we have =  1 in (3.5).
We now present a work, at the suggestion of Professor P. Hydon, which aims at 
providing a new characterisation of contact transformations
T  : ^
for which /?x, defined by (3.5), can be any non-vanishing smooth function on 
In Section 3.2.1 we introduce the notion of defect, 5 G N, relating to the degeneracy 
of a partial Jacobian of the transformation. We define the notion of reduced contact 
transformation and we show that any contact transformation can be recast into a 
reduced form. In Section 3.2.2, for any reduced defect-J contact transformation we 
define 5 +  1 generating functions in terms of which the transformation is entirely 
characterised. A similar characterisation restricted to contact transformations from 
to R^, for which there is only one degree of defect, can be found in [52]. Finally 
in Section 3.2.3 we show tha t any reduced defect-5 contact transformation is the 
composition of a defect-0 contact transformation with a partial Legendre transfor­
mation.
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In order to express the computations and the results in a more concise and clear 
form we introduce some notations which will be used only in sections 3.2.1, 3.2.2 
and 3.2.3, and in Appendix B. Let a;^,. . .  be (2n +  1) independent
variables and for any function /  let denote fa  ■= f,a :=  d a f '= §^, where a  rep­
resents any of the variables. Whenever possible we will use the shorthand notation 
X =  (a;^,. . . ,  x^) and p  =  (p i ,. . .  ,p^), then the coordinate system on is writ­
ten for short as (x, 0 , p), similarly x  — . . . ,  xP) and p  — (p i,. . .  ,p„), then the
coordinate system on is written for short as (x, 0, p). Einstein summation
convention is intensively used throughout this section. Finally, we introduce the 
operator D^i defined by
Zlgji =  dyd +  Pidtp,
we use the following notation
D jPi, • • • > F(^ ) _  . p  \
and
; P&) _  / p  \ 
ô (æ i,. . . ,  a:*^ ) ~~  ^ J > V i= i . .< 5 ,j= i . .« 7  ’
this last notation holds only for sections 3.2.1, 3.2.2, 3.2.3, and appendix B^.
3.2,1 D efect-J transform ation
Equation (3.5) states tha t a transformation
l!j2n+l
(3.13)y) y)
is a contact transformation if
dÿ — PidxA =  P (dcf) — Pida;^) , ^  7  ^ 0, (3.14)
where p  =  p^æ^, here we use the notation p  instead of /?x since no confusion is
possible. The condition (3.14) is equivalent to the {2n +  1) conditions
P — (^f> ~  Pi i^f, 7^  0> (3.15)
Dxi0 -  PiPxi^'" =  0 , j  =  1 , . . . ,  n, (3.16)
^Pj ~  Pi^pj ~  ^ i  — I 5 • • • ) (3.17)
T  : ]R2n+l ^ 2 n l
( x ,  (j), p )  i - >  ( x ,  p )
I^n the remainder of the thesis recall that denotes the determinant of the matrix of
partial derivatives of P i , . . . , P5 with respect to z4, . . .
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A transformation T  : (x, 4>y p) ^  (x, lÿ, p) is a defect-ô contact transformation if it 
is a contact transformation such tha t the partial Jacobian matrix Jp defined by
is of rank (n — 5), and we have:
P ro p o s itio n  3.2.1 For any defect-ô contact transformation
T : R2n+i
(x,
-4. R2^+1
(x, ÿ, p)
we can define a reduced defect-ô contact transformation T  such that 
Pi,Pk — 0, VZ =  1, • . . , n — 5, k = n  — ô + 1 , . . .  ,n ,
and
P r ,p a  — V r  =  n  — 5  +  1 , . . . ,  n ,  s  =  1 , . . . ,  n ,
^ ( P l > * • ' ) P n —5 )
(3.18)
(3.19)
* (^pi) • • • > P t i—5)
We leave the proof of this result in Appendix B .l.
3.2.2 G enerating functions for contact transform ation
We consider a reduced defect-5 contact transformation T  : (x, p) (x, <^,p). 
Prom (3.19), there exists 5 functions Pn-d+i> • • • > Pn, depending on (a;^ , . . . , 3 ",^*) 
only, such tha t
Pi  =  P z ( æ \  . . . ,  æ ” , (/> ), Z =  n —  5 +  1 , . . . ,  n. (3.20)
Since by hypothesis
^ ( P l j  • • • jP n —d)
^ ( P l )  • ’ • >Pn—d)
the local inversion theorem allows us to use p i , . . .  ,P n - d  as coordinates, hence we 
regard tP, . . . , 3 ^ , 0  as functions of the independent variables 3 ,^ . . . ,  3 ” , 0, pi, , . . ,  
P n - d ,  P n - d + l ,  P m  and P i ,  . . . , P n - d  aS functions of 3 \  . . . , 3 ^, (?!>, P i ,  . . . , P n S -  
The partial derivatives can therefore be written :
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where j  goes from 1 to n — 5, and on the left 3* is regarded as a function of
3 ^ , . . . ,  3^, 0 ,P i , . . .  ,Pn and on the right as a function of 3^, . . . ,  3 ", </>, pi, .
Pn-5y Pn-5+iy • • •, Pn- We get similar expressions for the partial derivatives of (j). 
The condition (3.16) remains unchanged
D x3^ =  PiD^jX^ , j  = 1..M, (3.21)
and the condition (3.17) splits into two conditions
}pj -  PiX^. = 0  , j  = l . . n -  5, (3.22)
— PiXp^  =  0 , Z =  n — 5 +  l..n . (3.23)
From (3.23) there exists a function S  of the variables (3 ^ , . . . ,  3 ” , <^,pi,. . .  ,p„_5) 
such that
S '(3 \ . . .  ,3 '",(/),pi,. . .  ,p„_5) =  } - p i x \  (3.24)
and then from (3.22) we have
x^ = —Spj , j  — l..n  — 6. (3.25)
Using equation (3.24) with (3.20) we get
n—d+Z
i ~ l
n
1 = 1
^X3 = S^j +  ^  Pl^^jXn—ô+l
1 = 1 1 = 1
and injecting those expressions in (3.21) leads to
d
S^ j PpjS^ +  d-pjPi,4>) =  0. (3.26)
1=1
This gives n  equations for the n  unknowns p i , . . .  ,Pn-5, dP , 3 ". Using (3.26)
for j  =  n  — 5 +  1 , . . . ,  n, we get
^ D ^ n - S + l P l  . . . D ^ n - 5 + l P §  \  [  \  /  D ^ n - S + \ S  ^
: : , (3.27)
3 ”  j  D x n S  j
after solving this system for 3 ” '“ ^ + ^ , . . . ,  3 ” ’, we can solve each independent equation 
for j  =  1 , . . . ,  M — 5 to recover p^ -, it gives
\  Da,.n P I Dx'^  Pô J \
Pj = ■) Vj G { 1 ,. . . ,  n — 5}. (3.28)
For a defect-5 contact transformation, the functions S', P i , . . . ,  P5 will be referred to 
as the generating functions for T.
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E xam ple  3.2.1 We consider the transformation from physical coordinates x, y, <f, 
p, q to geostrophic coordinates X , Y , P , Q defined by (3.7)-(3.9). We have
W Q )
d{p, q) =  1,
thus it defines a defect-0 contact transformation and it is therefore defined by the 
single generating function S  which from (3.24) cayz be written as
1y,<p,P,Q] — <f-\- - ( P  +  — (x +  P ) P  — (y +  Q)Q- (3.29)
Using (3.25), (3.24) (znd (3.28) we entirely recover the transformation from (3.29).
E x am p le  3.2.2 Another example we will encounter in the development is the par­
tial Legendre transformation, or Euler transformation, £ 5  : defined
by
3  ^ I—> 3 * , i = l..n  — 6
3^i->Pi , i = n — 5 Y l . . n
4> ^  E?=„-j+iPi2:’ -  ^
P i ^  Pi , 2 =  l . . n  — 5
P i ^ x ' ^  ,  ^=  n  — 5 +1..77-
in this case P i , . . .  ,Ps are defined by Pj ~  3 ’^ "'^+^ j  = 1 , . . .  ,5, and S  is given by
n—6
S{X^, . . . ,  X ^ ~ \  (l),pi, . . . ,Pn-ô) =  - ( f ) -  y^^ P iX \
i=l
is an involution for any values of 6 G {1 ,  •. ■, 77-}, for 5 = n  we have the usual 
Legendre transformation, and for ô = 0 we have the symmetry p h-> —0 .
3.2.3 D ecom position  theorem
First of all we have the following result 
T h e o re m  3.2.1 (general non-degeneracy)
Let T  : (x, (j), p) i-> (x, p) be a contact transformation, then T is non-degenerate 
and we have
/}.n X ^ \
=
s ( a \ . . , x ^ , ^ , P i , . mPn )
5 (3 ^ . . , X ^ , ^ , P l , . • >Pn)
where p  = p^3^.
The proof of this theorem is left in Appendix B. We also leave in Appendix B the 
proofs of the two following lemmas
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L em m a 3.2.1 Let Pi, . . . ,  P5 be any differentiable functions depending on (5 +  1) 
variables <f), x^, . . . ,  x^ then
■,Ps) a (p l,. mPô)
• ,x^) d{x^,. .,x ^ ) i= l
d{Pi, . . . ,P s )
3 ,^ . . . ,3% . . . ,3*^ )
where the dotted element is omitted.
L em m a 3.2.2 Under the same conditions of the above lemma we have
d {P i,. . .  ,P§)
3=1
D (P i,.. • J Pjy ' • .,Pd)
P { x \ . . , 3 * ,  . .3 \  . . .  , x \  . . .  ,x^) 
for all i, where the dotted elements are omitted.
We then have the following result 
T h eo rem  3.2.2 (explicit non-degeneracy)
Let T  be a defect-ô contact transformation with generating functions S, P i , . . . ,  P§, 
then the condition on S ,P i , . . .  ,P§ for T  to be well defined is
P ro o f  3.2.1 (explicit non-degeneracy) 
P is given by the expression
D (P i ,. . . yPs) -1 a ( s ,P i , . . . , j ^ )
. . , 3”) d{(p, , 3 ") f  0.
1 = 1
where 3 ” . . . ,  3 " are solution of the system
/  D ^ n - S + l P l  . . .  D ^ n - 6 + l P s  \  (  3 ” “ ^+^ \
V D^nPl 
then we have
P = S p — {Pi,(f>, . . . ,  P5,<j>)
Px^Ps J V a” /
f  1 « * • —<5+1 ^ -1
DxnPs /
(  P g jj l—54-1 S  ^
\ Px  ^S j
(  Dg.7%—5-f-l S %
\  Px^ S /
P {P u •• - yPs) - 1
D { x ^ - ^ + ' ^ , . . . ,  3" )  
P { P i,. . . ,P s )
P{x n —54-1 3^ )^
P ( P i , . . • J Pi: •• • ) Pô^£)(3n-5-fl^ . . . , X^-^+3, . . . , 3^)
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Call A  the term in brackets in the previous equation, using lemma 1 and 2 we have
/ A/. ^
A  — Sd
=  S,
^(3,71- 5+1^ .. . ,  x^)
0
3=1
d {P i,. . .  ,Pô)
1=1 ^ ( ( / ) ,  . . . /v,Tl— J + i  , Uf , . . . , X ' ^ )
" - -,  f g )
d{(f), . . . •,  a;")
— S x n -6  +j
3=1
• • ) <^5)
^((^, . . . , , æ")
therefore
/? = D{PU • • • 5-P(î)
- 1 a ( 5 ! , P i , . . . , P g )
£ > ( æ " " ‘^ + i , . . . ,  æ " ) d[(j), , x'^ )
and using the General non-degeneracy theorem we must have
D (P i , . . . .Pe) - 1 7  ^0  and£) (3.71- 5+1^ . . ,  æ”) 5((^, . . .  ,x^)
Finally we have
T h e o re m  3.2.3 (decomposition theorem)
Let T  : be a reduced defect-6 contact transformation, then T  is
the composition of a defect-0 contact transformation T  with the partial 5 Legendre 
transformation, i.e.
T =  £<j o t .
P ro o f  3.2.2 (decomposition theorem)
Let denote T(:c^ , . . .  ,x^,<p,pi,. . .  ,p„) 
contact transformation T  defined by
— f/f.1yuj 5 , .  . 5 t i /  54^ )Pi') • • ‘ Pn). We consider the
t =  ^5 0 T,
and we denote T(:c^,. . .  
tion we have
,X^,(l),P l,...,P n) = ( æ \ . . . 5P,^,P i, . . .  ,pn). By construc-
 ^ Pi,Pi Pn—d,pi An—6+1•^ pi ' P^i
9 {p u ...,P n ) Pl.Pn-5 Pn-S,pn^s A n-6+1•*'Pn-5 An•^ Pn-5
9 {p ij...,P n ) Pl,Pn-5+l PnS,Pn_s+i An—5+1*^ Pn—5+1 An* • • ‘^ Pn-5+l
V Pi,Pa P n -6 ,p n
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since T  is a reduced contact transformation, the upper left block has a non zero 
determinant and the lower left block is the zero matrix, therefore
d{pu. • 5 Pn) d {p i, . . • jPn—s)
• * ) Pn) a (p i , . . ’ )Pn—s)
d(^g.n-5+ l^  . . , T " )
^ ( P n —6+1) • • )P n )
By differentiating (3.26) with respect to Pj, for j  = n — 5 + l..n  we get
Ô
= 0,
therefore
Finally we have
d{x'^ , x^)
^ ( P n —5 + l î  • • • ) P n)
-1
A
^ ( P l , - • > P n ) ^ ( P l )  • • • J P n—s)
^ ( P l ,  • ■ ) P n ) ^ ( P l j  ' • • J P n —â)
D (P i,. . .  ,Ps) 
D(x^-^+^,. . . ,  x^)
-1
•/? 7^0,
therefore T  is a defect-0 contact transformation. Now since £js is an involution we 
have
T =  ^ g o T ,
as required.
S u m m ary
For any contact transformation T  : we defined the defect of T as an
integer, 6, characterising the degree of degeneracy of the transformation. Consid­
ering the reduction of the defect-J contact transformation T, we built 5 +  1 gener­
ating functions, S, P i , . . . ,  Ps, in terms of which T  is entirely defined. As examples 
we considered the geostrophic coordinate transformation, and the partial Legendre 
transformation Z>§. Finally we proved that any reduced defect-5 contact transforma­
tion T  can be written as T =  Cg o T  where T  is a defect-0 contact transformation. 
The geostrophic coordinate transformation x  X, and its extension as a contact 
transformation (x, p) (X, $ , P ), is a key feature of semi-geostrophic theory, 
singularities of this transformation have been interpreted as fronts. A better un­
derstanding of contact transformations and their compositions is therefore essential 
to provide insights into the theory of frontogenesis. The general classification we 
have established extends the classification of contact transformations from to 
proposed in [52] and was performed without any knowledge of this work. One of the
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goals of this description of contact transformations in terms of generating functions 
was to find simple rules to describe the composition of contact transformations. 
However, even in simple cases, no such rules have been identified.
3.3 Complex and para-complex geometry
Before considering the formalism of Kushner et al. [52] to study Monge-Ampère 
equations, we present basic definitions and properties of complex and para-complex 
structure following [52,56,57], A complex/para-complex structure on a manifold 
N  is à smooth field of endomorphisme I  on the tangent bundle T N , satisfying 
P  = ± 1  together with an integrability condition. Adding to this structure a metric 
h compatible with I, in a sense to be defined soon, we endow the manifold N  with 
the structure of a Kahler/para-Kahler manifold. As we will see in the following 
sections such structures naturally arise in the study of Monge-Ampère equations.
3.3.1 C om plex structure  
Alm ost-com plex structure
An almost-complex structure 7 on a 2n-dimensional manifold A  is a tensor field of 
type (1,1)^ on N  such th a t P  = —1, where 1 denotes the 2n x 2n identity matrix. 
When I  is an almost-complex structure on the manifold N  the couple {N, I) defines 
an almost-complex manifold. Let (AT,/) be an almost-complex manifold, then at 
each point a E N , the complexification of the tangent space TaN  splits into the 
direct sum of the two eigenspaces of I  :
TaN^ = V+{a)®V.^{a), (3.30)
where V±{a) =  G TaN'^\IaX — ü x } -  This decomposition induces a decomposi­
tion of the complexification of the De Rahm complex the complexifi­
cation of the module of differential s-forms on N  splits into
Çl‘ ( N f  =  0
p+q=s
^Recall that a tensor field of type (r, s) on a manifold N  associates to any point a G iV an 
element of {TaN)®'  ^® (T*iV)®®; in particular a tensor field of type (1,1), element of TM ®T*M,  
defines a field of endomorphisms on the tangent bundle.
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where 0  with n^{V±) = {a  G = 0,V% G
T4p}, and the exterior differential d : —>• splits into
d =  di^ o © do,i © ^2 ,-1  © d_i,2 ;
where d^j : -+ ^(p+i,q+j) ( An element of is said to be of
type (p,q).
A map F  : {N, / )  —> {N', / ')  between two almost-complex manifolds is said to 
be (/, /')-holomorphic if and only if the tangent map dF  is complex linear, that is
F d F  = T o  dF.
A J-holomorphic curve is a (j, J)-holomorphic map u : L N  from a Riemann 
surface (A, j) to an almost-complex manifold {N ,I).
Integrability
The almost-complex structure I  is integrable if at any point a G N  there exists a 
neighbourhood Ua of a such that we can define local (i, Z)-holomorphic coordinates 
: Ro —> in which I  takes the canonical form
/ 0 = ( ‘J  _ y ,  (3.31)
where 1 denotes the n x  n  identity matrix. In particular operating with I  is equiv­
alent to transforming dz^ into idz^ and dz* into —id z \ Patching those local charts 
(Ua, (z \ z^)) together provides an holomorphic atlas for N , turning N  into a com­
plex manifold. When I  is integrable it is called a complex structure, and we will say 
tha t the coordinate system (z \ F ) is an adapted coordinate system  for I  or that it 
is induced by the complex structure I.
The question of the integrability of the almost-complex structure I  can be answered 
using the decomposition of the exterior differential; indeed the tensors d2,_i and 
d_ i ,2 are analogues of the Nijenhuis tensor^ and we have tha t the almost-complex
^The Nijenhuis tensor Nj  is defined by
m i,  v) = [i, v\ + i m ,  y] + K, H) -  Ui, H ,
by the Newlander-Nirenberg theorem, [63], I  is integrable if and only if Ni(^,g) vanishes for all 
smooth vector fields  ^ and g on T*N.
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structure I  is integrable if and only if dg _i =  d_i_2 =  0. In this case the splitting of 
the exterior differential reduces to d = d d- B, where
a  =  di,o:n<*’'«>(AT)
5 =  do ,i:n (P ’«)(W) -> n<P'’+i>(W).
These operators satisfy
=  0 , =  0 , a â  +  S9 =  0. (3.32)
To avoid confusion we may use the notation dj and dj when necessary.
K a h le r  s t r u c t u r e
A Riemannian metric h is said to be hermitian with respect to the almost-complex 
structure I  if
An almost-Kahler structure on a 2n-dimensional Riemannian manifold (TV, h) is 
given by a non-degenerate 2-form m and an almost-complex structure I  such that 
h is hermitian with respect to J, and h, I  and w  are related by formula
u;(.,.) =  A(T,.). (3.33)
Note tha t given the metric and any of the two tensors I  or zu the above equation 
allows us recover the remaining tensor^. If in addition the almost-complex structure 
I  is integrable then from equation (3.33) it can be shown that w  defines a symplectic 
form. In this case (AT, h, I)  is called a Kahler manifold, h is called a Kahler metric 
and U7 is a Kahler form. Any 2-form w of type (1,1) on A/" is closed if and only if at 
any point there exists an open neighbourhood It and some real function (p such that 
(jj\u — iddp. This results commonly referred to as the ^<9-lemma states in particular 
tha t the Kahler 2-form zu can be locally defined by some real function p  by the 
formula zu^u = iddp, and the Kahler metric is given by
hj
The function p  is called a Kahler potential.
^Using tensor notations equation (3.33) can be written as zdab =  7c6 o^-
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E x am p le  3.3.1 Let us consider a simple example which will he useful for later 
purpose: take endowed with the coordinate system  {X, Y, X ,ÿ } .  Then is 
endowed with a natural Kahler structure {I, h), where I  = Iq is the canonical complex 
structure on represented by
1 =
and h is the standard complex metric given by
h — d X  0  d X  +  dY 0  dŸ. (3.34)
Then the Kahler 2-form is given by
ro =  - i ( d X A d X  +  d y A d P ) .  (3.35)
The function p  = X X  +  YŸ can be used as a Kahler potential for this Kahler 
structure. This example will be referred to as the canonical Kahler structure induced 
by the coordinate system (X, Y ).
3.3.2 Para-com plex structure  
A lm o st-p a ra -co m p lex  s tru c tu re
An almost-para-complex structure^ 7 on a 2n-dimensional manifold X  is a tensor
field of type (1,1) on N  such tha t 7  ^ =  1, where 1 denotes the 2n x 2n identity
matrix, and such tha t the eigenspaces V± given by
y±{a) =  {% G TaN\IaX = ±x},
corresponding to the eigenvalues 1 and —1 respectively, are of the same dimension 
n. When 7 is an almost-para-complex structure on a manifold TV, the couple (X, 7) 
defines an almost-para-complex manifold. Let (X, 7) be an almost-para-complex 
manifold, as in the complex case, at each point a G X , the tangent space TaN  splits 
into the direct sum of the two eigenspaces of 7:
T„X =  y+(a)© Y _(a),
^We choose to adopt the terminology of Cortes et al. [19], an almost-para-complex structure is 
referred to as an almost-product structure in [52].
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This decomposition induces a decomposition of the De Rahm complex (n*(X ),d): 
the module of differential s forms on N  splits into
U‘ {N) =  0
p+q^s
where = iV(V+)® n«{V-), with n ’-(VÇt) =  {a e  n ’'{N)\%xa =  0, Vx e  Vp},
and the exterior differential can be decomposed as
d = di,o 0  do^ i 0  d2,_i 0  d_i^ 2) 
where d^j : An element of is said to be of type
(p, q)-
A map F  : (X, I)  (X ', F) between two almost-para-complex manifolds is said 
to be (/, /')-para-holomorphic if and only if the tangent map d F  is para-complex 
linear, tha t is
P d F  = F o  dF.
A 7-para-holomorphic curve is a (e, J)-para-holomorphic map u : L —> X  from a 
Lorentz surface^ (F, e) to an almost-para-complex manifold (X, J).
Integrability
To make explicit the analogy between complex and para-complex structures we 
introduce the algebra of para-complex numbers. The algebra L of para-complex 
numbers is the real algebra generated by 1 and by the para-complex unit e, with 
e  ^ =  1. For all z =  æ +  ey G L, æ, ^ E M, the para-complex conjugation is defined 
by
z  = X ey = X — ey, 
and the real and imaginary parts of z are given by
Z +  Z T f \ z  — zRe(z) :=  —^  =  a; , Im(z) := e—^  =  y.
As in the ordinary complex case the prototype of a para-complex manifold of para- 
complex dimension n  is given by L” identified with Jq), where /q is the canonical 
para-complex structure on R^” represented by the matrix
(3.36)
Lorentz surface is a 2-dimensional real oriented pseudo-Riemannian manifold, it is the 
indefinite metric analog of a Riemann surface, see [51] for a short introduction of the notion.
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Just as we defined an integrable complex structure, we will say that the almost- 
para-complex structure /  on X  is integrable if at any point a E N  there exists a 
neighbourhood Ua of a such tha t we can define local (e, /)-para-holomorphic coordi­
nates Zi \ Ua ^  i = 1 .. .n , tha t is 7*dz^ — Iodz% in which I  is represented by the 
canonical para-complex structure. An extensive account of para-complex geometry 
can be found in [19].
The question of the integrability of the almost-para-complex structure I  can be 
answered using the decomposition of the exterior differential, indeed the tensors 
d2 _i and d_i ,2 are analogues of the Nijenhuis tensor^ and we have: the almost- 
para-complex structure I  is integrable if and only if d2 - i  =  d - 1,2 =  0. In this case 
the splitting of the exterior differential reduces to d — d +  d, where
9  =  di.o : 0 6 ’>'!)(jV)
9 =  do,i : ^  n6’'«+9(iV).
These operators satisfy 9^ =  0, 9® =  0, 99 +  99 =  0.
Para-Kahler structure
A pseudo-Riemannian metric h is said to be para-hermitian with respect to the 
almost-para-complex structure I  if
h {L ,I-)  =  -h { ',  •)•
This implies th a t the metric h has signature {n,n), h is then said to be neutral 
An almost-para-Kahler structure on a 2n-dimensional Riemannian manifold (X, h) 
is given by a non-degenerate 2-form w  and an almost-para-complex structure I  such 
that h is para-hermitian with respect to I, and h, I  and zu are related by formula
w (.,.) =  A (F r). (3.37)
Note tha t given the metric and any of the two tensors J  or zu the above equation 
allows us recover the remaining tensor. If in addition the almost-para-complex
^Tlie Nijenhuis tensor Nj  is defined by
Xj(C, g) = [i, g] -  g] + [i, M )  + Ui, ,
as in the complex case I  is integrable if and only if Nj{^,g) vanishes for all smooth vector fields  ^
and g on T*N, note that this Nijenhuis tensor differs from the one previously defined for complex 
structure.
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structure I  is integrable then from equation (3.37) it can be shown that w  defines a 
symplectic form. In this case (X, h, I)  is called a para-Kahler manifold, h is called 
a para-Kahler metric and îu is a para-Kahler form. The 55-lemma states that any 
2-form u) of type (1,1) on X  is closed if and only if at any point there exists an open 
neighbourhood U and some real function p  such that =  iddp. In particular the 
para-Kahler 2-form zu can be locally defined by some real function p  by the formula 
U7[u =  iddp, and the para-Kahler metric is given by
The function p  is called a para-Kahler potential.
3.4 Monge-Ampère theory
In the previous sections we have set out all the background material that will enable 
us to introduce the formalism developed by Kushner et al. [52] to study Monge- 
Ampère equations on a manifold X  of dimension n, and to bring new insights to 
the geometry of balanced models in the present and subsequent chapters. Following 
Kushner et al. [52], sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2 present the most general construction 
of Monge-Ampère operators and Monge-Ampère equations on the contact manifold 
P n . Section 3.4.3 shows how for a subclass of Monge-Ampère equations, namely 
symplectic Monge-Ampère equations, we can restrict our attention to the study of 
n-forms on the symplectic manifold T*X. In section 3.4.4, still following [52] and 
taking inspiration from Banos’ work [4], we further restrict our attention to the 
study of symplectic Monge-Ampère equations in M ,^ we see how the problem can 
rephrased in terms almost-complex/ para-complex structures in this case. Finally, 
in section 3.4.5 we apply the rigorous formalism developed in the previous sections 
to balanced models; this enables us to exhibit a new coordinate system generalising 
McIntyre & Roulstone’s coordinates, which allows us on the one hand to identify the 
role of the 2-form (i/2)(dX  A dX +dY  AdŸ) observed for the first time in [59], and on 
the other hand to exhibit, for the first time, a Kahler structure for semi-geostrophy.
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3.4.1 M onge-A m père operators
Let X  be a n-dimensional manifold. To any differential form u  G V F (P N )  we 
associate the non-linear differential operator
A ^ : e« '(X ) 0 "(X )
where is the section of P N  defined in a local coordinate system by
d(f d(j)
The operator is called a Monge-Ampère operator, and the equation A^,^ =  0 is a 
differential equation called a Monge-Ampère equation. The space of Monge-Ampère 
operators on the manifold X  is denoted by MAO(X).
To illustrate these definitions let us consider the manifold X  =  and the 2-form 
03 G given by
w =  Adp A dî/ +  B [dx /\d p  — dy /\ dq) +  Cdx  A dg +  Ddp A dg +  E dx  A dy, 
then by definition
A^(/) = A d [ — ] A dy-\-B
\ O X
d æ A d ( ^ )  - d y A d f ^o x j  \ d y j \
+  C d x A d ( | ) + Z 7 d ( g l A d I +  E dx  A dy, \ d y j
which expands as
\ d x ‘^
d .  A l % .  +  -  d ,  A f  ^ d x  +  # # d .dx"^
+  ^  +  dxdy
dxdy  
dy j  A
\d x d y
i2 dÿ^
(l? ~ )+-®
therefore the equation A^ <^?5> =  0 is equivalent to the equation
2'
dx A dy,
d'^è
dx"^
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The kernel of the map uj is not reduced to 0 G Fl*{PN), we need to find
a suitable space on which the map is one-to-one. Recall tha t the contact structure 
on P n  induces a splitting of the tangent bundle into the direct sum
T J^X  =  © 0M xi* (3.39)
This splitting induces a decomposition of the differential algebra Ll*{PN). In par­
ticular, denoting the module of differential n-forms on P N  degenerating along the 
Reeb field by r2” (©*), the module ^ P { P N )  can be decomposed in the form
n ^ ( p N )  =  n"(©*) 0  A n"-X © *).
Take uj G f f^ { P N ) ,  then from the above decomposition we can write uj as
UJ — ujq +  0 a  uJi, (3.40)
where cjq G fP{G*) and wi G 0"'~^(©*) are such tha t — 0, for i =  0,1.
Furthermore, since {j^ <l))*9 =  0 we have AuJi) = 0, therefore w and ujq map
to the same element in MyiO(X), tha t is
Aw — AwQ.
Recall tha t at each a G P N ,  the restriction of dOa to ©(a), denoted by G /\^(©*),
determines a symplectic structure. Let X q  be the bivector duaP to G fî^(©*), a
form UJ G r2®(©*), s <  n, is called effective if and only if
— O'
Then we have the following decomposition 
T h eo rem  3.4.1 (Hodge-Lepage decomposition)
Let UJ G f2®(©*), then uj can be uniquely decomposed into the finite sum 
UJ =  ujq +  D a  Wi +  72^  A  Wg +  A wg +  . . . ,  
where each uji G 12^~^^(©*) is effective, ujq is called the effective part of uj .
^Recall that a symplectic form on a symplectic vector space V induces an isomorphism 
r  : y  —> F*, X  i-> This isomorphism is extended to isomorphisms Fk : A*(F) —> A^(F*) by
the formula
Ffc(Ai A . . .  A Xj.) := F(Xi) A . . .  A r(Xfc), 
for any k. Then X q is the inverse of O g A^(F*) by the isomorphism Pg.
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Then using Hodge-Lepage decomposition theorem and equation (3.40) we see that 
any differential form a  G can be decomposed as
a; =  die +  ^ A o;i -{- d^ A ctgj (3.41)
where is the effective part of a, « i G r2”“ ^(0*) and CKg G r2^“ ^(©*). Finally we
state the result referred in [5] to as Hodge-Lepage-Lychagin theorem
T h eo rem  3.4.2 (Hodge-Lepage-Lychagin)
Let uji,{jü2 G n®(0*) such that at each a G P N  we have
^ i \l ( 4  =  ^2If, W  =  0
for any isotropic space L  C 0 (a ), that is =  0, then there exists A G M such that
(jji — Acjg.
Let 0 C fl* {P N )  denote the differential ideal, called the Cartan ideal, generated by 
elements of the form
6 A CKi +  d^ A CKg.
We define the module of effective n-forms on P N ,  denoted by O J(J^X ) as the 
quotient
n ^ { P N )  = n ^ { p N ) /3 .
Form the decomposition (3.41) we see tha t the class of equivalence of a n-form 
a  G fl^(J^X ) is represented by the effective part of a, and the Hodge-Lepage- 
Lychagin theorem shows that the map
n ^ ( P N )  M AO (N )
UJe Awj
provides a one-to-one correspondence between effective n-forms on P N  and Monge- 
Ampère operators.
For N  = R^, any effective 2-form u> G S7g(J^M^) can be written as
w =  Adp A dy +  B{dx  A dp — dy A dg) +  Cdæ A dg +  Ddp A dg +  E dx  A dy,
where A, B , C ,D, E  are smooth functions on P R ^. From equation (3.38) we see 
tha t the corresponding Monge-Ampère operator is given by
'  ( S ) >
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3.4.2 M onge-A m père equations
Prom now on we will assume that a Monge-Ampère operator is defined by an 
effective form u  G and the Monge-Ampère equation A^ c^f) =  0 will be
denoted by E^j.
A classical solution of the equation on an open set U C X  is a smooth 
function (j> G C°°(IC) such tha t ~  0. A submanifold L  C J^X  is called
an integral submanifold if TaL C 0a  for any a G P N .  We define a generalised 
solution, or multivalued solution of the Monge-Ampère equation as an integral 
submanifold F  C P N ,  such tha t dim F  =  dim X  and oj\^ = 0. This definition is 
compatible with the definition of a classical solution: if is a classical solution of 
the equation F^ then its graph, F^ =  p(}){N), is an integral submanifold of P N  of 
dimension n  which satisfies — A^(f) ~  0, tha t is =  0, therefore F^ is a
generalised solution.
We define an action of the group of contact diffeomorphisms on P N  on the space 
of Monge-Ampère operators, A^, with w G F l\{P N ), by
F(Aw) — A(jr*w)e- (3.42)
If F is a general solution of the equation F(i?*w)eJ then F (F ) is a solution of the 
equation E^. Two Monge-Ampère equations F^i and F^g are contact equivalent if 
there exists a contact transformation F  and a non vanishing function pp G C°°(X) 
such that
A contact transformation F  on P N  is a. contact symmetry of the Monge-Ampère 
equation F^ if
{F*uj)e = ppu,
for some smooth function Pp G C°°(J^X). To the action of contactomorphisms on 
f l l ( P N )  corresponds the infinitesimal action of contact vector fields on f t l { P N )  
defined by
X f{^) — (3.43)
Then a contact vector field Xf on P N  is called a infinitesimal symmetry of the 
Monge-Ampère equation F^ if
(Fyw)g =  XuJ,
for some smooth function A G G°°(J^X). Then one has the following result due to 
V. Lychagin
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T h e o re m  3.4.3 (Lychagin)
Let Xf be an infinitesimal symmetry of the of Monge-Ampère equation E^. Then 
at any a G P N  such that f{a) 7  ^ 0, there exists a contact diffeomorphism F  defined 
on a neighbourhood of a such that F[a) =  a and the Reeb field Xi a infinitesimal 
symmetry of the Monge-Ampère equation
We will see what are the implications of this result for the study of a restricted class 
of Monge-Ampère equations in the next section. But before going any further we 
recall the usual classification of second order non-linear partial differential equations. 
Recall tha t the second order linear partial differential equation in M”
is said to be elliptic if the symmetric matrix A  has signature (n, 0) or (0,n), hyper­
bolic if A  has signature (n — 1 , 1 ) or (1 , n — 1 ), and finally parabolic if A  is degenerate. 
Let 0 be a solution of the Monge-Ampère equation then the linearisation of F^ 
at (f) is the linear equation F^(Aw) defined by
Aw(ÿ +  tu).t=o
Then the Monge-Ampère equation F^ is said to be is elliptic, hyperbolic or parabolic 
at (f if its linearisation at <f) is elliptic, hyperbolic or parabolic respectively. We will 
see in the next section how to relate this classification to the existence of geometric 
structures on T*N.
3.4.3 Sym plectic M onge-A m père equations in
We now focus on a class of Monge-Ampère equations which is characterised by the 
fact that its elements are invariant with respect to the infinitsimal action of particular 
vector field; this class will appear quite general due to Lychagin’s theorem.
Recall th a t the Reeb field on PRF  is given by %i =  d/df). Then saying that 
a Monge-Ampère equation F^ is invariant with respect to Xi) tha t is L iu  =  0, is 
equivalent to saying tha t the coefficients of the equation F^ are independent of 0 . 
In this case we have w =  7t*(D for some w G Fî‘^ {T*MF) where tt is the projection
7T : PW ^ T V
induced by the identification (3.4). Furthermore if L C P R F  is a generalised so­
lution of Fw then L = f {L) is a Lagrangian submanifold on T*MF with respect to
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the canonical symplectic structure Q, and oj\i = 0. Therefore the study of such 
an equation Fw can be performed in the symplectic manifold T*M^ instead of the 
contact manifold for this reason a Monge-Ampère equation which is invariant
with respect to the Reeb field, i.e. Lico = 0, is called a symplectic Monge-Ampère 
equation. The Monge-Ampère operator is called a symplectic Monge-Ampère 
operator, the space the symplectic Monge-Ampère operators on R^ is denoted by 
SMyiO(R’^ ) and the space of symplectic Monge-Ampère equations on R” is denoted 
by SM A£(R”). Prom Lychagin’s theorem. Theorem 3.4.3, we see that any Monge- 
Ampère equation admitting a contact symmetry is locally contact equivalent to a 
symplectic one.
The Monge-Ampère equations we encounter in the study of balanced models can 
be recast as symplectic Monge-Ampère equations, therefore in the remainder of this 
thesis we restrict ourselves to the study of symplectic Monge-Ampère equations. 
The definitions presented in sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2 can be rephrased using the 
symplectic manifold (T*R^, f2) instead of the contact manifold (J^R^,0).
To any n-form lj G r2"'(T'*R"'), we associate the symplectic Monge-Ampère 
operator
Aw : e°°(R") 0"(R ")
0 Aw0 — (d0)*W,
where (d0)*w denotes the restriction of u  to the graph d0 : R”’ —» T*R". Taking 
(a;i,. . . ,  . ,p„) as a coordinate system on T*R” the canonical symplectic
form Q. G r2^(T'*R”) is given by
Ft =  dæi A dpi H h dæ» A dpn,
and a n-form u) G fl^{T*RF) is effective if and only if a; A D =  0. Then the Hodge- 
Lepage-Lychagin theorem. Theorem 3.4.2, shows tha t the map
n ^ { T V )  SMAO(R^)
Awg
provides a one-to-one correspondence between effective n-forms on T*MF and sym­
plectic Monge-Ampère operators, where denotes the space of effective
n-forms on T*MF. The pair (w, D), with u  G Og(T*R^), is called a Monge-Ampère 
structure on R™.
A generalised solution of the symplectic Monge-Ampère equation Fw is a La­
grangian submanifold L  c  T*R^ such that lo\j^  = 0. The group of symplectomor- 
phisms of T*MF acts on the space of effective forms. As previously the action is 
given by equation (3.42) where, in this case, F  is a symplectomorphism on T*R”
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and UJ G Og (T*R”). Then L  C T*MF is generalised solution of the equation F(p’.w), 
if and only if F{L) C T*R” is a generalised solution of the equation =  0. Finally, 
two symplectic Monge-Ampère equations F^i and F^g such tha t there exists a local 
symplectomorphism F  : r* R ” —> T*RF satisfying
F*uJi = wg, 
are said to be symplectically equivalent.
3.4.4 Sym plectic M onge-A m père equations in M?
For our main purpose, tha t is the study of the Monge-Ampère equation relating the 
absolute vorticity to the geopotential within the framework of /-plane shallow-water 
model, the base manifold is N  = R^. Now that most of the theoretical background 
has been presented, it is time to describe the geometric structures that arise in this 
case.
Endowing T*R^ with the coordinate system (x ,y ,p , g), the canonical symplectic 
structure can be written
Q = dx A dp + dy A dq.
A 2-form uj G f2^(T*R^) given by
UJ = uj^dx  A d^ +  Wisdæ A  dp +  wi^dæ A  dg +  uj2sdy A  dp +  0J24dy A  dg +  uj^^dp A dg,
with ujij G G°°(T*R^), is effective if and only if cj Af2 =  0, and this condition reduces 
to Wi3 =  — W24. Therefore a general effective 2-form on R^ is given by
UJ = Adp A dp +  B {dx  A  dp — dp A dg) +  Cdrc A  dg +  Ddp A  dg +  E dx A dp, (3.44)
where A, B , C  ,D, F  are smooth functions on T*R^, and the corresponding sym­
plectic Monge-Ampère equation in R^, F^, is given by
Here we stress out the fact tha t equation (3.45) is not the same as equation (3.38): 
whereas in equation (3.38) the coefficients A, B, C, D and F  were smooth functions 
on J^R^, in equation (3.45) the coefficients A, F , C, D and F  are smooth functions 
on T*R^. The pfaffian of w is the function, denoted by pf (w) G G°°(T*R^), such 
that
w A w — pf (cj)D A D. (3.46)
As shown in [4], we have
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P ro p o s itio n  3.4.1 Let G then
pf (w) = A C - D E - B ^ ,  (3.47)
and we have the following classification:
1. Eij is non-degenerate if  and only if  pf (w) 7  ^0 ,
2. Fw is elliptic if and only i f  pf (w) > 0 ,
3. Fw is hyperbolic i f  and only if  p f (w) < 0.
P ro o f  3.4.1 Inserting the general expression (3.44) /o r cu in the definition of the 
the pfaffian leads to equation (3.47).
The linearisation of (3.45) at a solution 0 G is given by
D< (^Aw)('U) =  (A +  D(f)yy)Up;x +  2(F  — D(f)xy)Uxy +  (C +  D(j)yy)Uyy = 0, (3.48)
and it is elliptic, hyperbolic or parabolic depending on whether the matrix
^  / a  4- D(j)yy B  -  D(f)xy\
\ B  — Dcpxy G +  D(j)xx J
has signature (2,0) or (0,2), (1,1) or is degenerate respectively. In terms of the 
determinant of M  we have: (3.48) is elliptic i f  det M  > 0, it is hyperbolic if  det M  < 
0 and it is parabolic if  det A4 = 0. The determinant of A4 is given by
A C  — +  D{A(j)xx +  2B(f)xy +  C(j)yy +  D{<j)xxf>yy ~  0æy))?
which using (3.45) can be written as AC  — F^ — D E, therefore the two definitions 
of ellipticity, hyperbolicity and nondegeneracy are equivalent.
We define the field of endomorphisms Aw : by the formula
o;(-, •) =  f2(Aw-, •). (3.49)
If UJ is effective then Aw satisfies the property A^ +  pf (w) =  O’-, therefore the field 
of endomorphisms /w : T*W^ T*R? defined by
^  “  /I (3.50)v Ip f M I
satisfies the equation
w^ =  -s ign(p f (ca)).
Then from proposition 3.4.1 we see that:
^See proposition 14.3.1 in [52]
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• if Fw is elliptic then /w defines an almost-complex structure on
• if Fw is hyperbolic then Jw defines an almost-para-complex structure on
Moreover a generalised solution of the equation Fw defines a Jw-holomorphic or 
/w-para-holomorphic curve depending on the sign of pf (u). The question of the 
integrability of the structure 7w can be answered using the following result due to 
Lychagin & Roubtsov [53):
T h e o re m  3.4 .4  (Lychagin & Roubtsov)
The following assertions are equivalent
1. The equation Fw is locally symplectically equivalent to one of the equations
•  S  +  (< ^ )0  =  0; P f(^) >  0;
• “  P f ( ^ ) |^  — 0, if  pf (w) <  0.
2. The tensor Jw is integrable.
3. The normalised 2-form w /x /|p f((j)| is closed.
As a corollary we see that
C o ro lla ry  3.4.1 When to is closed then the following assertions are equivalent
1. the equation Fw is symplectically equivalent to one of the equations
• A0 — 0, if  pf (w) > 0,
• D0 =  0, i f  p f (w) <  0.
where □  denotes the wave operator.
2. The tensor Jw integrable.
3. The pfaffian pf (w) is constant.
For u  given by (3.44), the field of endomorphism Jw is given by
^J\AG  -  F2 _  p)E\
/  F  - A  0 - D \
G - B  D  0 
0 F  F  C
y—F  0  —A —F  y
(3.51)
Note tha t for Fw G MA£(E^), that is for w G Og(J^M^) the pfaffian pf (w) and the 
field of endomorphisms Aw can be similarly defined by equations (3.46) and (3.49)
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respectively, for denoting the restriction of dO to © in this case. The pfaffian is 
then a function on and defines a non-holonomic field of endomorphisms, 
tha t is: at each a G A^{a) E End(0(a)). For non-degenerate, we can
define the field of endomorphisms 7^ ,^ this gives a non-holonomic almost-complex 
structure if is elliptic and a non-holonomic almost-para-complex structure if 
is hyperbolic. A contact classification of Monge-Ampère equations is established 
in [52], but we will not discuss this case any further since all the Monge-Ampère 
equations arising in our study will be symplectic.
3.4,5 M onge-A m père equations and balanced m odels
In this section we apply the machinery presented in the previous sections to the study 
of the geometric structures associated with McIntyre & Roulstone’s balanced mod­
els. We illustrate the concepts defined previously, some of this material is implicitly 
contained in [59,67,68]. Firstly we write out explicitly the almost-complex struc­
ture associated with the symplectic Monge-Ampère equation relating the absolute 
constraint vorticity to the geopotential. Secondly, considering a constant absolute 
constraint vorticity field, we define a symplectomorphism realizing the equivalence 
between our Monge-Ampère equation and the Laplace equation given by Corollary
3.4.1, and from which we build a generalised solution of the Monge-Ampère equa­
tion. Thirdly we introduce new complex coordinates associated with our problem, 
these coordinates generalise McIntyre & Roulstone’s coordinates and bring new in­
sights into some open questions in [59]. Finally, following Banos [4], we see how we 
could consider a variable absolute constraint vorticity field while retaining integrable 
structures by introducing the notion of generalised complex geometry.
Symplectic M onge-Ampère equation
Recall tha t for balanced models, the conserved potential vorticity Qc{x,y) is related 
to the geopotential 0 by the Monge-Ampère equation (2.101). This equation.can be 
written as
1 - / 5  </.Qc +  ^  +
The associated effective 2-form w G Og(J^R^) is given by
u  = {1 — / ^ “ ^<^Qc)da; A dy -\-dp A dy dx A d q 2 a d p  A dq,
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and we have
L\iJ =  - fg~ ^ Q cdx  A dy,
where we recall tha t in this context Li u  stands for the Lie derivative of omega with 
respect to the Reeb field Xi &nd has nothing to do with Salmon’s Li-dynamics. 
Therefore unless Qc =  0, the Monge-Ampère equation (3.52) is not symplectic. By 
considering the absolute constraint vorticity
Cc =  /  W Q c,
equation (3.52) can be written as
o-o-rtJ+S+ë + d-.nfgg-l'âVV (3-53)Qy2  ^ d if ’ \ d x d y ) j ’
where c =  v l  +  2o:. Since its coefficients neither depend explicitly on (f), nor on its 
derivatives, this Monge-Ampère equation is symplectic. The corresponding effective
2-form u) G Hg(T*R^) is given by
w =  (1 — f~^(c)dx A d y  + dp A d y  dx Adqd-  [1 — c^)dp A dq. (3.54)
Note tha t since Cc =  Cc(2^ > y) we have dw =  0. Its pfaffian is given by
pf(cj) =  1 -  (1 -  c^)(l - / “ ^Cc)- (3.55)
As described in section 2.4, the assumptions under which balanced models are valid 
for the physical regimes of interest lead to
pf (w) > 0, (3.56)
therefore equation (3.53) is an elliptic symplectic Monge-Ampère equation.
Alm ost-com plex structure
The field of endomorphisms obtained from (3.51) with w given by (3.54), is given 
by
/  0 - 1 0  - l  +  c2\
1 0 l - c 2  0
0 i - r ' C c  0 1
\ - i  +  /- 'C c  0 - 1 0
I,., =  ^ (3.57)
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defines an almost-complex structure on Prom theorem 3.4.4 we see that Aj is
integrable if and only if
0 =  d ( \/p f(w ) y pf(w)3/2 
dQ
dÇc
dx dx A (dp A dp -f (1 — c^)dp A dg)
-\—^ d y  A [dx A dg 4- (1 -  c^)dp A dq)
is identically zero, tha t is if and only if Cc is constant in space. Note that this implies 
that pf (w) is constant.
Local equivalence
Assume th a t Cc =  Co is a real constant then is integrable, and since w is closed 
Corollary 3.4.1 shows tha t equation (3.53) is locally symplectically equivalent to the 
equation
+ =  0 .dx"^  dy"^
Indeed assume that 1 — / “ C^o > 0 and let F  : T  
phism defined by
(3.58)
be the symplectomor-
X X  ~ p
\ / l  ~  /  %oy ~ q
\ / l -  
, Q a/1 — / “ C^oÇ-
We have
F*lo = dx a  dy — p f (a;)dp A dq, 
tha t is PA is symplectically equivalent to the equation
(3.59)
Then consider the symplectomorphism : T"* T*R^ defined by
X  1-^ - i / p f ( w ) p ,
y ^ y ,
x /p fM
X,
I Q
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We call this map a rescaled Euler transformation since it is the composition of a 
scaling with the restriction of an Euler transformation, as defined in Example 3.2.2, 
to T*M^. Then we have
£J(da; A dp — pf (cj)dp Adq) = ^ pf (w)(dæ A dp +  dp A dp),
and
(iV )*  V Pf ( ^ ) {àx A dp -  dp A dp) -  \/p f(w ) da; A dp,
from which we see tha t when Cc is constant the Monge-Ampère equation (3.53) 
is symplectically equivalent to Laplace equation (3.58) via the symplectomorphism 
F  o£>i. Thus starting from a harmonic function we can build a generalised solution 
to (3.53). For example, following [4], let tfj be the harmonic function given by
iA(a;, p) =  e®sinp,
its graph is a generalised solution of the Monge-Ampère equation (3.58). Then 
the Lagrangian submanifold E o  £ i(L ^), given by
pf(w)
1 “  /^Co
is a generalised solution of the Monge-Ampère equation (3.53) for Cc =  Co constant, 
tha t is ^liro£i(L^) =  0  with co given by (3.54) where Cc =  Co is constant. On open sets 
R C where the projection F  o 2 i(L ^)  —^ defines a local diffeomorphism,
F  o è i{L ^)  is the graph of a classical solution of (3.53) on U.
Complex coordinates
When 4 , is integrable then by definition there exists adapted coordinates (A, T) 
such that
I*dX  = idX , 4 d X  =  - id X , (3.60)
where X  =  (A, Y) and X  =  (Â, Ÿ). Assume that 1 — /~^Co > 0 and let (A, T) be 
the complex coordinates defined by
1 . / - w y -
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then straightforward calculations show that (A, K) satisfy equation (3.60) and there­
fore endow 4 )  with an adapted coordinate system. As described in Example
3.3.1, the canonical Kahler structure induced by the complex coordinate system 
(A, Y )  is prescribed by the Kahler metric h defined by
h = ( 1  — /  ^Co)(dæ ® dæ +  dp 0  dp) +  da; 0  dp +  dp 0  dg 
1 +  p f  (c j)+
1 -  f - K o  
and the Kahler 2-form is given by
(dp 0  dp -!- dg 0  dg). (3.62)
TÂ7 =  — \ /p f  (w) ^dæ A dg -f dp A dp +  - — dp A dg^ (3.63)1 -
The coordinate system (3.61) generalises the coordinate system discovered by 
McIntyre & Roulstone for balanced models. It provides us with a clear interpretation 
of the role of the 2-form (i/2)(dA  A dÂ +  dY A dŸ) which remained unknown 
in [59], and it also gives a new interpretation of McIntyre & Roulstone’s coordinates 
themselves. Indeed, setting Co =  0, the effective form w, defined by (3.54), is given 
by
w =  dæ A dp 4- dæ A dg 4- dp A dp 4- ( l  — c^) dp A dg.
Its pfafiSan is p f (w) =  c ,^ therefore it defines an elliptic Monge-Ampère operator. 
The complex structure 4  is given by
f  ° - 1 0 - 1  + c2\
4  = 1 1 0 1 - c " 0c 0 1 0 10 - 1 0 /
(3.61) we get the formula
X =  X 4- p — ick X p. (3.64)
therefore we see tha t McIntyre & Roulstone’s coordinates are adapted coordinates 
for 4- The canonical Kahler structure induced by the complex coordinate system
(3.64) is prescribed by the Kahler metric h defined by
A =  da; 0  dæ 4- dp 0  dp 4- da; 0  dp 4- dp 0  dg -f (1 4- c^)(dp 0  dp 4- dg 0  dg), 
and the Kahler 2-form is given by
07 =  —c (da; A dg 4- dp A dp 4- 2dp A d g ). (3.65)
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As already mentioned, this 2-form appeared at first in [59] (equation (170)) but its 
significance was not clear at this time. In our context the 2-form (3.65) is the Kahler 
form associated with the choice (3.64) of adapted coordinates for the complex struc­
ture corresponding to the Monge-Ampère equation (3.53) with Co =  0. As described 
in section 2.4, setting c =  0 in (3.53) corresponds to semi-geostrophy and we see 
tha t in this case the 2 -form (3.65) vanishes identically. This led McIntyre & Roul­
stone to think tha t semi-geostrophy was not Kahler. Whereas for c =  0 McIntyre & 
Roulstone’s canonical coordinates become real, equal to Hoskins’ coordinates, the 
coordinate system defined by (3.61) remains complex and the Kahler form does not 
vanish identically endowing semi-geostrophy with a Kahler structure.
Generalised com plex geometry
The integrability of 4  requires Cc to be constant in space. This condition restricts 
drastically the class of physical regimes for which adapted coordinates can be used; 
namely, a t each time, the absolute constraint vorticity has to be constant and there­
fore the constraint potential vorticity can only be proportional to the geopotential 
(f). When Cc is not spatially constant then 4  is not integrable and we cannot find 
adapted coordinates. Nevertheless, formulae (3.62) and (3.63) still hold endowing 
with an almost-Kahler structure. To take into account the fact that the ab­
solute constraint vorticity varies in function of x  and y  in (3.54) while retaining 
an integrable structure, following Banos [5] we could use the notion of generalised 
complex geometry introduced by Hitchin in [39] and developed by Gualtieri in [36]. 
Let denote by T  and T* the tangent bundle and the cotangent bundle respectively 
of the manifold We define an indefinite interior product on T  0  T* by
{X + Ç,Y + v) = l  ,X,YeT,i,n(^ T\  (3.66)
and the Courant bracket by
[A -f C> ^  d-r}] = [A, Y] +  L xp  — LyC — -  {dixT] — dzyC) • (3.67)
An almost-generalised-complex structure is a bundle map : T  0  T* —> T  0  T* 
satisfying
f  - 1 ,  (3.68)
and such tha t (■, J - )  — (J - , •). Such an almost-generalised-complex structure is said 
to be integrable if the space of sections of its two eigenspaces, V±, are closed under
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the Courant bracket, th a t is: [il, E] G r(V ±) for all II, U E r(V±)^. In this case J  
is called a generalised-complex structure.
In [2 2 ], Crainic proved tha t for any symplectic form H on and any 2-form 
u) on the map J  G End(T 0 T*) defined by
- 3 -
defines an almost-generalised-complex structure, where as before is defined by 
cj(", ') =  ü{Au,-,')j and cu is the twist of tu defined by w(-, -) =  —f2((Id +  A j)-,-). 
Moreover J  defines an integrable structure if to is closed. Such a pair (fi, co) is called 
a Hitchin pair.
Any Monge-Ampère structure on thus defines a Hitchin pair and
an almost-generalised-complex structure by the formula (3.69). Moreover for the 
Monge-Ampère equation relating the absolute constraint vorticity Cc to the 
geopotential (j), since Cc depends only on x  and y, the effective 2 -form w given by 
(3.54) is closed then the almost-generalised-complex structure 4  is integrable. A 2- 
dimensional submanifold L  C is a generalised-complex submanifold if Tl 0 T J  
is closed under J, where denotes the tangent bundle of L  and C T* its annihi- 
lator. As remarked by Banos in [5], this is equivalent to saying tha t L  is Lagrangian 
with respect to rZ and closed under th a t is L is a generalised solution of E^.
Summary
In this chapter we presented the theoretical background th a t enabled us to carry 
out further the study of the properties of semi-geostrophic theory and McIntyre & 
Roulstone’s models. We gave a short introduction to contact manifolds, illustrated 
with the presentation of the manifold of 1 -jets of smooth functions over R” , and 
we proposed a classification of contact transformations. We then introduced the 
formalism developed in [52] for the study of Monge-Ampère equations. Finally we 
applied this formalism to the Monge-Ampère equation relating the potential vorticity 
to the geopotential.
We first introduced the absolute constraint vorticity in order to recast this equa­
tion into a symplectic Monge-Ampère equation E ,^. Due to physical considerations 
we saw that the equation E j^ is elliptic, tha t is the pfaffian of the associated effective
I^n section 3.3 we choose to define the integrability of an almost-(para-)complex structure in 
terms of holomorphic atlas, this is equivalent to saying that the two distributions V± defined after 
(3.30) are closed under the Lie Bracket.
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2-form üj satisfies pf (w) >  0 ; then starting from a harmonic function on we built 
a generalised solution of E^j on R^. We explicitly expressed the almost-complex 
structure 4  and we found th a t 4  is integrable if and only if the absolute constraint 
vorticity 4  is constant is space. Considering a constant absolute constraint vortic­
ity field Coj we proposed adapted complex coordinates for the complex structure 4 - 
Using Example 3.3.1 with this new set of coordinates, we built a Kahler structure 
associated with the symplectic Monge-Ampère equation E^j. Whereas the Kahler 
structure obtained from McIntyre h  Roulstone’s coordinates vanishes when we set 
c — 0, ie for semi-geostrophy, the Kahler structure obtained with this new set of co­
ordinates does not vanish for c =  0  provided that 4  ^  0 , exhibiting a yet unrevealed 
Kahler structure for semi-geostrophic theory. Finally we saw how the constraint of 
considering a constant absolute constraint vorticity field could be removed while 
retaining integrable structures by introducing the concept of generalised complex 
structure, first introduced in the context of symplectic Monge-Ampère equations in 
two variables by Banos [5].
The two sets of coordinates, McIntyre & Roulstone’s coordinates and the coor­
dinate defined by (3.61), stem from two different approaches. The first approach 
considered by McIntyre & Roulstone in [58,59] goes back to Salmon’s attem pt to de­
fine canonical coordinates for nearly geostrophic models, see [75,76]; their complex 
coordinates arise as canonical coordinates for their Hamiltonian balanced models. 
The second approach considered in this thesis focuses on Monge-Ampère equations 
and the associated geometric structures; in this context the new complex coordi­
nates arise as adapted coordinates for the complex structure associated with the 
Monge-Ampère equation relating the absolute constraint vorticity to the geopoten­
tial for balanced models. As already mentioned McIntyre & Roulstone’s coordinates 
provide adapted coordinates for the complex structure associated with this Monge- 
Ampère equation when the absolute constraint vorticity vanishes identically; in this 
sense we said that the second approach generalises the first one but we stress out the 
fact tha t the new complex coordinate system has not been related to the dynam­
ics and do not provide canonical coordinates for McIntyre h  Roulstone’s balanced 
models. In the next chapter we carry out further the second approach by studying 
the hyper-Kahler structure associated the new complex coordinate system.
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Chapter 4 
Hyper-Kâhler geometry
In the previous chapter we saw how the Monge-Ampère theory, developed in [52], 
naturally associates an almost-(para)-complex structure 4  to any elliptic (hyper­
bolic) Monge-Ampère equation in two variables, the integrability of the almost- 
(para)-complex structure depending on the coefficients of the associated effective 
2-form to. For the Hamiltonian balanced models derived by McIntyre & Roulstone, 
the symplectic Monge-Ampère equation relating the absolute constraint vorticity 
to the geopotential provides us with an almost-complex structure; this structure 
is integrable if and only if the absolute constraint vorticity is independent of the 
horizontal coordinates x  and y. Considering a constant absolute constraint vorticity 
field Coj we proposed an adapted complex coordinate system on relative to
4 ,  then endowing T*R^ with the standard complex metric h we obtained a Kahler 
structure on associated to our Monge-Ampère equation.
As described in [59], the identification of with via the complex coor­
dinate system (A, Y) brings other structures in the picture and leads us to con­
sider the notion of hyper-Kahler manifold. This chapter is devoted to the study of 
hyper-Kahler and para-hyper-Kahler geometry within the framework of nondegen­
erate Monge-Ampère equations in two variables and to the application to balanced 
models. In the first section, after reviewing the approach of McIntyre &: Roulstone 
in [59], we propose a linear complex coordinate system from which we extend semi- 
geostrophic Legendre duality. The second section presents the construction of a 
family of hyper-Kahler structures and a family of para-hyper-Kahler structures as­
sociated with a nondegenerate Monge-Ampère equation in two variables. Finally 
the third section offers a discussion about possible use of hyper-Kahler geometry 
in the context of balanced models. The end of this introductory section presents a
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definition and a canonical example of hyper-Kahler manifold.
Let A  be a real manifold of dimension 4n, and h a Riemannian metric on N. The 
Riemannian manifold {N, h) is a hyper-Kahler manifold if there exists a 2-sphere of 
complex structures on N  with respect to which h is Kahler, and h is then called 
a hyper-Kahler metric. For instance, a hyper-Kahler structure on N  is prescribed 
by a hyper-kahler metric h together with a triple of linearly independent complex 
structures (4 , 4 , 4 ) satisfying the quaternion relations
I\ — , 2^ ~  ) 3^ — , A 4 .^ 3  =
Since h is Kahler with respect to each complex structure, the hyp er-Kahler structure 
can be alternatively prescribed by the triple of Kahler forms (wi, W2 , 0/3), oji G 
i = 1..3, defined by
•) “  .) , W2 ( . , .) =  h (4 ') •) > •) — .). (4.1)
We now consider a simple example which will be useful in the following sections.
E xam ple  4.0.1 Let { X ,Y )  be a complex coordinate system on the ^-dimensional 
real manifold from which we identify T*R^ as C^, Then we define a hyper- 
Kdhler structure on by considering the metric
h =  dA  0  dA  +  d y  0  dY, 
and the triple of Kahler forms defined by
u>i — Re(dA A dY) =  - (d  A A dY 4- dA  A dY), 
tü2 =  — (dA A dA  -j- dY A dY),
W3 =  Im(dXAdr) =  i ( d X  A d y - d X A d K ) ,
(4.2)
(4.3)
(4.4)
(4.5)
In this coordinate system the complex structures Ii, 4  4  are represented by the
matrices
(4.6)
^ 0  0 0 1 \ ( i 0 0 0 \ /O 0 0  i \
0  0 - 1 0 0 i 0 0 0 0 - i  0
0  1 0 0 > 0 0 —i 0 5 0 —i 0 0
{ - 1  0 0 0 ) \ 0 0 0 - i / \ i 0 0  0 /
We refer to this structure as the canonical hyp er-Kahler
induced by the coordinate system (A, Y).
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We chose to present this canonical example using an adapted coordinate system 
relative to the complex structure 4 .  Since the three almost-complex structures are 
integrable there is at any time three adapted coordinate systems from which the 
manifold can be identified as a complex manifold.
4.1 Hyper-Kâhler structure for balanced models
4.1.1 M cIntyre &: R oulstone’s approach
As described in section 2.2.5, McIntyre & Roulstone found tha t the complex coor­
dinate system on defined by the formulae
X  = x-\-p  Y  icq , Y  = y - ^ q  — icp, (4.7)
provides canonical coordinates for their balanced models when p = d(j)/dx and 
q = d4>/dy. From example 4.0.1 above, the adapted coordinate system (A, Y) 
endows with a hyper-Kahler structure (A, Wi, Wg, Wg): inserting (4.7) into (4.2) 
the hyper-Kahler metric can be written as
h = dx ^  dx Y  dy ® dy dx ^  dp Y  dy ® dq + { 1 c^){dp 0  dp +  dg 0  dg), (4.8)
and from (4.3)-(4.5) the triple of Kahler forms is given by
uj\ =  dx A d y  d-dx A d q Y d p  A d y Y  (l — c^) dp A dg, (4.9)
ÜJ2 =  ~c  (dæ A dg +  dp A dp 4- 2dp A d g ), (4.10)
0/3 =  —c(dæ A dp +  dp A dg). (4.11)
On the one hand the Monge-Ampère equation relating the absolute constraint vor­
ticity, (c, to the geopotential, 0 ,
r ' c . - 1 + ë + S + f f - c - )dx"  ^ dy^
can be written as
dx‘ dy^ \ d x d y  ) (4,12)
/  ^Ccdæ A d y  -  (j V)*Wi;
then the 2 -form Ui is the Monge-Ampère operator corresponding to the right hand 
side of the Monge-Ampère equation (4.12).
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On the other hand, the 2-form dA  A dY is holomorphic with respect to the 
complex structure induced by (A, Y) whose Kahler form is given by 0/2• Using (4.9) 
and (4.11) dA  A dY can be written as
d A  A  d Y  =  u ) \  +  iw g,
and CU3 is nothing but —cVt, where Ü is the canonical symplectic form. Therefore the 
complex 2-form dA  A dY becomes real when restricted to the Lagrangian subman­
ifold C T*M^, and corresponds to the effective 2 -form associated with the right 
hand side of the Monge-Ampère equation (4.12).
Thus the canonical hyp er-Kahler structure induced by (A, Y )  naturally ties to­
gether the dynamical and geometrical aspects of the problem. The 2 -form = 
Re(dA A dY) reflects the symplectic structure describing the absolute vorticity, 
W3 =  Im(dA A dY) reflects the canonical symplectic structure on T*R^. Finally, as 
described in section 3.4.5, W2 is the Kahler form associated to (A, Y) and defines 
the complex structure.
However in the approach of McIntyre & Roulstone, it appears tha t semi-geostrophic 
theory is not Kahler nor hyper-Kahler. Indeed, for a  =  —1/2 in (2.29), which repre­
sents semi-geostrophic theory as long as the potential vorticity is the only concern as 
described in section 2.2.3, we have c =  0 in (4.7) and we see from (4.10) and (4.11) 
that U2 and W3 vanish identically, suggesting tha t semi-geostrophic theory theory 
is not Kahler. As noted above, the 2-form only reflects the right hand side of 
(4.12), we described in section 3.4.5 how to define an almost-complex structure, 4 )  
associated to the full Monge-Ampère equation by considering the effective 2-form
a; =  (1 — / “ ^Cc)d^ A dp 4- dp A dp -f- da: A dg +  (1 — c^)dp A dg, (4.13)
and we have shown tha t the almost-complex structure 4  is integrable if and only if 
Cc is constant. This condition is thus required to obtain a hyper-Kahler structure. 
Then when Cc is a constant, denoted by Co, the system
X  -  V l - / - - C o X  +  - = ^ = p  +  i y / ^ g g ,
1 _ : I pf(w) (4.14)
provides us with explicit formulae for a complex coordinate system induced by the 
complex structure 4  associated with the effective 2-form (4.13). We want to de­
fine a more general set of complex coordinates generalising McIntyre & Roulstone’s
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coordinates in order to account for a constant absolute constraint vorticity field, 
Cc =  Co, and generalizing (4.14) in order to relax the condition 1 — / “ C^o > 0  which 
is required for the square roots to be defined in (4.14). This formulation will allow 
us to exhibit a hyp er-Kahler structure for semi-geostrophic theory in the following 
section, and we shall show that other C-structures arise.
4.1.2 General coordinate system
The two complex coordinate systems defined by (4.7) and (4.14) are obtained by 
considering particular values for the parameters (oki, ag, /?i, /?2) E for the general 
coordinate system defined on T*R^ by
Ag =  a ix  -f idgp +  P i p  -f 1^29, (A -, cN
I 2 =  a i y  -  ia2X d-PiQ -  ij32p. ' ^
We denote
=  aip2 — (^2pi > 0. (4.16)
Following Example 4.0.1, this complex coordinate system endows T*R^ with the
canonical hyp er-Kahler structure (/%, fi, 4 , 4 ) ,  where inserting (4.15) in (4.2) we
obtain the following expression for h
h = {a ld -  « 2)(da; 0  da; +  dp 0  dp) +  {aiPi -h « 2^ 2)(da; 0  dp -b dp 0  dg)
+ {Pi -b Pl){dp 0  dp -b dg 0  dg),
and inserting (4.15) in (4.3)-(4.5), wi, 0/2 and W3 are given by
LÜI = ( « 1  -  CK2)da; A dp -b (oqA ~  a 2P2){dx A dg -b dp A dp)
+  {Pi ~  /d|)dp A dg, 
u>2 = 2 o;iQ;2da; A dp -b {aiP2 +  a 2pi){dx A dg -b dp A dp)
+  2pip2dp A dg,
0/3 =  — {a.ip2 — a 2pi){dx  A dp -b dp A dg). (4.20)
(4.17)
(4.18)
(4.19)
Using the relations (4.1), we obtain the triple of complex structures (4 ,4 ,4) rep­
resented by the matrices
4 = cr
f 0 0^ ip2 + 0^ 2Pl 0 2P1P2 \
— {CX1P 2 0 '2 p l )  0  “ 2/5i/?2 0
0 —2o;iO:2 0 —(cti/^2 "b CX2P1)
\  2 0 :10:2  0  o : i / ? 2  +  <^2Pi 0  J
(4.21)
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7o =  (J
f  0  cx.\Pi ~  CX.2P2 0
—  {O L iP i —  02/32) 0 ~ { P Ï  ~  P 2 )  00 — (O i — Og) 0 — (o i ;0l  — OL2P2)
0 Oi/3i — Où2p2 0
\
\ a f - a l
(4.22)
h  = (T
(q!i/3i +  O2/32) 0 ~{PÎ P2) 0 \0 — ( o i / 3i +  02/32) 0 ~ { P i  +  P 2 )
0 Oi/3i +  O2/32 0a l  -1- a l
V
(4.23)
0 a f + a l  0 oi/3i + 0 2 /32/
where <7 is defined by equation (4.16). Recall from Example 4.0.1 tha t this Kahler 
structure is expressed relative to the complex structure J2 ; indeed it is built from the 
coordinate system (A 2 ,l^ ) , which is an adapted coordinate system relative to I2. 
The subscript 2 is here to remind the reader of this fact. The following proposition 
gives us formulae for adapted coordinate systems {Xi, Yi), i = 1 ,2 ,3, relative to the 
complex structures 4  respectively.
P ro p o s itio n  4.1.1 Let { h , I i , l2, h )  be the canonical hyper-Kahler structure in­
duced by the coordinate system (A2, 1 2 ) defined by (4-15). Then by construction 
(A2 , Y2) an adapted coordinate system relative to I 2, and adapted coordinate sys­
tems ( A i j Y i) ,  ( A s , ) ^ )  relative to 4  o-^d 4  are given by
f A i  =  0 !i(a; -  ip) +  Pi{p -  iq)
[ Yi =  a 2 (a; +  ip)+/32(p +  ig)
J  A 3 =  (cni +  io(2)a; +  (/3i +  iP2)p 
I  Yg (cKi +  i« 2 )p  +  (/3i +  i/32) g 
P ro o f  4.1.1 We have to show that
(4.24)
(4.25)
4 d X i = i d X i  , 4*dXi =  - idXi,
;;dX 3 =  idX3 , 4*dX3 = -idX 3,
where Xi =  (Ai, 1^)^. We will only prove that J^dAi =  idAi, all the other cases can 
be proved using the same procedure. Let a G T*R^ and V  G Ta(T*R^) defined by
then 
I \V  = 0 {{a.iP2 + OÙ2Pl)Vy + 2PiP2Vq) — — {{aiP2 + oi2Pi)Vx + 2piP2Vp) —
— (20:1 0 : 2 + {(^ lP2 + 0'2Pl)Vq) ^  + (20:10:214 + {(^ lp2 + 0:2/31)14)
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and we have
4 d A i(V ) =  dX i(/iV )
=  [cKi(da; -  idp) +  Pi{dp -  idg)] {IiV)
=  cr [a;i {{{CX1P2 +  0’2Pi)Vy +  2P\P2Vf) +  i ((a'1^2  +  <^2/3i)14 +  ‘I-PiP'i^p)))
~Pi ((2cKiO!2l4 +  (0 :1/32 +  0 :2/31)1 4 ) +  i (20:10:214 +  (o:i/32 +  o:2/3i)14))]
=  —io:il4 — a\Vy — ipVp — P\Vq 
= idA i(V ),
similarly we can show that
/J=dYi(V) =  idYi(V) , 7*dÂi(V) =  -id Â i(V ) , /îdŸ i(V ) =  -id % (V ).
4.1.3 A pplication to  balanced m odels
We want to identify the 2-form (4.18) with the effective 2-form
a; =  (1 — / “ ^Co)drc A  dp -}- dp A  dp -b dæ A  dg -b (1 — c^)dp A dg.
Then the corresponding symplectic Monge-Ampère equation with constant coef­
ficients, relates the geopotential to the constant absolute vorticity. In order to make 
this identification, we are lead to consider the underdetermined system of equations 
for « 1, 0 :2 , Pi, P2’
i - r ' ( o  =
1 =  (^iPi — CX2P2, (4.26)
1 _C 2 =
As recalled in the beginning of this chapter, in section 3.4.5 we endowed T*R^ with
a Kahler structure by considering the adapted coordinate system for 4  =  4  given
by
1 _ . I Pf(w) (4.27)
in which case the value of the parameters 0 :1 , 0 :2 , Pi, P2 are given by
a i  =  y i - / - i C o  , « 2  =  0 ,_________ (4.28)
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This choice was motivated by the fact tha t setting Co =  0 we obtain directly McIntyre 
& Roulstone’s coordinates. The triple of 2-forms is given by
wi =  (1 — f~^(o)dx  A dp -b dp A dp -h dæ A dg +  (1 — c^)dp A dg, (4.30) 
(JÜ2 = \ /p f  (a;) ^dæ A dg +  dp A dp +   ^ dp A dg^ , (4.31)
W3 =  —y /p f  (w) (da; A dp -b dp A dg), (4.32)
where we recall tha t pf (w) =  1 —(1 —c^)(l—/~^Co)- By construction Wi is the effective 
2-form associated to the Monge-Ampère equation (4.12), 0/2 was identified in section 
3.4.5 as the Kahler form induced by the adapted coordinate system (4.27) and finally 
LJs reflects the canonical symplectic structure on T*M^. The important fact is that 
for c — 0 , which describes semi-geostrophic theory, we have pf (w) =  / ” C^o and we 
observe tha t semi-geostrophy has a hyper-Kahler structure.
The set of parameters { a i ,a 2,P i,P2} defined by (4.28) and (4.29) is an element 
of the family obtained by considering 7  =  « 2  as a parameter and inverting (4.26) 
with the assumptions 1 — / “ C^o +  7  ^ >  0 and 1 ^  / “ C^o* Taking the positive roots, 
this family can be written in the form
-  f - ^ C o  +  7^  +  7 \ / p f ( w )a i =  a/ 1  -  /  iCo+  7^ , 4  =  -I r_i/.-I- -  J  Co  _______  (A  q q )
^ 7  +  \ / l  ~  / “  Co +  7 ^ \ / p f  ( ^ )
« 2 - 7  . f t -  1 - f - ^ C ,
and (4.28), (4.29) are obtained for 7  — 0. The condition (1 — / “ ^Co) + 7  ^ >  0, which 
is required for the square roots in (4.33) to be well defined, restricts the physical 
regimes to which this coordinate transformation applies. For instance, for 7  =  0 it 
requires 1 —/ “ C^o to be strictly positive and therefore only describes cyclonic regimes. 
We want to relax this condition to obtain a family of parameters (0 :1 , 0 :2 , P i,p2) with 
no sign restriction on 1 — / “ C^o- For instance, considering 7  =  /?2 as a parameter 
and providing 1 — -b 7  ^ >  0 and ^  1, we can invert (4.26), and choosing the 
positive roots we get the family of parameters a i , a 2, p \ ,p 2 given by 
1
a/ 1 -  c2  -b 7 ^  -  7 < / p f  (w )
7  -  \ / l  -  - b 7 ^ \ / p f ( ü j )1 —  0
For example, setting 7  =  0, we get
1
P i  =  y T - c M ^ ,  
p 2  =  7 -
(4.34)
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and from (4.15), we obtain the complex coordinate system
1 _ . /pf(w )A 2 =   ^ y  + V l - c ^ P ,
(4.36)
______ „ . , t’ -I-a/I — /^ 2 ^y/l — y 1 —
Contrary to the previous choice, setting Co =  0 in (4.36) does not reduce to McIntyre 
& Roulstone’s coordinates. Using (4.2) and (4.3)-(4.5) with (4.36) we get the hyp er- 
Kahler structure defined by the hyper-Kahler metric
h = — (dæ 0  da; +  dp 0  dp) 4- da; 0  dp +  dp 0  dg 
+  (1  — c^)(dp 0  dp 4- dg 0  dg),
together with the triple of Kahler forms
=  (1 — /~^Co)4a; A dp 4- dp A dp 4- da; A dg 4- (1 — c^)dp A dg, (4.37)
0/2 =  V p :^ M  A dp 4- da; A dg 4- dp A dp^ , (4.38)
0/3 =  — \ /p f  (w)(da; A dp 4- dp A dg). (4.39)
Again for c =  0, we obtain a hyp er-Kahler structure for semi-geostrophic theory. 
However, we also note tha t this choice requires c < 1, thus it cannot describe Li~ 
dynamics and the V3-model.
Summary
In the preceding section, inspired by the fact that McIntyre & Roulstone’s coordi­
nates (A, Y )  are complex homogeneous polynomials of the first degree in x, p, p 
and g, we considered a general set of coordinates (A2 , 1 4 ) defined by complex ho­
mogeneous polynomials of the first degree and we built the canonical hyper-Kahler 
structure induced by (A2 , 14). In this section, we found conditions on the coeffi­
cients of A 2 and Y2 for the Kahler form Re(dA2 A dF^) to be indentified with the 
effective 2-form associated with the symplectic Monge-Ampère equation relating the 
absolute constraint vorticity to the geopotential. This allowed us to define a family 
of hyper-Kahler structures for balanced models, and especially for semi-gesotrophy 
which was thought to be exempt of such structure in the approach of McIntyre Sz
Roulstone. In the following section, we will use the result of proposition 4.1.1 to
define dual functions CP, CR, and a holomorphic Bernoulli potential $  for McIntyre & 
Roulstone’s balanced models.
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4.1.4 Legendre structure
We now show how to use the hyp er-Kahler structure to generalise semi-geostrophic 
theory Legendre duality. Although a complex Bernoulli potential inducing a complex 
contact transformation was defined in [59,68], it was not shown th a t this structure 
could be rephrased in terms of a complex Legendre structure. Moreover, as described 
in [6 8 ] this structure described an hyperbolic Monge-Ampère structure whereas we 
are interested with an elliptic Monge-Ampère structure. As described in the pre­
vious section, the coordinate system generalising McIntyre & Roulstone’s
coordinates, corresponds to the complex structure 4 .  In proposition 4.1.1, we pre­
sented the three adapted coordinate systems corresponding to the three complex 
structures 4 , 4  and is; as mentioned earlier, choosing to work with one of these 
coordinate systems only affects the identification of T*M.^ as a complex manifold 
and leaves unchanged the underlying real structure. We exploit this fact to define a 
general set of complex linear coordinates, examples of which are given by {X^,Ys) 
defined by (4.25) and the coordinate set (A, Ÿ) considered in [59,68], from which 
we can build complex dual Legendre functions CP and CR together with a Bernoulli 
potential $ . As for semi-geostrophy, this structure is shown to satisfy a gradient 
property and we will see with examples tha t it further satisfies a contact property.
Let A  and J5 be 2  x 2  nondegenerate commuting symmetric complex matrices. 
We define the complex coordinates =  (A, Y), the symbol  ^ denoting the trans­
position, by
X  =  Ax -f- B p, (4.40)
with =  (p, q) = {da;(f), dy4>). Let us define CP(x), CR(X) and 4>(X) by
0^(x) =  0(x) + i x ’’B “ ^Ax, (4.41)
CR(X) =  X '^B-^x-CP, (4.42)
$ (X ) =  (4.43)2
We have
VxS’ =  g -^ X , (4.44)
Vx3i =  B ~ \  (4.45)
where V j =  { d /d x ,d /d y )  and V x =  ( d /d X ,d /d Y ) .  Then we obtain the following
property
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P ro p o s itio n  4.1.2 (Gradient property)
V x $  =  (4.46)
P ro o f  4.1.2 (Gradient property)
From (4‘4^) tue get
V x $  =  -V x3^ +
=  B " V ^ “ ^ X - x )
=  B -^A -^B p
where we use (4-45) to write the second line and equation (4-40) to write the third 
line. To complete the proof we just need to remark that since A  and B  commute we 
have B~^A~^B  = A~^, and that by definition p =  Vx</>-
Note tha t the symbols CP, CR and 0  have already been used in section 2.1.3 to denote 
the Legendre dual functions given by (2.15) and (2.16) and the Bernoulli potential
(2.18) for semi-geostrophy. We choose to use the same symbols in the definitions 
above since, by taking A =  Id and B =  Id, we recover Hoskins’ geostrophic coordi­
nates (2 .1 2 ) together with formulae (2.15), (2.16) and (2.18) defining the Legendre 
structure for semi-geostrophic theory.
As we will see in practice the matrices A and B are such tha t
d X =  0 ; (4.47)<P
that is 0  is a holomorphic function of X  and Y  when restricted to the graph of 
(f). Then, following [6 8 ], we introduce the space spanned by the coordinate system 
(A, y, 4>, B, Q), endowed with the contact form d$  — BdA  — QdY, where P^ =  
(B, Q) =  { d ^ /d X ,Q  = d ^ /d Y ) .  This space, denoted by J , is referred in [6 8 ] to as 
the semi-holomorphic contact bundle corresponding to the coordinates (A, Y). One 
can show that if 4> satisfies (4.47) then the transformation
T  : J
{x,y,(f),p,q) (A ,Y ,$ ,B ,Q )
is a strict contact transformation. Indeed writing 0  in the form
^  +  ^p^BA"^p, (4.48)
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allows us to write
T*(d# -  P dX ) =  d ( ÿ +  j  -  > l- ip d {Ax  +  S p )
=  d0  +  BA~^pdp — pdx — A“ ^Bpdp,
then, since A  and B  commute, A~^ and B  commute, and we finally get
T*(d$ -  PdX ) = d(j)- pdx. (4.49)
Moreover, from (4.46), we have P  =  A“ ^p, then
=  det Ax-i9{p, q)
and we see tha t T  is a defect-0 transformation whose single generating function S  
is defined by
5(x, ÿ, P ) =  0 (x , 0, P ) -  X (x, 0, P ) . P .
Using (4.48) we obtain
5(x, <l>,P) =  <t>- x’’^ P  -  ip f^ g P .
As already mentioned, semi-geostrophic theory provides us with a trivial example 
of such a structure for which the matrices A  and B  are given by the identity matrix. 
In this example X, T, CR, $  and S, given respectively by (2 .1 2 ), (2.15), (2.16), (2.18) 
and (3.29) are real valued.
Recall tha t given a complex coordinate system (A, Y) on T*R^ we can associate 
the triple of 2-forms (wi, W2 , Wg) defined in Example 4.0.1 by the relations (4.3), (4,4) 
and (4.5). Then the triple (cji, W2, W3) is said to be elliptic if pf(wi) > 0, z — 1,2,3, 
and it is said to be hyperbolic if pf (w{) <  0, z =  1,2,3. By extension the complex 
coordinate system (A, Y) is said to be elliptic (hyperbolic) if the associated triple 
of 2-forms is elliptic (hyperbolic). We now describe two non-trivial examples of 
coordinate systems: the first one defines an elliptic structure providing an extension 
of the Legendre structure of semi-geostrophic theory, and the second one is the 
example presented in [59,6 8 ] which defines a hyperbolic structure.
Elliptic structure
The coordinate system (A3 , Y )^ defined in Proposition 4.1.1 by the formulae
A 3 =  (« 1  + 10:2)0; +  iPi -b 1^ 2)7» (A
^ 3  =  (0:1 + 10:2)2/ +  (A +  iA )?
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is of the form (4.40), where
^ = “ ' 0  1 ) ’ ^  =  ^ ( 0  1 (4.51)
(4.52)
(4.54)
with a  — cki +  icKg and P — Pi d- iA- Inserting equation (4.50) into formulae (4.3), 
(4.4) and (4.5) we obtain
cjJ =(o!i -  CKgjdæ A d7/ +  (o iA  — 0 2 A)(dec A dg 4- dp A dy)
+  iPi -  Pi)^P A dg,
Wg = (a iA  -  o:2A)(dec A dp 4- dp A dg), (4.53)
Wg = 2 aia:2dec A dp 4- (o iA  +  0 2 A)(dec A dg +  dp A dp)
+  2PiP2dp A dg,
where the superscript  ^ in tof is used to emphasize the fact tha t this structure is 
induced by (A3 , F^). We have
P (^Wfc) =  (^ lA  -  « 2A )^
therefore see tha t the coordinate system X 3 is elliptic.
The coordinate transformation x 1-^ X 3 can be explicitly inverted and we get
_  ,3 A 3 — Â 3 ^ I 3 — I 3 Â 3 — A 3 Î 3 “  T33/ — fJ -piaP  — a p  
from which we see that
a _  - 1
5 Â 3 a p  — aP
a p  — ap p =  a aP — aP aP — aP '
d - 1
' %  0 ,0 - a / 3 4 - “ Idy dq (4.55)
Using (4.41)-(4.43) with (4.51), we can write $  in the form
2 o^  — (j) d- ——(p  ^4 - g^),
then from (4.55) we see tha t
a #
0 A , =  0 ,
d ^
% =  0 .
Therefore 0  is a holomorphic function of A 3 and I 3 when restricted to the graph of 
4>. W ith the choice of parameters a  =  o i 4- io 2 and P — A  +  iA  given by (4.28) and 
(4.29) we have
^ 3  =  p,
V — J Co
v l  -  / “ Vo
(4.56)
(4.57)
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Then the dual functions T and IR and the Bernoulli potential $  reduce to
y ( x , ÿ )  =  i/i +  i  /  +  / ) ,  (4.58)4 1 +  iV p f (oi)
Ji{X„ n )  =  y \  {xX, +  yY,) -  T, (4.59)i  +  iy p f(w )
$(%3, %) =  -31 +  i - — L = ( % : + y^'). (4.60)
^ 1 +  i y p f ( c j )
These formulae generalize the Legendre structure of semi-geostrophic theory to the 
class of balanced models derived by McIntyre & Roulstone, in particular for Li~ 
dynamics and the VS-model. Recall tha t in (4.56)-(4.60) the pfaffian, pf (cj), is 
given by
p f  (w )  =  ( o i A  — =  1 — (1  — c^ ) ( 1  — /~ ^ C o ) ,
then for semi-geostrophy, for which c =  0, we have pf (w) =  /~^Co; then the Legendre 
dual functions given by (2.15) and (2.16), the Bernoulli potential given by (2.18) and 
the geostrophic coordinates (2.12) are recovered by setting Co =  0 in (4.56)-(4.60).
In the above formalism we chose to hide the dependence of the functions and 
their variables on time since the construction is valid at each time. But we point 
out the fact tha t the coordinates A 3 and I 3 and the hyp er-Kahler structure, the 
dual functions CP and T the potential 0 , change from moment to moment as the 
dynamical system evolves, the link between singularities of these complex structures 
and frontogenesis needs to be investigated.
Pi'om (4.43) and (4.46) we see tha t the potential contains the same information 
as the geopotential cf), and (4.44), (4.45) provide us with simple formulae to recover 
the location of the particles at each time. As noted in [59], it follows that, in 
principle, the balanced model can be formulated entirely in terms of 0  and the rates 
of change following a particle of A 3 and Y^ . However the new potential $  cannot 
be identified with the complex streamfunction % of equation (2.39), and no formula 
such as (2 .2 1 ) in semi-geostrophic theory, where % and 0  are the same function, is 
expected to be found here.
Hyperbolic structure
Another example of such a structure was given in Roulstone & Roubstov (2001), [6 8 ], 
and in McIntyre & Roulstone (2001), [59], with the choice
^  =  ( 0  1)  ’ =  (ic  1 )  ’
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and gives rise to the coordinate system (Â, Y) given by
X  = x d -p  +icq , Ÿ  = y + qd- icp. (4.62)
Inserting these expressions in (4.3), (4.4) and (4.5) we see tha t (Â, Ÿ) is hyperbolic.
It was shown in [6 8 ] tha t the Bernoulli potential built from X  and Ÿ using (4.43), 
and given by
ê  =  (p^ +  g^) +  icpg,
is a holomorphic function of X  and Y when restricted to the graph of (j). Furthermore
the map
t  ; {x,y,j) ,p ,q) ^  (Â, Y, <1, P , Q),
where P  =  d ^ / d X  and Q =  d ^ / d Ÿ ,  defines a contact transformation on the 
semi-holomorphic contact bundle corresponding to the coordinates (A ,Ÿ ), as shown 
above in the general framework.
This coordinate system is related to McIntyre & Roulstone’s coordinates (A, Y) 
by the formulae (A, Y) =  (A, Y). This can be easily generalised to the coordinate 
system (4.15) by considering (Â2 , Y2) related to (A2 , Y2) by the formulae (A2 , Y2) =  
(Â2 ,Ÿ2), then
Inserting equation (4.63) into formulae (4.3), (4.4) and (4.5) we obtain
Co\ = ( « 1  +  0=2 A d y  d- {oiiPi dr a 2p2){dx A  dg -b dp A  dy) (4.64)
-b {Pi +  Pl)dp A d g ,
Wg =(o;iA  — 0 :2A)(da; A dg -b dy A  dp), (4.65)
W3 =(ceiA — a 2pi){dx A  dp -  dy A dg), (4.66)
where, as previously, the notation emphasizes the fact tha t the structure is induced
by the coordinate (Â2 , %). We have
pf ((^I) =  — (cKiA — CK2P1Y,
for k = 1..3, therefore the coordinate system (Â2 , %) is hyperbolic. This coordinate 
system is of the form (4.40), and we can construct T, ÔI and #  using (4.41), (4.42) 
and (4.43). In particular, by taking the values (4.28) and (4.29) for CKi, 0 :2 , A ,  A ,  
we obtain the coordinate system
y / l  — f  V 1 /  C^o
4.2 Integrable geom etries and sym plectic M AE in
and the functions
f { x , y )  =  ÿ +  i  \x^- 2 \ x y ^ ' ÿ f { ü j ) + y ‘
2 V 1 - /  Co I-
=  [  /  y i y ]  [æ^ 2  -  i v / i f R ( x F 2 +  yX2) +  z/ft] -  T,
$(X2,ft) =  ^V  [x l -  21X2^2v^pfR + L'] .
This provides us ivith another generalisation of the Legendre structure for semi- 
geostrophy since setting c =  0 and Co =  0 we recover the Legendre structure of 
semi-geostrophic theory. As in the elliptic case, the potential 0  contains the same 
information as the geopotential (j), and inverting (4.67) provides us with simple 
formulae to recover the location of the particles at each time. As before, although 
the potential 0  cannot be identified with the complex streamfunction % of equation 
(2.39), the balanced model can be, in principle, formulated entirely in terms of #  
and the rates of change following a particle of Â 2 and Ÿ2 .
4.2 Integrable geometries and symplectic Monge- 
Ampère equations in
In the previous chapters we saw how almost-complex or almost-para-complex struc­
tures naturally emerge from the study of a nondegenerate symplectic Monge-Ampère 
structure in R^, the integrability of these structures depending exclusively on the 
closedness of the normalized effective 2-form associated with the Monge-Ampère 
equation. In the preceding section we chose to start from a complex coordinate 
system and we built a hyp er-Kahler structure which generalises the hyp er-Kahler 
structure defined in [59] provided tha t the absolute constraint vorticity is treated 
as a constant Co- In this section we adopt a more general approach to identify new 
geometric structures associated with any nondegenerate symplectic Monge-Ampère 
equation in R^: we build almost Kahler and almost-para-Kahler structures start­
ing from the condition for a metric to be compatible with the field 7^ ,, then we 
find restrictions on the coefficients of the metric to further define hyp er-Kahler or 
para-hyp er-Kahler structures. An example of para-Kahler metric associated with 
a nondegenerate symplectic Monge-Ampère equation in R^ is discussed in [6 8 ], we 
will use this example to illustrate our general formulation.
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Let us first define the notion of para-hyper-Kahler structure. A almost-hyper- 
para-complex structure on a manifold is a triple {I i , l 2, h )  where I2 is an almost- 
complex structure and A, A are almost-para-complex structures such that
- I ? = i i  =  I l  =  I d , h h  = h h  = - h ,
these identities being referred to as paraquaternionic rules. The triple is called 
hyper-para-complex if A, A and A are integrable. A pseudo-Riemannian metric h 
is para-hyper-hermitian with respect to the hyper-para-complex triple {I i , l 2, h )  if 
we have
A )  =  =  /i(A-,73.) =  —h{.,.)i
then we define the triple of 2 -forms by the relations
cvi(.,.) =  /i(A-, •) , W2 ( . , .) =  /z(A-, •) , W3 ( . , .) =  /i(A-, •)•
A manifold N  endowed with a hyper-para-complex triple (A, h ,  h )  together with a 
para-hyper-hermitian metric h is called a para-hyper-Kahler manifold, and (A, à) 
is said to define a para-hyper-Kahler structure on N.
The general construction of the hyp er-Kahler or para-hyper-Kahler structure 
associated with a nondegenerate Monge-Ampère equation is presented in a first 
section and it is illustrated in coordinates in a second section.
4.2.1 G eneral form ulation
To consider almost-complex and almost-para-complex structures at the same time 
we will say tha t a field of endomorphisms I  defines a e-structure if P  = e. An 
almost-complex structure is thus a e-structure for which e =  — 1 , and an almost- 
para-complex structure is a e-structure for which e =  1 . We say that a metric 
tensor h is compatible with the e-structure I  if =  —e/i(-, •). Note that this
definition can be written without referring explicitly to e since using the fact that 
the inverse of an e-structure I  is given by =  e l we see tha t h is compatible with 
I  if P h  — —h i. Recall tha t given any symplectic Monge-Ampère equation in R^, 
we can define the field of endormorphisms by the formula u  =  Q(A^;-,-). We 
recall a proposition and its corollary shown in [52]:
Proposition 4.2.1 When u  is effective then
+  pf (^) — 0 .
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Corollary 4.2.1 When w is ejfective we have
det Aü, =  (pf (w))^ .
It will be useful to treat the 2-forms as matrices, and we will use the following 
notation: the 2-form uj — A dæ  ^ is represented by the antisymmetric matrix
Mv =  (uJij). We can then directly see tha t
M l —
for any 2 -form w, furthermore we note that
for the canonical symplectic form on T*~R .^ The definition of can then be 
written as
Ao; =
and corollary 4.2.1 gives
det A^ j =  det —M qM^ — det M q, det — det
therefore
det Mo; =  (pf (w))^ .
Assuming tha t we can find a metric tensor h compatible with the e-structure Au, we 
define the 2-form w  by the relation
ro(.,.) =  •). (4.68)
In terms of matrices we have
^  ^ l h  = —= ^ = M y A //n /i.  (4.69)
We have the following result
Proposition 4.2.2 When w is effective and h is compatible with the e-structure Au 
then the 2-form w  defined by (4’68) is effective.
The demonstration of this proposition involves only elementary linear algebra there­
fore we leave it in Appendix C .l. As before we define the field of endomorphisms 
by the formula
tu (.,.) i7(A ^.,.),
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In terms of matrices, can be written as and using (4.69) we get
A w  =  — = = = M n M ( j M ç i h .  (4.70)
vlpf(w)l
By construction h is compatible with A u  thus we can write
=  -e |p f  (w)|/i,
then we have
^  ~  I f / . , MçiMu,MçihMQMi_jMçih — —e{MçihY,Ipt
and since from proposition 4.2.2 we know that w  is effective, we use proposition 
4.2.1 to see tha t
pf (w) =  e{M^h)^. (4.71)
On the other hand using corollary 4.2.1 and equation (4.70) we get
(pf (ro))^ =  det h.
So by starting from the e-structure associated with an effective 2-form w, and 
using a compatible metric h, we defined a new effective 2-form w. Here we just 
assume the existence of the compatible metric and we do not give an explicit ex­
pression for it, but as we will see in the next section with a coordinate based example,
the space of metrics compatible with the e-structure A u  is a four-dimensional man­
ifold. The couple (w, A), or alternatively (Au, A), endows T*E? with the structure 
of an almost-Kahler/para-Kahler manifold depending on the type of the equation 
Ew Moreover from Lychagin-Roubtsov theorem 3.4.4 this structure turns into an 
integrable structure if and only if the normalised 2-form w /i / |p f  (cj)| is closed, that 
is; independently of the choice of the compatible metric h.
We now want to add more geometric structures on by building a triple of 
e-structures (7i, fg, fs). We start with the nondegenerate effective 2-form w, the as­
sociated e-structure A u  together with a compatible metric h from which we construct 
the effective 2 -form zu as described previously. We use the following notation
UJl =  UJ , W g  =  t u  , / 2  =  A u -
We define the fields of endomorphisms Ii  and I3 by the formulae
A =  —A , I3 — AA,
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and finally let AA, be defined by
Mu3 — A3 A- (4.72)
Then using the definitions we can write
Mw, =  ( h h Y h  =  I p l h  =  l lM ^  = \  A lM ^ ,
v i p f W i
and from we get
Mu3 =  -^ = = A ^ ,M v  =  - j = ^ = { A i y M a  =  -sign(pf(w ))y |pf(w )|% .
Then, as suggested by the notation, AA3 corresponds to a well defined 2-form W3 , 
proportional to O. Note tha t in the definition of an e-structure we implicitly adopted 
the convention e =  — sign(pf (w)). Indeed A  is an almost-complex structure, i.e. E^ J 
is elliptic, when e =  —1 =  — sign(pf (w)), and is an almost-para-complex structure, 
i.e. is hyperbolic, when e =  1 =  —sign(pf (w)). Thus we can write
— C'x/lpf (^)lMn, (4.73)
then L03 = — \ / |p f  (n;)| Ü when lj is elliptic and W3 =  ^ |p f  (cu)| Ü when cu is hyper­
bolic. Now, is A an e-structure? Prom (4.72) and (4.73) we have
J |  =  = |p f(w )|(A -^% )^
and from (4.71) we see tha t
/ i = ipf M l
then
2 ^  _ p £ M  
'  p f W
Therefore A is an e structure if and only if pf (w) =  d:pf (^ ) . In particular A 
defines an almost-complex structure if pf (w) =  pf (w), and an almost-para-complex 
structure if p f (w) — —pf (zu) . Applying similar manipulations we get
/JAA = ey|pf(w)|MnA"^A(-ey|pf (cu)|A"^ Mn)
=  - |p f M |A  [{Mnh)^]~^ = - g l P j H Lpf (îu)
pf(w )
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then the condition pf (w) =  d:pf (w) also implies the compatibility of h with the 
e-stmcture A. W hat about A? Is it an e-structure? Is h compatible with A? By 
construction A A = A, therefore A = eAA, then
r i h h  = ^ \ h h Y K h h )  = i l i l h h h  = pf(tu) pf(%u;
Moreover for any X, Y  we have
A (A X ,y) -  w (x ,y )  =  - w ( y ,x )  =  - h { h ¥ , x )
_  . P ^ W ,  r . P f M , . , r  r2
pf(w) ’ pf(w)
which implies
/? =  e
h { I lY ,h X )  = € ^ : ^ h { h X J l Y )  
pf(w)
pf(ro)'
Therefore, as previously, the condition pf (w) =  ± p f (cj) guarantees tha t A defines 
an e-structure with which h is compatible.
To complete the construction we need to study the integrability of the e-structures 
Aj A, A- We use the fact tha t the e-structure A is integrable if the 2 -form Ui is 
closed. In particular A is integrable if w is closed and A is closed if pf (w) is con­
stant. Then applying theorem 3.4.4 we see that these two conditions are sufficient 
to ensure the integrability of A =  A-
The construction above can be summarized in the following theorem
T h e o re m  4.2.1 Let u) be a closed effective 2-form on associated with a non­
degenerate Monge-Ampère equation E(j, such that pf (w) is constant, and A  the 
associated e-structure. Let h be a metric compatible with A  ayzd let w  be the effec­
tive 2-form defined by =  /i(A-, •)• Then we have
pf (tu) =  eVdeth. (4.74)
I f  we further define the triple of 2-forms (cui, ^ 2 , ^ 3) by
=  w , W2 =  tu , W3 =  € \/ |p f  (a;)| n ,
we obtain
1. i f  p f (tu) =  pf (w) then the triple (A, A, A); where A is given by =
A(A', '); i = 1 , 2 ,3, defines a triple of integrable e-structures compatible with
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h, and they satisfy the multiplication table
A A A
A e A eA
A “ A e —eA
A —eA eh - 1
if  pf (tu) =  —pf(cu) then the triple (A, A, A); where A is given by Wi(-,-) =  
h(A') '), i ~  1,2,3, defines a triple of integrable e-structures compatible with 
h, and they satisfy the multiplication table
A A A
A —e A —eA
A - A e -e A
A eA eh 1
Note tha t we did not prove (4.74) yet, so far we only know tha t pf (tu) =  ± V det/i, 
and the determination of the sign will be explicated in the next section.
W hat does this theorem tell us then? Considering an elliptic Monge-Amp ère 
equation E^  ^ on and a metric h compatible with the complex structure A , we can 
build a family of hyper-Kahler structures by requiring tha t pf (tu) =  pf (w), where 
tu is given by (4.68). We can also build a family of para-hyper-Kahler structures by 
requiring tha t pf (tu) =  —pf (w). Considering a hyperbolic Monge-Ampère equation 
on and a metric h compatible with the para-complex structure A , we build a 
family of hyper-Kahler structures by requiring that pf (tu) =  —pf (w) where tu is 
given by (4.68), and we build a family of para-hyper-Kahler structures by requiring 
tha t pf (tu) =  pf (w).
The construction of section 4.1.2 based on the general coordinate system (X2 , Y2) 
defined by (4.15) is an example of the construction above for which we have pf (îu) =  
pf(w) >  0, with w =  wi and tu — W2 , where uji and UJ2 are given by (4.18) and
(4.19) respectively. In this first example the complex coordinates X 2 and Y2 are 
explicitly given as linear functions of the real coordinates x, y, p and q, whereas in 
the construction of the present section no complex coordinate system is given nor 
required.
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4.2.2 E xplicit exam ples
To illustrate the construction of the previous section we consider the nondegenerate 
Monge-Ampère equation defined by
whose effective 2-form cj is given by
cj — Adp A dy +  E(dæ A dp  — dy A dq) +  Cdx A dg +  Ddp Adq + E dx A dy, (4.76)
where A, B , C, D  and E  are real functions on T*M^. Then the tensor field A  can 
be written as
/  E  - A  0 - D \
C - B  D 0
0 E  B  C
—E  0 —A  —B J
with pf (w) =  A C  — B^ — D E, and defines an e-structure. Recall that the condition 
for a metric h to be compatible with the e-structure A  is A ^ A  +  eh — 0 . This 
condition can be expressed as
(4.77)
0  =  +  e/i =   ^ Æ h — A  +  eh,vipf(w)i vlpf(‘-^ )l
and with the convention sign(pf (cu)) =  —e, this implies tha t
A^jhAij — pf (cu)A =  0 .
Since the expression on the left hand side is symmetric, the above condition provides 
us with a linear system of ten equations for the ten unknowns h u , hu , A 3 , A 4 , A 2 , 
A s, A 4 , As, hs4 and A 4 - The explicit expression of the system is left in Appendix 
C.2. Using Maple to find a solution of the linear system, and using h n  =  a, A 2 =  
^13 =  c, A 2 = d as parameters, the symmetric tensor h can be written as
h =  a dæ (g) dæ -H 26 dæ (g) d?/ +  2 c drr 0  dp +  2  ^  dx 0  dq
j  j  j  r» ^ -4 T dB (j — cE+d dp 0  dp -I- 2 -----   dp 0  dp +  2 — - —  dp 0  dp
, A a - d D E ,  t  +  (4-78)+ ----- ^  dp 0  dp +  2 ------— ------dp 0  dp
Ca - a D E  ,
+ --------^  clp 0  d p ,
with a — Cd — Aa  +  2Ec. The tensor field h is nondegenerate for
det h =  [(6  ^ -  nd)pf A ) +   ^ ^  0 ,
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where 9 = bB -t- aA — cE. The 2 -form w  defined by tu =  is given by
1tu = 6dx A d p  +  - i  (6 pf (cj) -I- B6) (da; A  d p  — d p  A  d p )
—1  (a pf (w) — C0) d i  A dg +  i  (d p f (tu) — AS)  dj/ A dp (4.79)E  E
— —2 (cT pf (w) — EDO) dp A dp
Prom this expression we see that tu is efi'ective and applying formula (3.47) its 
pfaffian is given by
p f W  =  ^ | -  L  [ (apf (c^ ) -  C9)(dpf[u)) -  A9) +  6»(upf (cu) -  ED9)ipi twp
- ( 6pf M  +  8 ^)2] ,
which reduces to
pf (tu) =  ^  [(6  ^— ad)pf{uj) -f- =  e\/det h.
This equation solves the question of the sign determination addressed after theorem 
4.2.1.
Then from the Monge-Ampère equation (4.75) we built a family of almost- 
Kahler/para-Kahler structures (A ,/i, tu) depending on the parameters a, 6 , c, d 
G M. Moreover from Lychagin-Roubtsov theorem 3.4.4, A  is integrable if and only 
if uj/ \ / p f  (w) is closed, then the integrability of the almost-Kahler structure ( A ,  h, tu) 
adds no restriction on the parameters (a, 6 , c, d).
E x am p le  4.2.1 We consider the metric A  defined in [68] by the equation
A ( A  K)r2 A ÎT2 =  {lu^  A lyoj +  lyD  A Zuu)) A dx A dp.
For u  defined by equation (4 .16), A  is given by
A  — Cdx 0  dx — 2 Bdx 0  dp - h  Adp 0  dp +  D(dx 0  dp - 1-  dp 0  dp).
We see that A  corresponds to (4-18) with the choice of parameters
a = A  , b = —B  , c =  D /2 , d = C,
and this shows that A  is compatible with A -  The 2-form  tu defined tu(-, ■) =
A ( A - ,  ' ) ;  w  given by
tu =  1 [(2B^ — A C  + ED ) dx A dp +  B B (dx A dp — dp A dp) +  C D dx  A dp
-j-ABdp A dp +  B^dp A dp],
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and its pfaffian is given by
pf (tu) =  eB^.
Thus i f  the effective 2-form lj represents an elliptic Monge-Ampère equation 
then the couple (A , tu) defines an almost-Kahler structure, and the 2-form tu is 
hyperbolic. I f  is hyperbolic then the couple ( A ,  ^ )  defines an almost-para-Kdhler 
structure, and the 2-form  tu is elliptic.
As described in the previous section we can further define a triple of e-structures 
when pf (tu) =  ± p f  (w). In our case this condition writes as
0'2
pf M  = b '^ - a d ± E ^ ’
Finally if u  is closed and pf (w) is constant the triple of e-structures is integrable 
and we obtain:
• a hyper-Kahler structure (cui, 0 2^ , C03, h) where = cu, UJ3 = ^/p^(cJ) Ü, 0J2 and 
h are given by (4.79) and (4.78) respectively with
-6 ^pf(w) =
a para-hyper-Kahler structure (wi, W2 , W3 , A  where uji =  w, W3 =  — A '^pf (cj) B, 
W2 and h are given by (4.79) and (4.78) respectively with
pf (w) = b ' ^ - a d - E ’^ '
4.3 Discussion
4.3.1 Sum m ary
After briefiy reviewing how hyper-Kahler geometry enters the study of balanced 
models in [59], we carried out further the study of McIntyre & Roulstone’s balanced 
models by combining the two approaches described in section 3.4.5: firstly we focus 
on the hyper-Kahler structure induced by a complex coordinate system on T*M^, 
then we find conditions to relate the hyper-Kahler triple induced by this coordi­
nate system to the symplectic elliptic Monge-Ampère equation relating a constant 
absolute constraint vorticity field to the geopotential for McIntyre & Roulstone’s 
balanced models.
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Starting with a set of complex coordinates defined as homogeneous polynomials 
of the first order on we built a hyper-Kahler structure on and, in
Proposition 4.1.1, we gave explicit formulae for three associated coordinate systems 
allowing us to identify the hyper-Kahler manifold as a complex manifold.
Applying this general construction to McIntyre & Roulstone’s balanced models, led 
us to consider an underdetermined system of equations describing the coefficients of 
the homogeneous polynomials defining the set of complex coordinates. This allowed 
us to exhibit a one-parameter family of hyper-Kahler structures for balanced models. 
In particular, this provided us with a yet unrevealed one-parameter family of hyper- 
Kahler structures for semi-geostrophic theory.
We then built a Legendre structure together with a Bernoulli potential starting 
with the general coordinate system X  given by equation (4.40); we showed that the 
Bernoulli potential satisfies a gradient property and, in particular examples, it was 
shown to be holomorphic. P u t together, these two properties allowed us to show 
that the two examples of coordinate systems, (Xa,!^) obtained from Proposition
4.1.1 and (X, Ÿ) considered in [59,68], are part of explicitly invertible contact trans­
formations. These two examples of coordinate systems have been shown to be of 
different type: for reasons explained in section 4.1.4, (Xg, T^) is referred to as an 
elliptic coordinate system, and (X, Ÿ) is referred to as an hyperbolic coordinate 
system.
Finally, in the last section we took another point of view by deriving the con­
ditions for a metric h to define a compatible metric for the almost-(para)-complex 
structure associated with a nondegenerate Monge-Ampère equation in two variables, 
and we found further conditions for h to define a hyper-Kahler metric. We sum­
marised these results in Theorem 4.2.1. We then considered a coordinate based 
formulation to give explicit formulae for the (para-)hyper-Kahler structure. Finally 
we illustrated this construction by considering the structure induced by the met­
ric A  proposed in [6 8 ], which provided us with an example of para-hyper-Kahler 
structure.
4.3.2 H yper-K ahler toolbox
The existence of (para-)hyper-Kahler structures associated with nondegenerate sym­
plectic Monge-Ampère equations in two variables opens new areas of investigation. 
Although we may not gain much by applying the concepts and tools of hyper-Kahler 
geometry to the hyper-Kahler structure induced by the general coordinate system
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considered in section 4.1.2, the general construction proposed in section 4.2 with 
its higher degree of freedom seems to be more promising. However this matter in 
itself may be the subject for another PhD research project. To conclude this chap­
ter, expanding unpublished notes by Prof. V. Roubtsov and Prof. I. Roulstone, let 
us introduce some of the tools of hyper-Kahler geometry which may be useful for 
further research on Monge-Ampère equations and balanced models.
M o m en t m ap s, h o lom orph ic  ac tio n , tr ih o lo m o rp h ic  a c tio n
We first recall the construction of moment maps, details can be found in [56]. Let G 
be a compact Lie group acting on a symplectic manifold (Af, w) by symplectomor- 
phisms. The infinitesimal action defines a Lie algebra homomorphism from the Lie 
algebra of G, 0 , to the Lie algebra of symplectic vector fields^ on (Af, w). An ele­
ment of 0  is denoted by g and the symplectic vector field generated by g is denoted 
by A- The action of G on Af is weakly Hamiltonian if for all g G 0 , the vector field 
A  is Hamiltonian^. If the action of G on Af is weakly Hamiltonian then for all g G 0  
there exists a function on Af, defined up to a constant, such that = dPfg,
and the action is further said to be Hamiltonian if the linear map g Bg is a
Lie algebra homomorphism. Finally, we define a moment map for the Hamiltonian 
action of G on Af by considering an equivariant map^, jj, \ M  —> <3*, such that
(fiM ,g >  := Bg(m),
for all m G Af, where (.,.) denotes the pairing 0* x 0  M, (z/, g) =  z/(g). In the 
following development we will use the notation p], ox p. if no reference to the vector 
field ^ is needed, instead of Bg, where ^ =  A-
Let (X, y )  be a complex coordinate system on T*M?. We consider the canonical 
hyper-Kahler structure {h, wi, lu2, ug) induced by (X, K), as defined in Example 4.0.1 
by the formulae
h = dX  0  dX  4- d y  0  d ÿ , (4.80)
u)i =  Re (dX A d y ) , wg =  ^  (dX  A dX  +  d y  A d y ) , wg =  Im (dX A dy). (4.81)
vector field  ^ is called symplectic if i^ uj is closed, 
vector field  ^ is called Hamiltonian if is exact.
^The map p is equivariant if po'ipg =  Ad*_i o p where on the left ip denotes the action of G 
on M and on the right Ad* denotes the co-adjoint action of G on 0*.
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The vector fields I = 1,2, given by
=  x %  -  x a ; , , (2  =  ÿ ^ ÿ  -  y ^ ,  (4.82)
define infinitesimal generators for two isometric actions. We have
=  0J3 , L^i<^ 2 = 0 , Z/ÇjCUg =  — wi, (4.83)
tha t is: is Hamiltonian with respect to the symplectic form uj2, I = 1,2. Let
Pi : E  denote the moment map corresponding to the Hamiltonian action
generated by  ^=  1, 2, given by =  dpi. Using equations (4.81) and (4.82) we 
see tha t pi = ^X X , p 2 = |K ÿ .
The isometric actions generated by and ^2 are particularly useful to define 
Kahler potentials. Indeed following [40], using the definitions and properties of the 
hyper-Kahler structure and the moment map, we have
dpi{Iiç) = ç^^ uf2{IlÇ) =  W2((z, Aç) =  /&(%, A;) = h{Iil2^i,I^ç) = -h{l3^i,ç), 
tha t is
dp iihç) = -u z i^ i,  ç), (4.84)
for all vector field ç on M . Working in the complex framework induced by the 
complex structure A, the exterior differential splits as d =  (9i 4- and we have
dpiihq) =  (^ 1  +  ^i)m (A f) =  i(^i -  di)pi(ç), (4.85)
for all vector field ç on M . Then from (4.84) and (4.85) we get
=  i(^i — dijpi. (4.86)
Applying the exterior derivative on both side, we get the Lie derivative of Wg with 
respect to ^i on the left, then using (4.83) and the decomposition d =  d\-^di together 
with (3.32) on the right we obtain
cJi == —2ididipi{<;). (4.87)
Thus we see that, up to the minus sign, the moment map pi defines a Kahler potential 
for the Kahler form wi. We could also work with 7g in equations (4.84) and (4.85)
and we would see tha t pi defines a Kahler potential for Wg. In the derivation above
we choose to focus on the actions generated by but note tha t it is valid for any 
Hamiltonian circle action whose generator satisfies (4.83).
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Prom the construction above we thus see tha t instead of focusing on effective 
2 -forms to study Monge-Ampère equations we may well prefer to consider taking 
Kahler potentials as the object of primary interest.
A vector field ^ on is said to be triholomorphic if it preserves all three
symplectic forms, tha t is Lpujk =  0 , /c =  1, 2,3. Given a triholomorphic vector field 
we define the hyper-Kahler moment map
:= Pi 0  P2 P3 ' —> (Ô (4.88)
where 0  is the Lie algebra spanned by and dpk = Let ^i,l = 1,2 be the
vector fields defined by (4.82), then from (4.83) we see th a t the vector field — ^2 
is triholomorphic. The components pi, p 2, ps of the hyper-Kahler moment map 
are given by
Ml =  - ' - { X Y - X Ÿ ) ,
M2 =  l ( X X - Y Ÿ ) ,  
fis =  ——( X Y  +  XŸ' ) .
Another example of triholomorphic vector field is given by the twisted field ç defined 
by
and the corresponding hyper-Kahler moment map, =  (zq, 1/2 , z/3), such tha t dvk =  
içLük for k = 1..3, is given by
1/1 =  +  ,
1 /2  =  - - [ y x  +  ÿ x ] ,
1 /3  =  i  [ Y ^  + Ÿ ^ - X ' ^ -  X ^ ]  .
The interest of considering triholomorphic actions lies in the fact that the level 
surfaces of moment maps {pi = ci) f] {p2 — C2) and {p2 = C2) n  {p^ =  cg) are 
generalised solution of the Monge-Ampère equations =  0 and =  0. These 
results are the subject of ongoing research.
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T w is te r space
Recall that in section 4, a hyper-Kahler manifold is defined as a Riemannian manifold 
(M, h) equipped with a whole 2-sphere of complex structures with respect to which 
h is Kahler. Indeed, let (A, A, J2 , A) define a hyper-Kahler structure on then
for any (a, 6 , c) G C the endomorphism
Aa.&,c) — +  c/3 , (4.89)
defines a complex structure on T*E? with respect to which h is Kahler. Therefore a 
hyper-Kahler structure provides a whole 2-sphere of Kahler structures. The stere- 
ographic projection provides an isomorphism between the projective line CP^ and 
the 2-sphere C R^ given by
We define a maximal atlas of CP^ by considering the two open sets
U =  C P \0  , Û =  CP^\oo,
endowed with coordinates (  on U and C on R related by C =  on 'UnÛ. Let I be 
the complex structure defined on the product manifold T*R^ x CP^ by
where using the stereographic projection we set /(  — and i stands for the
operation of multiplication by i on the tangent space T^CP^. Working in a coordinate 
system in which A, A and A are represented by the canonical matrices given in 
equation (4.6), tha t is relative to A, together with (4.90), we obtain the following 
expression for
i . =  'i + c c
(^i(i-C C ) 0  0 2 (  \
0  i( i -  cO - 2 C 0
0  - 2 C - 1(1 -  ( ( )  0V 2C 0 0 -1(1 -  (0 /
An adapted coordinate system for A is given by (A, p) with
A =  X  -  i ( ÿ  , p = Y  + i(:X.
^This expression differs from the expression obtained in [40], we recover the expression of [40] 
by ordering the coordinate system on as (x,p,y,q) instead of {x,y,p,q).
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This defines a trivial bundle tt : x CP^ —> CP^, the total space T*R^ x CP^
is called the twistor space, the fibres 7r“ ^ ( C ) ,  C G CP^, are called twistor lines. The 
antipodal map on induces a anti-holomorphic involution on the twistor bundle, 
this map defines a real structure
T : T*R2 X CP^ -> _ T*R2 X CP^_
A r-invariant section of the bundle T*R^xCP^ CP^, or any associated bundle with
the corresponding induced real structure, is called a real section. The holomorphic 
two form dA A dp  defines a real section of a 0(2) bundle over CP^, we have
dA A dp = d X  A d y  +  iC(dX A dX  +  d y  A d ÿ ) -  (^dX  A dF, 
which can be written as
dA A dp = (wi +  iwg) +  2^cü2 — C^(^i — iwg).
The three Kahler forms are thus encoded in a single object dX A dp.
Prom its introduction by Penrose in the late sixties, twistor theory has been 
successfully applied to various problems in mathematical physics. As described 
above it provides an elegant and natural framework to study hyper-Kahler manifolds. 
Although previous work did not provide much justification for the need for twistor 
geometry in the study of Monge-Ampère equations, the systematic derivation of 
hyper-Kahler structures for symplectic Monge-Ampère equations in R^ encourages 
the recourse to twistor space to tie together the geometry and dynamics.
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Chapter 5 
Divergence equation: realisability 
and ellipticity
In the preceding chapters, we have been interested in applying the theory of Monge- 
Ampère operators to the equation defining the potential vorticity for balanced mod­
els, in order to relate geometric structures to physical regimes. The equation relating 
the potential vorticity to the geopotential is not the only Monge-Ampère equation 
arising in geophysical fluid dynamics. As we shall see, under some conditions, the 
divergence equation can also be treated as a Monge-Ampère equation and therefore 
its analysis can benifit from the concepts introduced in the previons chapters.
Primitive equations, which refer to the inviscid-hydrostatic-Boussinesq-Navier- 
Stokes equations in a rotating reference frame, have been widely used in the last 
forty years in numerical weather prediction. This set of equations is solved numeri­
cally as an initial boundary value problem. Although small amplitude gravity waves 
appear in the atmosphere, those obtained by integrating the primitive equations are 
of much larger amplitudes. These high frequency oscillations, which can interfere 
with synoptic scales structures and even compromise the forecasts, are generated 
by the initial state due to imbalances between observed wind and mass fields. Al­
though some techniques have been developed to dissipate these waves during the 
integration process, a better approach, referred to as the initialisation procedure, 
consists in filtering them out from the initial state. A first attem pt to provide an 
initial state free of inertia-gravity waves was proposed by Charney [14] with the 
nonlinear balance equation, hereafter referred to as the Charney balance equation. 
Decomposing the velocity field in terms of streamfunction, and velocity potential, 
X , in the divergence equation for the primitive equations, and keeping the leading 
order terms in Rossby number result in the Charney balance equation. Solving this
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Monge-Ampère equation for on a bounded domain, with prescribed values of ip 
at the boundary, is a well posed problem only if the so-called ellipticity condition 
is satisfied. A further condition, close to the ellipticity condition, have been con­
sidered to ensure the convergence of various iterative methods for the initialisation 
procedure, e.g. [81,28]. The ellipticity condition is a mathematical solvability condi­
tion, and there exists regions in the atmosphere, concentrated a t the tropics, where 
it is violated because the terms neglected in deriving the Charney balance equa­
tion become non-negligeable. To adjust the ellipticity condition to more realistic 
atmospheric data, Kasahara [48] added some terms to the Charney balance equa­
tion to include effects of the divergent component of the flow and to account for 
subgrid scale motion. The mathematical solvability condition for this new Monge- 
Ampère equation, more general than the Charney balance equation, is referred to as 
Kasahara’s realisability condition, Kasahara shown that regions in the atmosphere 
where the ellipticity condition was violated, did satisfy the realisability condition. 
Another realisability criterion was derived by Petterssen [65] from the full divergence 
equation with no recourse to Monge-Ampère equation. This criterion referred to as 
Petterssen’s realisability condition is more general than the two previous conditions.
In this chapter, within the framework of shallow water model, we briefiy review 
the derivation of Charney balance equation, the ellipticity condition, Kasahara’s re­
alisability condition, and Petterssen’s realisability condition. Using Monge-Ampère 
theory we then see how Petterssen’s realisability condition can be used to relate 
the existence of a Kahler structure for the divergence equation to a balance relation 
between vorticity and total deformation.
5.1 Charney balance equation
We consider shallow-water equations given by
Ù 4 - / k  X u  4- V0 =  0, (5.1)
with the continuity equation = 0, where u  =  (u ,v) is the velocity field. In
this chapter we will consider the divergence 5, the relative vorticity , the shearing
^We warn the reader that whereas in the previous sections the symbol C (e.g. Co Co) was used 
to denote the absolute vorticity following McIntyre & Roulstone [58,59], it will be used in this 
chapter to denote the relative vorticity following Knox [49].
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deformation r  and the stretching deformation rj defined by
ô — Vy, (5.2)
C ~  Vx Uy, (5.3)
r  =  U x -  Vy, (5.4)
77 =  Vx-\- Uy .  (5.5)
As shown in [65], any two-dimensional flow can be locally described in terms of 
these kinematic quantities, also referred to as flow characteristics. Finally the total 
deformation 7  is defined by
7  =  \ /r2  -f- r f. (5.6)
Taking the divergence of the momentum equation (5.1) we obtain
5 +  ÿ  — 2^x(ti, u) — /C T A0 — 0, (5.7)
where 3x(-,0 denotes the Jacobian with respect to x  and y. Let us consider the 
Helmholtz decomposition of the velocity field in terms of the streamfunction ip and 
the velocity potential % defined by
u  =  k  X V i p  -h e V x , (5.8)
where e, which as before denotes the Rossby number e =  U / f L ,  is inserted to ensure 
tha t the divergent part of the flow is small compared to the vortical part. Indeed, 
the streamfunction ip represents the rotational component of the velocity field and 
the velocity potential x  represents the divergent component of the velocity field for 
we have
C =  Alp , 6 =  eAx,
and we see tha t C is of order unity whereas 6 is of order e <C 1. Using this decom­
position, the divergence equation (5.7) can be written as
(5.9)0 =e^ [(Ax)^ -  20x(Xa;, X y)] +  e (Ax) +  23^{lpy, X y )  -  23x(Xæ, fpx)
— 2 ^x ('0 æ ~  f  A '0  +  A^.
Keeping only the leading order terms we obtain the Charney balance equation
A</> ~  fiffixx d~ '0yy) ~  2  {ipxx'fiyy i^ Pxy) ) ~  0 . (5.10)
This equation is a Monge-Ampère equation for the streamfunction ip given <p. The 
associated effective 2 -form to is given by
LÜ =  A(p — f {dx  A dg +  dp A dy) — 2dp A dg,
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its pfaffian, denoted by E, is given by
f2
E  = —  + A(j),
therefore the equation is elliptic if E  > 0. This condition is hereafter referred 
to as the ellipticity condition and regions in the atmosphere where the ellipticity 
condition is violated are called non-elliptic regions^. Using equation (5.10) the 
ellipticity condition can be written as
+1px;^ d-lpyy^ -  {ipxyŸ > 0, (5-11)
therefore ( / / 2  +  ip^x) and ( / / 2  +  ipyy) must have the same sign, taken as positive in 
the northern hemisphere by convention, implying positive absolute vorticity.
In [48], Kasahara adds a term to the Charney balance equation, denoted by E, 
to account for subgrid-scale motions and which includes the terms neglected in the 
Charney balance equation except from the derivatives of ip of order higher than the 
first order in x  and y. This results in the Monge-Ampère equation
— filpxx +  i^yy) — 2 {ipxx'^yy ~  ('^æy)^) =  E, (5.12)
whose pfaffian, denoted by K , is given by
f2
X  ^  q- A(/) +  E  -  E  +  E. (5.13)
Therefore equation (5.12) is elliptic if K  > 0, this condition is referred to as Kasa­
hara’s realisability condition. Quoting from [49], ‘Kasahara showed that ...non el­
liptic regions in the tropics, where (E > 0) is not satisfied, do indeed satisfy the 
more general solvability condition (K  > 0 /;  that is they are realizable”, because 
the Charney balance equation is a too severe approximation in some regions of the 
atmosphere.
The ellipticity condition and Kasahara’s realisability condition are both elliptic­
ity conditions for Monge-Ampère equations; they provide mathematical solvability 
conditions for the Charney balance equation (5.10) and equation (5.12) respectively, 
both equations being approximations of the divergence equation. Let us return to 
the full divergence equation (5.7). Prom the definitions (5.2)-(5.5) we see that
+  ?7  ^+  ^  2 ÿ  -  4^x(w, v),
^See [9] fig. 7 for examples of non-elliptic regions.
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then the divergence equation (5.7) can be written as
6 +  — ( T ^  rj^  5^  — C ^ )  —  / C  +  A(f) — 0.
Multiplying by 2 and adding on both side we can write the last expression as
( /  +  ( ) ' =  (5.14)
where
P  =  2 ( i  +  E ) + r ^  +  g^ +  52 (5.15)
must be non negative. We refer to this condition as Petterssen’s realisability con­
dition. Contrary to the two previons conditions, this condition is obtained from 
rearranging the full divergence equation and makes no use of Monge-Ampère the­
ory, it is thus said to be a “physically derived measure of balance" [49].
5.2 Petterssen’s realisability and Monge-Ampère equa­
tions
As described in the previous section, Petterssen’s realisability condition, P  > 0, is 
obtained from rearranging the full divergence equation and makes no use of further 
assumption; in particular it does not refer to Monge-Ampère theory. We want to 
see what happens when we use Petterssen’s approach, together with the Helmholtz 
decomposition in order to use Monge-Ampère theory to relate Petterssen’s realisabil­
ity condition to a mathematical solvability condition for a Monge-Ampère equation.
As described in the previous section, using the Helmholtz decomposition (5.8), the 
divergence equation can be written as
-4l'0æa; 2A.2'^æy “t“ T  A 4 (lpxx'[^yy (^Pxy) ) "b -^5 ~  0, (5 .16)
where
=  ~ { f  ~  2 % y ),
^2  =  ^ i X y y  — X x x )
^ 3  =  — ( /  +  2eXæy),
A 4 =  — 2 ,
A 5 =  A0 4- e^(Ax)^ — 2e^ (XææXyy — (Xæy)^ ) +  ^(Àx).
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Prom Proposition 3.4.1, the pfaffian of the associated effective 2-form to can be 
written in terms of the coefficients of the Monge-Ampère equation as
pf (cu) =  A 1A 3 — A 4A 3 — A 2, (5.17)
then we have
pf (a;) — 2 4- e^(Ax)^ — 2e^ (xææXyy — iXxyY) 4- e(Ax) — e^ (Xyy —
+  ( /  +  2 eX ajy )(/ “  2eXæy)
=  2A(p 4- 2e^(xL +  ‘^ XxxXyy +  X y y ) -  4e^ (Xa.-a;Xyy “  (Xaiy)^ ) +  2e(Ax)
— (^(Xyy -  2Xi-æXyy +  x D  +  “  4e^(Xæy)^
=  2A<^  4-/^4- e^(Ax)^ 4- 2e(Ax)-
W ith the velocity field decomposed into its rotational and divergent part, the di­
vergence of the field is given by 6 =  eAx, then the pfaffian (5.17) can be written 
as
pf(w) =  f  +  2A(j, +  5^  +  25 =  2 ( E  +  S \ +  S^ .
Finally from the definition of the quantity P  given by equation (5.15) we see that
pf(o;) =  P - 7 ,^ (5.18)
where 7  is the total deformation defined by (5.6). Recall tha t Petterssen’s real­
isability condition requires P  to be positive. Therefore, a realizable flow (that is 
for which P  > 0) such tha t P  > 7  ^ carries an almost-complex structure since the 
Monge-Ampère equation (5.16) is elliptic, and a realizable flow such that P  < 7  ^
carries an almost-para-complex structure since the Monge-Ampère equation (5.16) is 
hyperbolic. Using equations (5.14) and (5.18), the above equation can be rewritten 
as
pf (w) =  ( /  4- 0 ^  -  Y- (5.19)
Then when absolute vorticity dominates over total deformation the flow carries an 
almost-complex structure, and integrating the Monge-Ampère equation (5.16) for 
on a bounded domain with prescribed values for (p at the boundary is a well-posed 
problem. When total deformation dominates over absolute vorticity the flow car­
ries an almost-para-complex structure, and integrating the Monge-Ampère equation 
(5.16) for 0 on a bounded domain with prescribed values for (p at the boundary
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is an ill-posed problem. Prom theorem 3.4.4 we see that the these structures are 
integrable when
( /  +  O '  -  7 '  =  C l, (5 .20)
Xxxx — G2 ; Xyyy ~  ^ 3 , (5.21)
where C2, C3 are real constants.
Apart from Petterssen’s realisability condition, all the other criteria derived in 
this chapter (that is the ellipticity condition E  >  0, Kasahara’s realisability condi­
tion K  >  0, and the last condition pf (w) >  0 with pf (cu) given by (5.19)) are mathe­
matical solvability conditions ensuring tha t the Dirichlet problem for the symplectic 
Monge-Ampère equations (equation (5.10), equation (5.12) and equation (5.16) re­
spectively), when solved for ip with all the other fields prescribed, have a unique 
solution. As detailed in [49], this set of conditions provides a ’’hierarchy of measures 
of balance": Petterssen’s realisability condition, providing the most generalised cri­
terion for a fiow to exist, is obtained from the full divergence equation, and the other 
criteria, defining a change of type for the Monge-Ampère equations, are obtained
by using more and more approximations. The ellipticity condition pf (cu) > 0 where
pf (w) is given by (5.19), tha t is
( /  +  C ) ' - 7 ' > 0 ,  (5 .22 )
can be interpreted as an intermediate step between Petterssen’s and Kasahara’s 
realisability conditions. It is derived with the only assumption tha t the velocity field 
can be decomposed into divergent and rotational parts, and it relates to a physically 
interesting balance between absolute vorticity and total deformation. Assuming a 
non-anomalous vorticity (that is /  +  C > 0 ) which is commonly associated with a 
inertially stable state, condition (5.22) reduces to
( /  +  ( ) - ' y > o .
The importance of this condition has been studied in the context of the stability 
analysis of numerical methods for the shallow-water balance equations and for three- 
dimensional stably stratified rotating fiows in [61,62,83,84]. Further research should 
be carried out in order to determine whether or not this condition plays a role in 
the transition from stable to turbulent regimes in the shallow-water dynamics, and 
to see if analogue criteria can be derived for other models such as the primitive 
equations and two-dimensional and three-dimensional semi-geostrophic theory.
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Chapter 6
Three-dimensional models
So far we have studied balanced models and their properties within the frame­
work of shallow water model. As explained in the introduction this framework is a 
paradigm for physical regimes in which the ratio of the typical vertical length scale 
to the typical horizontal length scale is small. In the study of synoptic atmospheric 
dynamics we saw that this ratio is of order 1 0 “  ^ therefore the recourse to shal­
low water models to derive semi-geostrophic equations is legitimate and it provides 
much insight into the theoretical features of this approximation. However, becanse 
of its low dimensionality, this idealisation hides one of the major characteristics of 
semi-geostrophic theory, namely its ability to tolerate frontal discontinuities within 
the fluid. To exhibit this feature, we need to recourse to the three-dimensional for­
mulation of semi-geostrophic theory based on an approximation of the Boussinesq 
hydrostatic /-plane primitive equations. In a first section we present the geostrophic 
momentum approximation which led to the 3-dimensional semi-geostrophic theory 
introduced by Hoskins [41]. The second section gives a brief overview of the theory 
of Monge-Ampère operators in and presents the geometric structures associated 
with Monge-Ampère equations in R^. Finally in the third section we illustrate the 
concepts introduced in the previous section by considering the Monge-Ampère equa­
tion relating the potential vorticity to the geopotential for semi-geostrophic theory 
in three dimensions.
6.1 3-dimensional semi-geostrophy
The three dimensional semi-geostrophic equations defined by Hoskins [41] consist 
in replacing the true acceleration by the derivative following the motion of the
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geostrophic wind in the horizontal momentum equation of the primitive equations, 
the resulting system is given by
i ig  +  / k x x  +  V0 =  0 (6.1)
g = 4
9 = 0 (6 .4)
where Ug is the geostrophic wind defined by Ug =  x  =  {x,y)  G denotes
the horizontal position of the fiuid particles, 9 is the potential temperature with 
constant basic state 9q, f  is the constant Coriolis parameter and g the acceleration 
due to gravity. The geopotential (/> is then given hy ^  = grj where y is the true 
elevation of the fiuid particles and the vertical coordinate z is the pseudo-height^. 
This system conserves the potential vorticity defined by
=  Cg • (6 .5)
where
r _  , f 1 9(7^g,Ug) i ^(wg,Ug)
® \  d z '  d z '  dx dy  J \ f  d (y , z )  ’ /  d{z ,x)  ’ /  d{x,y)
Then we see tha t equation (6.5) is a Monge-Ampère equation for (p in three variables. 
Hoskins introduced the geostrophic coordinates X , Y, Z, T  defined by
X  = x + /"^Ug , Y  = y ~  f~^Ug , % =  z , T  = t, (6 .6 )
and the potential 0  given by
^ X , Y , Z , T )  = 4, + E K  + 4)<  (6.7)
equation (6.5) can be written as
1 d'‘^ \  1 ( d ' ^ ^ d H  f  9^0 ,
p  \ d X ^  dY^J QsgdZ^ P  y e X d Y J  J  ~
this equation is a Monge-Ampère equation for $.
^See [18] for a description of the pseudo-height and of semi-geostrophic theory in three- 
dimensions.
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The three-dimensional semi-geostrophic theory owns a Legendre structure richer 
than the two-dimensional theory. This structure is given by a quartet of Legendre 
transformations defined by the four functions T(x, z), fR(X, 0), S(X, z) and T(x, 
related by the formulae
T  +  D î  =  x - X ,  X  =  g .  x  =  g ,
3 Î - S  =  0 . ^ ,  ^ =  6» =  - g .
S +  T =  X . x , x = g , X = g .
0  =  g ,  z =  - g .
In [18], the coordinates (x, z) are referred to as physical coordinates, (x, 0) to as 
isentropic coordinates, (X, z) to as geostrophic coordinates and finally (X, 0) to as 
momentum/entropy coordinates. Together with the four functions T, 3^ , 7  and § 
the four coordinate systems provide us with four equivalent new Monge-Ampère 
equations for the potential vorticity given by
Qsg = (Hessxyg =  (Hess^y S)~^ ^zz = Hess^y ^  — Hess^ /^z T. (6.9)
This structure has been much studied by Chynoweth & Sewell [78,18,16,17], Roul­
stone & Sewell [71], for its ability to model atmospheric fronts. The case of a single 
vertical physical plane is commonly used to illustrate this modellisation, however 
this model is essentially two-dimensional and the potential vorticity can be related 
to the geopotential by a symplectic Monge-Ampère equation in the two variables 
X  and z
d z ^  d x ^  dz" ^  \ d z d x  J  
Therefore the machinery presented in chapters 3 and 4 applies to this equation. 
For instance, endowing (T*R^, {æ, z ,p ,r} ) with the canonical symplectic form, the 
associated effective 2 -form is given by
u) =  ~Qdx A d z -7 dx A dr -ir dp A dr, (6 .1 0 )
and its pfaffian is given by pf (w) =  Q. Therefore the equation is elliptic for Q > 0 
and hyperbolic for Q <  0 . The almost e-structure A, is given by
/O 0  0  - 1\  
1 0  1 0  
0 - 0 0 1  
\ 0  0 0 0 /
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it is integrable if and only if Q is constant. When Q > 0 is constant we see that the 
coordinate system {X, Z) given by
X  = æ +  iVlO| z +  p,
E =  r - i ^ \ Q \ x ,
provides an example of an adapted coordinate system for the complex structure A , 
from which we can build a complex Legendre structure as described in section 4.1.2. 
However it is not clear yet what new insights this complex Legendre structure brings 
in our understanding of frontogenesis.
6.2 Symplectic Monge-Ampère equations in three 
variables
We endow with the coordinate system (æ, y, z,p,  q, r). The canonical symplec­
tic structure B G is given by
B =  dæ A dp +  dp A dg +  dz A dr,
and a 3-form u) G 0^(T*R^) is effective if and only if cu A B =  0. The space of 
effective 3 forms on T*MP is denoted by Bg(T*R^). A symplectic Monge-Ampère 
equation in R^, denoted by is an equation — 0, where w G 0^(T'*R^) and 
A(j is the Monge-Ampère operator defined by
A ^ : e°°(R3) B3(R3)
(f) Af (^j) =  (d(^)*w.
Prom Hodge-Lepage-Lychagin theorem, the map w i-> A j^ provides a one-to-one 
correspondence between effective 3-forms on T*R^ and symplectic Monge-Ampère 
operators on R^.
Recall tha t a symplectic Monge-Ampère equations in R^ can be characterised as 
elliptic or hyperbolic by considering the sign of the scalar pf (w), and this character­
isation is equivalent to the existence of an almost-complex or almost-para-complex 
structure on the cotangent bundle T*R^. Can we find such a classification for sym­
plectic Monge-Ampère equations in R^? Note tha t for any 3-form w G B^(T*R^) 
we have w A w =  0, therefore a pfaffian pf (a;) defined by the formula uP = p f (w)B^ 
as in the two-dimensional case would be useless. Furthermore uo and B have dif­
ferent degrees then we cannot define a field of endomorphisms by the formula
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w(-, ') =  ). In [38], Hitchin associates two invariants to any 3-form on
the Hitchin tensor : T{T*R^) r(T*R^) defined by the formula
A w,
and the Hitchin pfaffian A(w) defined by
A H  =  iTr(Jsr^). (6 .1 2 )
The Monge-Amp ère equation A ,^ =  0 is said non-degenerate if A(o;) never vanishes. 
Then we have the following result due to Hitchin [38]:
Proposition 6.2.1
Let uj be a nondegenerate 3-form on T*M.  ^ then we have
K l  = (6.13)
Moreover
•  A(w) > 0 i/ and only i/  w =  a  +  /3; where a  and /3 are decomposable^ 3-forms 
on Furthermore supposing that the scalar j ,  defined by a  A f3 =
is strictly positive, then a  and (3 are uniquely defined by
2a =  w +  |A(o))|-"/"/s'>, (6.14)
2/3 =  w -  |A(a))|-^/^3sT>. (6.15)
•  A(w) < 0 i f  and only iftv = a  4- ci, where a  is a complex decomposable S-form,
on Furthermore supposing that the scalar j ,  defined by a A a  = iifi^  is
strictly positive, then a  is uniquely defined by
2 a  =  w +  i|A (w )r^/^ür> . (6.16)
The property (6.13) motivates the use of the word pfaffian to call the quantity 
A (o') by analogy with the two-dimensional case. Moreover when the Monge-Amp ère 
equation is nondegenerate we see from (6.13) tha t the tensor field
/  -  1 K
^A r-form a  e  Dr(T*MA) is decomposable if there exists r 1-forms o : i , . . . ,ar  on T'*M s^uch 
that q: =  «1  A . . .  A o:,..
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defines an almost-para-complex structure if X(u>) > 0  and an almost-complex struc­
ture if A(w) <  0. Then, in [3], Banos carries the analogy a step further and call a 
Monge-Ampère structure E x elliptic if A(cu) <  0 and hy­
perbolic if A(cu) >  0. However this classification of nondegenerate effective 3-forms 
in terms of ellipticity and hyperbolicity does not correspond to the classification 
of the associated Monge-Amp ère equation Eij defined in section 3.4.2. To recover 
the usual classification of Monge-Amp ère equations we need to consider another 
geometric object: the Lychagin-Roubtsov pseudo-metric, q ,^, defined for any 3-form 
w E by
o a  z^ uj) . (6.17)
As noted in [3] the Lychagin-Roubtsov pseudo-metric is related to the Hitchin tensor 
by the formula
q w ( ( ) = 0 ( % ( ) .  (6.18)
Equation (6.17) and (6.18) provide an alternative definition of the Hitchin tensor
/C .
In [3], Banos defines a generalised Calabi-Yau structure^ on a 6 -dimensional man­
ifold M  as a 5-tuple (q, fl, K, a, (3) such that: q is a pseudo-metric on M, H is a 
symplectic form on M, K  is a smooth section M  —> TM<S>T*M such that =  ±1 
and such tha t q ( ^ , 0  =  E T(TM ), and finally a  and /? are (eventually
complex conjugated) decomposable 3-forms whose associated distributions are the 
distributions of K  eigenvectors and such tha t a A (3 = with c constant. The 
generalised Calabi-Yau structure is integrable if and only if K  is integrable or equiv­
alently if and only if a  and /? are closed. When q is definite positive and K  is a 
complex structure then we recover the usual concept of Calabi-Yau manifold. From 
the above discussion we see tha t any Monge-Amp ère equation in defines a 
generalised Calabi-Yan structure on T*M.  ^ given by (q^, H, a, (3). In table 6 . 2  we 
gather some results due to Banos, [2,4], which present a complete classification of 
locally constant Monge-Ampère equations in
^This is not the same notion as the generalised Calabi-Yau structure introduced by Hitchin 
in [39] defined on a generalised complex manifold.
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6.3 A pplication to  3-dim ensional sem i-geostrophy
6.3 Application to 3-dimensional semi-geostrophy
We illustrate the definitions of the preceding section by considering the symplectic 
Monge-Ampère equation relating a constant potential vorticity field to the geopoten­
tial in three-dimensional semi-geostrophic theory. Using the geostrophic coordinates 
{ X , Y , Z )  and the Bernoulli potential $  defined respectively by (6 .6 ) and (6.7) this 
equation can be written as
1 / d H  1 d H  1 /
P  \d ]Ô  ^ / Ï  l 'dîÔdŸ^ ^ \^dXdY) =  1, (6.19)
where =  gQgg/fSo is constant. Endowing T*M3 with the coordinate system 
{X,Y,  Z ,P ,Q , R) together with the canonical symplectic structure on T*M3, the 
associated effective 3-form on T*M.  ^ is given by
LÜ A dY A Ô.Z -f- dA A dQ A ô.Z^ -}- -^^^dA A dY A Ô.R
— -y^ô.P A dQ A à.Z — dA  A dY  A dZ.
W ith the help of Maple and the Vessiot package^, which helps in manipulating 
differential forms, we derive the Lychagin-Roubtsov metric q^ , using equation (6.17), 
and we obtain
qw =  ~~jY2j^4 (y^dA (g) dA  + f  d Y  (g) dY -  dA  <S>dP -  d Y  (g) dQ +  dZ  (gi dR ) .
Using (6.18) we easily write the Hitchin tensor as
/C
A 0 0 0 0 o\
0 1 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 -1 0 0 02AT2/4 2 0 0 -1 0 0
0 2 0 0 - 1 0
\o 0 0 0 0 V
and the Hitchin pfaffian is given by
=  4 Â ^ -
Then the Hicthin pfaffian is positive and 7^ , defines an almost-para-complex struc­
ture. Thus from table 6 .2 , we see that when the potential vorticity field is con­
stant the Monge-Ampère equation (6 .8 ) is equivalent to the equation H ess^ =  1 as 
juggested by (6.9).
^To be found at h ttp ://w w w .m a th .u su .ed u /~ fg _ n ip /P a g es/S y m b o lic sP a g e /S y in b o lics . 
h t ml.
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6.3 A pplication to 3-dim ensional sem i-geostrophy
From Proposition 6 .2 .1 , the 2-form u  can be written as the sum of two decompos­
able 3-forms a  and /?, and the 5-uple (qoj, 1Î, TC, ck, y0) defines a almost-generalised 
Calabi-Yau structure of real type associated with semi-geostrophic theory. This 
structure is integrable when the potential vorticity is spatially constant. Note that 
the type of the structnre is independent of the sign of the potential vorticity, this 
contrasts with the two-dimensional case where the geometric structure is of com­
plex type when the potential vorticity is positive and of real type when the potential 
vorticity is negative.
This chapter is largely inspired from various papers. Section 6.1 is inspired by 
the seminal paper of Hoskins [41] on the geostrophic momentum approxiation, and 
by the work by Chynoweth and Sewell [16,17,18] on transformation theory and 
its application to semi-geostrophic theory. Section 6 . 2  is inspired by the work by 
Lychagin et al. [52,53], and Banos [2,3,4] on the theory of Monge-Ampère equations 
in and by Hitchin [38] on the geometry of 3-forms in six dimensions. The 
present section offers an illustration of the tools defined in the previous section to the 
Monge-Ampère equation defining the potential vorticity in geostrophic coordinates. 
The only merit of this chatper is to gather in the same document the background 
material for both semi-geostrophic theory and Monge-Ampère equations in in 
order to provide enough informations and hopefully to arouse interest for further 
investigations.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and further work
The main objective of this thesis was to provide a rigorous introduction to both semi- 
geostrophic theory and McIntyre & Roulstone’s balanced models, and Lychagin et 
al. formalism of Monge-Ampère operators, in order to review and extend the work 
of McIntyre & Roulstone [58, 59] and Roulstone & Roubstov [67, 6 8 ] concerning 
the geometries associated with the Monge-Ampère equation relating the absolute 
constraint vorticity to the geopotential. The original contributions to the literature 
have already been highlighted in the preceding chapters, some of which will be 
submitted for publication, let us summarise them and give directions for further 
research:
•  In section 2.3.1, we derived a multisymplectic generalisation of semi-geostrophic 
theory inspired by a ’canonical coordinates’ based approach. This system allowed us 
to account, for example, for variations in the Coriolis parameter. In section 2,3.2, we 
then showed how to handle the constrained velocity (2.29), considered by McIntyre 
& Roulstone in [59] to derive balanced models, in order to recast Li-dynamics and 
McIntyre & Roulstone’s models as multisymplectic systems. As mentioned in [45], 
the multisymplectic framework led to the discovery tha t the conservation of poten­
tial vorticity, which is an essential feature of balanced models, is the result of two 
more fundamental conservation laws. Studying these conservation laws for McIn­
tyre & Roulstone’s models and experimenting numerical methods which preserve 
the multisymplectic structure should be considered for further resarch.
• In section 3.2, we proposed a classification of contact transformations in terms 
of a partial degeneracy criterion, called the defect and given by an integer 6. We then 
showed how any defect ô contact transformation can be entirely defined in terms of 
5 + 1  generating functions. Finally we showed that any defect 5 contact transfor­
mation can be written as the composition of a defect 0  contact transformation with
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a Euler transformation. However this classification, originally thought to provide 
a useful tool to study the composition of contact transformations, has not proved 
to be the appropriate framework to study the transformation properties of semi- 
geostrophic theory and balanced models. Nevertheless, there may well be other 
areas in which contact structures and contact transformations play an important 
role, for example in thermodynamics theory (see [60]), in which this classification 
may bring interesting results.
•  In section 3.4.5, we applied Kushner et aVs formalism to exhibit the geomet­
ric structures arising from the study of the Monge-Ampère equation relating the 
absolute constraint vorticity to the geopotential for balanced models. The Kaliler 
structure associated with the two-dimensional elliptic Monge-Ampère equation with 
constant coefficients provided us with a new interpretation of the complex coordi­
nate system discovered by McIntyre & Roulstone, and gave an explanation as why 
semi-geostrophic theory was exempt of this complex setting in the approach carried 
out in [59]. The 2-form (i/2)(dA  A dX  +  dY A dŸ), whose role was not hitherto 
explained in [59], has clearly been identified as the Kahler form corresponding to 
the Kahler structure given by the complex structure associated with the elliptic 
symplectic Monge-Ampère equation together with the standard metric on C^.
• In sections 4.1.2 and 4.1.3, we reviewed the analysis of McIntyre & Roulstone 
on hyper-Kahler geometry and balanced models and we clearly identified the role of 
the triple of 2-forms arising in McIntyre & Roulstone’s approach. The first 2-form 
arises from constraining the canonical structure of the parent phase space, resulting 
in the effective 2 -form corresponding to the Monge-Ampère equation defining the 
constraint potential vorticity. The second 2-form is the Kahler form correspond­
ing to the canonical Kahler-structure on induced by McIntyre & Roulstone’s 
coordinates. The third 2-form corresponds to the canonical symplectic structure 
on T*R^, related to the standard contact structure on J^R^. We then extended 
McIntyre & Roulstone’s approach in order to account for the full Monge-Ampère 
equation as described in section 4.1.1. This allowed us to exhibit a yet unrevealed 
hyper-Kahler structure for semi-geostrophic theory. In section 4.1.4, we built a Leg­
endre structure from a general coordinate system and we used the hyper-Kahler 
structure to show th a t McIntyre & Roulstone’s balanced models could be rephrased 
in terms of the Legendre structure.
•  In section 4.2, we chose to consider a broader approach on the problem of 
associating a geometric framework to a nondegenerate symplectic Monge-Ampère 
equation in R^. Whereas in the preceding approaches the metric structure was
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given by the standard metric on C^, in section 4.2 the metric is just assumed to 
belong to the set of all metrics compatible with the e-structure This allowed us 
to show that we can associate a four-dimensional family of almost-Kahler structures 
and a four-dimensional family of almost-para-Kahler structures to any nondegen­
erate symplectic Monge-Ampère equation in furthermore if the normalised 
2-form is closed then these structures are integrable. We then showed that if w is 
closed a three-dimensional family of hyper-Kahler structures on T*M? and a three- 
dimensional family of hyper-para-Kahler structures on T*M3 can be associated with 
the equation E(^. As discussed briefly in section 4.3.2, the existence of such struc­
tures opens new areas of investigation for the study of Monge-Ampère equations 
and their applications, and also brings freedom to insert informations concerning 
the physical context into the picture.
•  In section 5.2, we used the formalism of Monge-Ampère theory to revisit Pet- 
terssen’s realisability condition {P > 0) for the divergence equation within shallow- 
water framework. Using the Helmholtz decomposition we considered the divergence 
equation as a Monge-Ampère eqnation, then the pfaffian of the associated effective 
2-form was related to Petterssen’s quantity P . This led us to show that a physical 
regime may satisfy Petterssen’s realisability condition while being a ill-posed bound­
ary value problem, from a geometric perspective this shows tha t a realizable flow 
carries an almost-complex structure or an almost-para-complex structure depend­
ing on a balance between absolute vorticity and total deformation. Further studies 
should consider the relation between equation (5.19) defining this balance between 
absolute vorticity and total deformation and the semi-ellipticity condition derived 
by McWilliams et a l [61,62] and Yavneh et a l [83,84]. Further research should 
also be carried out to relate these results to the analysis performed by Roulstone et 
al [69] concerning the geometry associated with the incompressible Navier-Stokes 
equations.
Although we have answered some open questions in [59], some remain unan­
swered, and new questions have been raised. How the complex structure rules the 
evolution of balanced models? And, how to make use of twistor geometry to de­
scribe the dynamics? These are the most important questions tha t should lead the 
interest for further studies.
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Appendix A
Multisymplectic geometry
A .l Li-dynamics
To check tha t the system (2.83) to (2.90) corresponds to Li-dynamics we have to 
write wf‘ explicitly using (2.90) and to insert the resulting expressions in (2.83) and 
(2.84). We have
j i i i - ' W + * i » y  -  -  - K ) +
_  de{r) g d L 1 \  dv^ g d f  dv^ grf- ^
d x\ f  dx \ \ t  J  dx^ f  dx\ \ r  )  dx^ 2 /
then we obtain
Applying the same manipulations we get
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A.2 M ultisym plecticity  for Li-dynam ics
Therefore we can write
W , l + ’"Î5 =  ( - ^ )  +
Xr
f  V
X  V k . V  X
,2
dr] grf 
d x ^  f x \  ( k . V  X  v )  j  —  x l  ( k . V  X  v )  2
=  9
which leads to
+  k . V  X  V
d r ]  grf" d
/
+d x ^  T ) f  d x ^ ( k . V  X  V )  +  ^ k . V  X  V —  +
gr]  d { g , v ^ )
< + "Ü « ' ) + { - j ë é + 0 6 ) " '  <*■»
Similar manipulations show that
d e { r )
and
Therefore
Wo = dxl
d e { r )
dxo
^ ^ x k  ) k . V  X  V  +/ " V 2/ ,2 ,
+ 2 Ax t^ ) k . V x v - ÿ ^ , ^ , ./
< 1  +  < 2  -  9 ^  +  ( ' 7 ' k . V  X  v )  +  ( - y ^ ^  +  f  ( A - 2 )
By substituting (A.l) and (A.2) in (2.83) and (2.83), we obtain
Ù  +  / k  X  X  +  g S / n  — [?7^ k . V  x  v l  —  u . V v ,11 '
which defines the equations for U i-dynamics as described in section 2 .2 .1 .
A.2 M ultisym plecticity for Li-dynamics
We want to derive equation (2.91). First note that we have
3'*(w,t +  Ka,a) = ( A . 3 )
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A.2 M ultisym plecticity  for Li-dynam ics
where we recall tha t the 2-forms u> and a — 1,2, are given by
CJ = fdx^  A dæ  ^+  dw  ^A dæ  ^+  du^ A dx^,
Ka =  dn;“ A dæ' + A dn^ - A di;^,
and represents the pull back from physical space to the full reference space 
(m^, m?,t). We have
— f{x^d t -\r æjgdm^) A {x'^dt +  æ^dm^) +  {û^dt +  u^^dm^) A (æMt +  a;^^dm''') 
=  — æ^rc^)dm^ A di +  f{x^ix ‘^2 ~  A dm^
+  {u^ p^x"^  — îAx'^p)dm^ A dt +  {u^ px' 2^ ~  A drri^
and
=  { l u f d t  +  w f p d m ^ )  A  ( : P d t  +
+  { i p d t  +  A  ( v M t  +  v ^ ^ d m ^ )OXp
ApCK
-  +  ^0,'y^'^-y) A (^^dt +  v'f^dnP)OXTp
=  { w f ^ x ^  — w f x ^ ^ ) d m P  A d t  +  — W i 2 X i \ ^ d m }  A  d m ?
ApCt
+  f  ^  -  x j w î , ) d m ^  A d i  +  { x ^ g . v \  -  x ^ 2 « \ ) d m ^  A d m ^ ]
-  r ' ' ^  [ ( + 7 * ^  -  x ^ g V ^ ~ i)A m <  A  d t  +  { x ’g g v '^ .i -  A  d m ^ ]
=  [ w h A  -  < 2 0  +  +  / “ ^ e ? 2 0 ]  d m ^  A d m ^
+  [ < ^ * *  -  < 0  +  -  r ' - e ' i g v ^  +  / " ‘ é î 0 ]  d m '’ A  d t .
We now evaluate (#*w, ^*/Ca) on the set of solutions of the system (2.83)-(2.90). 
Prom (2.87) we can rearange the above expressions as
=  [ { — f x ^  —  u ^ ) x p  +  ( /æ ^  -  û^)æ ^ +  d m p  A  d t  +  Q g d m i A d m g  
=  [ w f ^ ^ x p  +  u ] p { u ^  +  u^)] d m p  A  d t  +  Q g d m i A d m g
+  « 4 ) . “ -  < 4 , a dm^ g A dt +  Qgdmi A dmg
and
'^*Ka = [ { < 4  +  /  “  « 4  +  /  “  /  ^ 4 4 ) , 2] A dm^
+  [{u;,W  +  f~^e^i)^ -  r^e^v'^y^p -  {wfx^p +  / " ^ e ? 4  -  dm^ A dt
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A.2 M ultisym plecticity  for Li-dynam ics
To further reduce these expressions we need to return to some definitions and 
properties. First recall tha t ef is the function defined by
then we have
Using the relations (2.75), bearing in mind tha t w f  =  ef is in this case, we see that
=  -Te'(T)5(yy, (A.6 )
then from c)
we see that (94 ^  =  - ^ ( ’■ e '( 'r)0 ) -  (A.7)
Prom equation (2.90) we see that
which using (A.5) writes as
then from (A.6 ) and (A.7) we have
w fx \  = 5 a 'rC ~ f ^6p^e^vlp + f  ^ôp^e^fp, (A.8 )
where C  is defined by
c  = - r e '( r )  -  /■ ‘^ ( • '" e '{ r ) ) 0  +  / - ’^ ( r e ' ( r ) ) 0 .
We are now ready to reduce the expressions for and ^*to. We start with 
Call 21q. the coefficient of the dm^ A dm3 component of then using
equation (A.8 ) SIq, reduces to
5ta =  “  5iaCg.
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A .2 M ultisym plecticity  for Pi-dynam ics
The coefficient of the A dm^ component of (W*/€o:),a is given by 2ti,i +  and 
it reduces to
% ,1  +  % ,2  =  “ C 2I +  C 12,
thus we see tha t 2li,i +  212,2 =  0. We now consider the coefficient of the dm^ A dt 
component of call it we have
-  { < 4  + ~
We will treat the two expressions in the brackets separately, call Cq, the first one 
and 2 )^ the second one so that
<Bi =  €a,g -  S>it.
Using (A.8 ) we can write D f as
3)^ =  àapC -  +  f-'^ôp^e'^vf^ +
then we have
(3)^ (dm^ A dt)^a = C^tpdm^ A dt.
We thus proved tha t
{'^*Ka),a =  —C^tpdm^ A dt +  Ca,paàm^ A dt.
We now concentrate on Recall that we found that 
1^*0J = +  “ > '  +  « 0 ),a -  < 0 ,„ dm /3 A dt +  Qgdmi A dmg.
Prom (2.90) we see tha t
.7* ( A . 9 )
Then using (A.8 ), (A.9) together with (2.88) and (2.89) we obtain 
^*u) = Q^dm} A dm^ + - u ^  +  c ( r )  j  +  dctpC^a^ /  ,/3
- i f  4 /3 e ? ^ ,7 ~ / f  4 ,^ ^ ,7  +  /  4/3
-f~^&2,apv^ +  dm^ A dt
=  Qgdm^ A dm^ + ^-u^ + c(r) +
./?
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A .2 M ultisym plecticity  for Li-dynam ics
thus we get
=  Qgdm^ A dm^ 
+ -u ^  +  e(r) +  (7 -  -  f dm^ A dt.
,P
Gathering all the calculations leads to
1+  Kct,ct) =  Qgdm^ A dm^ +
as required.
+  e(r) ,pt
{f^e2V^ -  f  +  ^a,pa] dm^ A dt
=  Q^dm} A dm^ + u^ +  e(T-) ,pt
-  -  { fe ^ v ^  -  /  ^e^i)‘^}^ c.p
+ { iü “ P  +  A dt
=  Qgdm^ A dm^:g
+ iu ^  +  e(r)^  - \ r{wfx^-f  +  f
^ /  ,(
dm^ A dt
,/3
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Appendix B
Contact transformations
B .l Defect-6 transformation
Consider a defect-5 contact transformation T  : (x, 0, p) (x, p) with 5 > 0 , then 
there exists (C^) E CL„(E) such that
r
(Cÿ ) {Pi,pj )
Let x^* = C iix\ we have
Phpil Pn,pi^  ^
Pn,Pi^ _S
0 0
0 0  j
dx^* d 3
dx^ dx^*
Condition (3.16) can be rewritten as
Let (Bji) E GL„(M) such th a t CijBji = ôu, then
4 -  +  =  Pkix'^i* +  BijPjX^).
Introducing the new variables p^ = BijPj we get
4>xi* + Pi^ d> = Pki^xi* +Pt-4 )* 
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B .l  D efect-5 transform ation
and from
we have
±  =  n . . L -
9P i '  "  d p j  '
Pn,plP i ,pI
• •
P'^K-6 P^>Pn-60 0
0 0
(PtPj ) —
Moreover
- pK i =  - f t 0 ) =  0 .
therefore the transformation i-> {x ,^ ,p ), where (f)* =  <^ , is a contact
transformation.
Now since (pi,p*) is a (n — 5) x n system of rank {n — 5) there exists a matrix 
{Eij) G CL„(R) such tha t
(  P h , p \  ' ' ' P in-S,Pl  • I) \
Pin-6,Pn-S 0  0
0 0 . . .  0
V 0 . . .  0 0 . . .  0 /
We consider the coordinate system . . . ,  x^, • • • jPn) defined by
ÿ =  4
Pk =  E k é u
where (F^ fc) G (7P„(M) is such that F ikE ^j — ôij,  we have
D ^ k * ^  —  P i D ^ k * 5 A  =  D ^ k * ^  —  { E i j P j ) D ^ k * { F j i x ' ^ )
~  D^k*^ — piD^k^F'
=  0,
(B.l)
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B .2 Proofs o f theorem s
and
=  4 j  -P jx l -  
=  0 ,
which shows tha t the transformation { x * ,  (f>*,p*)  »—> (Æ, ^ , p )  is a contact transforma­
tion.
We proved tha t given any defect-(5 contact transformation {x,(p,p) [x ,^ ,p )
we can define a re d u c ed  defect-(5 co n tac t tra n s fo rm a tio n  (a;*, (jf.p*) i-> (5, 
for which the jacobian matrix is given by
( • -3=1* Pl,X ^* P n,x^*
X^n* X^n* P l,X ^ * Pn,x^^*
.. . æg p<k P4>
P h p l  • P n,p*
^ P n  • * ^Pn ^Pn Pl.Pn P n ,p l
where lower right block is of the form (B .l), ie
and
P^ \P% — 0, VZ — 1 , . . . ,  yt 5, k  — Ti 5 "j~ 1) • • • J n>,
Pr,Pa =  0, Vr — n  — 5 +  1 , . . . ,  n,  s =  1 , . . . ,  n,
f  0.' > Pn—s)d {P v‘
(B.2)
(B.3)
(B.4)
B.2 Proofs of theorems
P roof of th e  general non-degeneracy theorem
For any differentiable function ip : - =  ( ^ 1
dipi A • • • A dipN ~ di'ipi,.. d {x^, . .
, W
,a:^)
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B .2 Proofs o f theorem s
where V oI^n =  A • • • A d x ^  is the volume form on then for T  we have
d£^ A • • ■ A dæ” Ad(ÿ A dpi A • • • A = ^ (Æ \ . • • 5 Pn)d{x^,.. • • J Pn) l/o/]K2n+l, (B.5)
where l/oZigsn+i =  dæ  ^ A  • • • A  dæ” A  d^ A  dpi A  • • • A dpn.
The condition for T to be a contact transformation is
d ^  — pidx'^ =  /? (d4) — Pîdæ") , /3 7  ^ 0 ,
applying the exterior derivative to the above equation and rising it to the power n  
give
(drr  ^A  dpi)'^ — [d/? A (d<^  — p^dæ )^ +  Pdx^ A  dpi]^ ,
therefore
{d$ — pidf^) A  {dx^ A  dpi)” =  /? (d(j) — p^dæ') A [d^ A {dcp — pidæ*) +  ^dcc  ^A  dpi]” , 
which reduces to
(d^ — Pidx'^) A  (dæ  ^A  dp^)” =  [d(j) — Pidx'^) A  (dæ  ^A  dp^)^,
therefore
dx^ A  • • • A  dæ" A  d0 A  dpi A  • ■ • A dp„ =  y^
then from (B.5)
A/Al ATI ^ ^ ^ \d{x^,.. . ,:r” ,(^,Pi,. • jPn)
d {x^, . .,rc^,0 ,P i,. • 5 Pn)
and since /5 7  ^ 0, T  is non-degenerate.
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B .2 Proofs o f theorem s
P roof of Lemm a 1
For 5 — 1^2 the formula is satisfied, we assume that the formula is satisfied at rank 
5^  then we have:
5+1
j=i 
5+1
P (P 1, . . •, P5+1)
D { x \ . .
D (P i,. . . Pj ) ’ • ’ > P5+1)
D(a;2,
_  ^  Dx^Pj
U
d{Ply . . . ,P j, . . . jPs+l) 5+1
k  (-1)'d {x^,. . .  ,æ'^+ )^
d (P i, . . .  ,P^-,.. .,Ps+i)
’ ) ) " ' " > P5+1)
d{(f),x^,
5+1 
i=i
5+1 
j=i
5+1 5+1
j=l /=2
5+1 5+1
j=l 1=2
d { P i , . . . ,P5+i)
5 (P i , . . . Pj 5 • • • J P5+1)
d(a;2, g^ 5+l j
5 ( P l ,  . . . , P j , . . •, P5+1)
5((/>, a;2,. . . ,  p , . . . ,P + i )
5+1
+  E ( - i ) 'w  
1=2 
5+1
+ y i ( —i)Yipz
Z=2
+  pi d(Pu .. • ) P5H-3 )dUp, P , . . . ,P + 1 )
^ (P i , . . . ,  Pd+i)
0 , a;2 , . . .  , p , . . .  
5 (P i , .. . . P 5+1)
=0
•, P5+1)
d {x^, . . ,P + i )
5+1
1=1
( ? ( P i , . . . ,a + i )
therefore the formula is true for any (5.
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P roof of Lemm a 2
Let
J j  { j l j  • • • ? 1 }  ( l )  ' ' ' 3 1 ' ' ’ 1 )
Applying Lemma 1 with the (<^ — 1) functions Pj-^,. . . ,  Pjj_i and the 5 variables 
P \  . . .  5 we get
p (p jn - ■ 5 Pjs~l) (9(Pji,.. • ) P.1s-l)
P ( P 1,. . , P«-l ) 5 ( p i , . . ., p«-l) Z=1
for any j  and any i. Multiplying on both side by (— and summing over all 
indexes j  =  1 , . . . ,  (5 we get
P (P J1, . . ‘ ) Pjs-l)
P ( P 1, . . . ,p « -l) a=i
5 D  5
&  ( - i r '  h  ( - 1 )
a % , . . • )  P 3 5 - 1 )
^ ( p l , . . ., p^-l)
1+Z
tha t is 
6
j==i
D ( P i , . • • J P 5)
D ( p i , . . . ,P'S-i) d{(f)^  p i , . . . ,  p5-i)
Z=1
9 ( P i , . . .  ,Ps)
=0
Therefore we have
d { P u . . . , P i )
J=1
’ J Pjy ‘ " 1 Pô)
D { x \ . . ,P ,  . . . ,P )
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Appendix C
Hyper-Kahler structure
C .l EflFectivity of w
Proof C.1.1 (proposition 4.2.2) By definition and using the identity (4.69) we 
have
=  I^h  = —hlf^.
From the analysis of effective forms in section 3.4-4 know that w  is effective if
(Mk7)i3 = —(Mz7)2 4- We have by definition
— / , — y  VI  (M j)ifc(A /in )fcf/^ ;j,VIP^(^)I
then
■ \/ |p f  (w ) | (M n 7 )l3  — — ( M j ) l2 ( A /n / l ) 2 3  “  { M i ^ ) i z { M ç i h ) 3 s  ~  (M j)l4 (M r 2 ^ )4 3 >
and
\ / | p f  ( ^ ) l  ( ^ 7 7 ) 2 4  =  — {Mix})2 l{d^dçih)\A — {M ui)23{ M Q h )s 4: — ( -^ ^ t^ j)2 4 ( ^ 0 / 1 ) 4 4 ,  
so that using the fact that we have (AL)i3 = — (^ <L)2 4 we can write 
•>/|pf (w)| ((Mîj,)24 + (M^)is) = — {Muj) i2 [{Mçih)23 ~  {Mnk)u]
~  (-^w)24 [(-^^^^)44 — (Mn/&)33] (C>1 )
—  i ^ d f f ) i 4 { M ç i h ) 4 3  —  { M u , ) 2 3 { M ç i h ) 3 4 .
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C.2 C om patibility  conditions
On the other hand we have
from which, using (M j)i3 =  — (A4 j)24, we can write
v 1 p ^ {^ )I  ((■^^7)24 +  (Ma?) 13) = (M j)2 4  [{hMçî)22  —
+  (-^ ^ )3 4  [ ( ^ ^ 0)23 — { h M ç i ) i 4 ]  (C .2 )
+ {Miü)u{hMçi)2l +  (M j)2s(^^^q)i2 - 
Adding equation (C .l) and (C.2) we obtain
2v 1pf(cü)| ((Mc;)24 +  (M ^)is) =(Mc^)24 [ ( h M ç i )22 ~  { h M ç i ) n  — {M çih )4 4  +  {M çih)33\
+  (Mi;)34 [(/^M l)23 — (hMçi) 14]
— (-^^w)l2 [(Mn/l)23 — i^Çlh)i4]
+  (M^;)i4 [{hMçi)2i — (Mn71)43]
— {Mij)23 [(M fî71)34 — (hMn) 12] ,
then writing HMq explicitly as
hMçi =
—^hi3 —hi4 hii h i ^
“ 7î23 — 7%24 hi2 7t22 
~ ^ 3 3  ~ ^ 3 4  h i3  7%23 
\~ h 34 — 7l44 /^ 14 7%24 y
and using the fact that M ^h = —{hMçiY we see that all the expressions in squared 
brackets on the right hand side vanishe, then (Mt^)24  +  (Mot)i3 =  0 and thus zu is 
effective.
C.2 Compatibility conditions
The compatilibilty condition for h with respect to is
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C.3 C om patibility o f I 3
Using Maple to help with a simple but tedious calculation we get the following 
system of equation
0 =  / i l l  +  2BC h\2 — 2B E  hi4 H- }i22 — 2CE J124 T  E"^  /144 
-\~DE hii — .AC / i l l  
0 =  —AB hii — 2AC h\2 +  AE  /114 — BGI122 T  B E  /124 EB his
-\-EC /123 — E"^  /134 +  DE h\2
0 =  DB h\2 DC  /122 — DE  /124 4- 2B “^ his T  BC  /123 — B E  /134
—AB h\4 — AC  /124 AE  /144 +  DE  /113 — AC h\s 
0 =  —DB  / i l l  — DC h\2 +  2DE  /114 T  CB his C'^  /123 — CE  /134
—BC  /124 4" B E  /144 — AC hi4 
0 =  A^ / i l l  4~ 2AB hi2 — 2AE his 4~ /122 — 2B E  /123 4~ E"^  /133
-\~DE /122 — AC  /122 
0 =  —DA hi2 — DB J122 4~ 2DE  /123 — BA his T  B E  /133 4- A P  /114 
pA B  /124 — AE  /134 — AC  /123 
0 =  DA  / i l l  4~ DB hi2 — DE his — AC his — BC  /123 4~ CE  /133 
-\~AB hi4 4“ 2 S ^  /124 — .SÆ? /134 4~ DE J124 — AC  /124 
0 =  D^ /122 4“ 2DB  /123 — 2D A  /124 4- 2B ^ /133 — 2BA  /134 4- /144
4-HÆ/ /133 — A C  /133
0 =  —D"^  hi2 — DB his 4~ DA /114 CD /123 4" C S  /133 — 2C A  /134
—S D  /124 4" BA  /144 4“ DE  /134 
0 =  / i l l  — 2DC h i s  4“ 2DB  /114 T  /133 — 2CB  /134 4- 2B'  ^ /144
-\-DE /144 — A C  /144
(C.3)
then using a linear solver we get
/ i l l  — h i i  , /112 — /112 , h i s  — / i i 3,
^14 =   ^ /2,22 =  /l22,
/l23 =   ^ ^
U    h22DE—h22AC+A^hii—2A E h\z' ‘'33 ^5 )
I,   h\2DE—.AB/iii+2£/n/ii3+BC/i22'*34 — >
u    —C^/i2 2 +/tn  A C —2GEhi:i+hn DEH44 — ^5 - .
(0.4)
(0.5)
(0 .6)
(0.7)
(0 .8)
(0.9)
C.3 Compatibility of A
As described above J3 is compatible with h if
N  =  pf (w) Q. h~^ ÇP — h — 0.
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c .3  C om patibility o f L.
The components of the matrix N  are given by
A i^i =  —a (det h)~^ T , N 12 = —b (det h)~^ T , W13 =  —c (det h)~^ I \
# 1 4  =  - • ( d e t  f t ) - i  r  , % i  =  - b  ( d e t  / i ) - i  r  , # 2 2  =  - d  ( d e t  A )-' T,
# 2 3  =  (det /i) - i r  , W24 =  (det /i)-i r  , iVsi -  - c  (det /i) -‘ F,
# 3 2  =  -d è iê d  (det ?i)-i r  , # 3 3  =  (det h)~^ T,
# 3 4  =  -l> O E + A B a-2E B c-B C d  ( d e t f t ) ” !  T  , « 4 1  =  - ^ « ± 2 6  ( d e t A ) ' ^  T ,
# 4 2  =  -M =^=Æ ê (det /l)-l r  , W43 =  -t'CgW B^2BBc-BC,i (det /î)"! T,
W4 4  =  .- ^ 4 t»4 C-2 CEc+Oga (det /i)-i r,
with r  =  (E^ +  6  ^— ad)pf(w) +  0 ,^ and we see that #  =  0  implies (a,b,c,d) — 0  
which is excluded, or F =  0 , ie
^  “ E 2 +  6 2 _ a d '
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